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On this fair mon, when over all the Jand

Come softly gracious ones, with eyelids wet,
And on the sollier’s grave,with reverent hand,

Lay lily and violet,

Who brings to thegg where o'er thy. fallen head
The uhpitying seasons heedless come and go,

A wreath to deck thy lone and nameless bed,

‘Where Southern forests grow ?

To all,

Rehearse the deeds that kept the nation free,
And tears rain fast in’ love and reverence,
‘Who drops a tear for thee?
Perchance, where thou dost rest, the oriole’s
psalm
Floats light above thee, and the sweet-brier
lays
Her perfumed cheek on thine..
When nights

are calm,
And all the stars ablaze,

stood.

I may not know.
Afar thou liest, and lone,
Nor love nor grief thy burial-place may see;
But the wide earth, my lost, yet still my own,
Holds but thy grave for me!
—Amelia Daley Alden in Atlantic Monthly.

————

THOMPSON.
—

Hh It is but reasonable tasuppose that some
of our readers may number among their
dearest friends, a person of marked eccentricity. Viewing such an individual
in the light

of friendly criticism, and con-

trasting his

strange

notions,

queer

ex-

familiar ideas, trite utterances,and conventional deportment of others, the reader
and

to wish that the latter would learn to
think, talk, and act like ordinary mortals,
- The same conclusion has doubtless heen’
reached, and a like desire felt by the

the Christian life is laid down by our
Lord, in these solemn words,

well

our most

unless he

and feel.

that Jehovah may be ¢¢ all in.all.”
The
work must be loved for the sake of Him

oh

Beh

DR.

STOCK,

gd

ON $RAYER FOR
SIONS.

MIS:

April, and, as is customary, the first meet-

a prayer

held on Thursday

meeting.

This

morning,

April

was
25, in

the library of the Mission House. . Rev. J.
Stock, D. D.,

of Huddersfield,

presided,

tian priesthood, which includes all saints,

that his efforts

are usually unsuccessful.
A stoop in
‘the shoulders may be remedied,and crosseyes be straightened by processes well
known to us all; but an unfortunate mental twist, or that dreadful infirmity which
Dr. Holmes calls
¢ squinting brains,”

may justly be regarded as incurable.
Persons thus afflicted are unable to hide
their deformity. = Let them suppress what
they may, let them excuse what the§ can,
they will yet reveal such unmistakable
features of their inner selves as will astonish, perhaps shock, the most casual

observer.
Under such circumstances, the victim of

in Prayer, Essential to Power with Men in

Labor.”
;
He said, the first element of this power
‘with God isa deep sympathy with God
in his pity for our ruined race. What our
Father in heaven wants to see in usis
pity, sympathetic with that which is indicated in the strong cries and dying
groans of his dear Son.
And just so far
as we

feel as God

feels,

we

shall

have

power with him.
The second element in this power with
God is a devout approval of his method
of saving souls. Itis God’s purpose that
men shall be saved through the Cross of

~ a‘ peculiar temperament” is a creature
more deserving of pity than censure. his Son, and it becomes us, when we
‘Even in instances where his eccentricities | plead for the ingathefing of the nations,
and asperities appear incomprehensible to accept, with all our souls, the method
and unwarrantable, we should remember
by which he has willed that this glorious
Itis
that there are impelling motives whose consummation shall be attained.
force we may be unable to estimate ; as- not by mere culture, nor by human elosociated influences where we may fail to quence, nor by worldly wisdom, nor by
ttace a connecting link.
And with this the shrewdest sagacity, that this enterremembrance fresh in our minds,we may prise is to be brought to a successful is-

allowance with dis-

approbation,and tolerate what we can not
;

Itis not surprising that a man who
«Sees everything in a different light from
his fellows, should laugh when others are
graye,or grow serious over matters which

are commonly recognized as legitimate
subjects for mirth. ~~ Accustomed 10 rea-

sue, but by

the might

of the

Cross

and

sacrifice of our Lord. Men must be saved, if saved at all, in God's way.
There
is salvation only through the atonement
of Jesus Christ.” Thisis the one gospel
for these times, and for all times.
The
evolutions of the ages will produce no
other. And in praying for the conversion

of the world, we -have power with

God

son in a manner unknown to well-balane- just in proportion as we expect all suc-

ed minds, an individual of this description
gives strange answers to the simplest
- Questions,and advances the most singular
ideas concerning topies which (are gener-

cess for Christ's sake.
Another element in our intercessory
power is unhesitating faith in God's intention

to’ make

use

of

his

church

in

ally supposed to be well understood; If bringing the world to. receive the salyaWe may
he isa person of ordinary discernment, he tion which is for Christ's sake.

Will not fail to discover the difference

quently regarded,

we

are

com-

manded to trust in the willingness of God

which he is 100 fre-

to make use of us. While we recognize
the fact that the excellency of the power

Worldat large, and to mark the disfavor
and suspicion. with

not trust in ourselves, but

the

and

e

is of God, we

must

also

remember

should

be

that

lost sight of,

The more of this en-

tire devotedness to our

The - English
Baptist
Anniversaries
were held as usual in the last week of
ing was

distinction

whose work it is,

to be permitted to intercede for a lost and
perishing world. The theme which Dr.
Stock presented was, ‘ Power with God

:

himself

And

and

friendships,and at the risk of mueh abuse,

Which exists between

daughters.

nature itself, to talk and act,as they think

and social persecution.

admire.

accomplished

a-similarity in man-

and delivered an address, which, from its
length, I should think was a principal feature of the meeting. As it contains many
conspicuousness desirable, will be likely
valuable thoughts, as important here as
to obtain little advantage fiom a cheap in England, I will give a short abstract
notoriety gunined by personal . oddity. of it.
He said they were assembled to pray
Indeed, if he is a person of warm and
strong affections, and possessed of a ten- for the extension of the Saviour’s kingdom
der and sensitive spirit, he will be shock- in the earth, and no engagement could be
ed at his unenviable
condition, and will grander, more momentous, or more reuse every endeavor to overcome,—or, at sponsible than this. 1t is a high privilege
least, conceal,—a singularity which can to be permitted to pray for ourselves;
only be indulged in at the cost of many but it is the noblest function of the Chris-

safely mingle human:

¢* If any one

will come after me, let him deny himself
and take up his cross and follow me.”
How many Christian people can say that
they have denied themselves a comfort,
or even a luxury, in order to : give more
to the cause of God? And yet self-denial
in giving is, according to the Master, one
term of authentic Christian discipleship.
And the Lord asks us also to consecrate
to this cause our most gifted sons, and

is a street vender of patent medicine, a
writer of machine poetry, or a pursuer of
. some other erratic calling which renders

It is needless to remark

selfish, proud, untruthful, unand impure.
It is the effectu-

al, fervent prayer of the righteous man
which availeth munch.
Another element in intercessory power
is the spirit of self-sacrifice..
The law of

strange temperament as repealing the es| tablished rule of politeness,neither should
we consider it as beyond the - universal
law of charity.
;
We need, all of us, great tenderness
from those who surround us.
However

may have been led to form an unfavorable

anomalous being himself, who,

as

-Messieurs Duval,

still further, he demands of us ourselves.
We must be prepared for any service to
ners and appearance, let us not forget which he may call us, It is only aswe
that, even among people of kindred tastes approach God in prayer, in this spirit of
and pursuitéi#here ill scarcely be found
| TWO persom
o thinkwttke:—Fhis
res Tas Jacob did.
flection nfay serve to render us more merAnother element of power with God in
ciful in our judgment of those strange be- prayer, is a supreme.regard to his glory
ings, who seem, as.-it were,
forced by in all we do for him.
Our own honor

pressions,and singular behavior, with the

judgment,

be

groveling,
charitable,

And, while we can not regard his

much we may alfect

AN APOLOGY FOR ODDITY.

associate's

¢* peculiar

to conclude that the man of whims and
vagaries was not designed to be under-

Upon thy breast; or,from the o’erhanging tree
A dreaming bird, disturbed by midnight fears,
Shakes down soft drops on thee.

opinion of his

the

In view of this fact, itmay

Perchance the dew distills her patient tears

RAY

save his Maker,

individual” must forever remain a mystery. -The world does not understand’
him, and there is no reason why it should.
Inquiries addressed to the man in person
will fail to solve the problem of his singu-.
larity, for the reason that he does not understand himself. He can not tell why he
is odd, any more than he can tell why he
is six feet tall.
Like Topsy,
he only
knows that he grew so.

‘When ode and psalm and tuneful eloquence

BY

Even the satisfaction of offering

Master,

the

experience

of

and this

complete forgetfulness of self, we bringto

and

good

dinners

are

Trocadero gardens, there is an excellent
Spanish restaurant, and a German brewery for the manufacture and sale of malt
liquors.
There have been some whisperings of
a ‘ row” among the American artists
excluded,

were

and

admit-

ted, claim that their paintings
are hung in

strong and Mr. St. Gaudeus, have evidently been extremely careful and, I believe, conscientious.
There is some won-

derfully
youth,

strong
for

painting;

instance,

by

a
J.

head
P.

ofa

Vinton,

which, ifit had been done by a pupil of
Velasquez, might have earned the Master’s praise.
There is also a superb
mocnlit sea, by Mr. U. P. W. Dane.
Many of the subjects, I rejoice to see, are
home scenes, though they are treated, as
they should be, in the style of the foreign
school in which, as yet, the art is best

learned.
:
It is but a step from this gallery

to the

Prince
cf Wales’
¢ Indian Pavilion,”
which seems, so far, to be the great cen-

ter of attraction.
right as you enter

It is located to the
the great main ave-

of a two-story building in the peculiar,
quaint Hindu style of architecture, all resplendent with gold and bright colors.
The interior is a perfect marvel of costliness and decorative art, and contains the
innumerable presents
which were bestowed upon the Prince during his travels
in India. Among these is a camel’s-hair

. The more

of Ged

there is in our motives, the more

of pow-

monds

our wrestlings

be.

mightier

er there will be in our prayers.
The last element of might in
which is named, is a profound

will

prayer

conviction

that, apart from the gospel, the case of
the heathen is hopeless. © Many of the
phases of modern religious thought are
utterly unfriendly to deep earnestness in
the missionary cause. If we accept the
Scriptural testimony that divine mercy
went to its uttermost in the gift

of Jesus,

and in the gift of all things in him, and
that for the finally impenitent there is a
certain ¢¢ fearful looking for of judgment,”
we shall have such power in our pleadings with the Judge of all the earth, as
we can not have if we believe that -the
heathen are to be saved from the perdition of the bottomless’ abyss by some new
and’ unknown manifestation of mercy.

The heathen are perishing, and if we realize this, our prayers .for those who are
rushing to this terrible doom will be in.
spired with a holy agony that will have

power with God.
:
The necessity of this power with God
in prayer, in order to have
men in labor,

is

power

self-evident.

It

with
arises

from the very nature of the case. It isthe
winning of hearts, now depraved and
alienated, back again to the love of God
and holiness. And what power can we
have with men in this direction except as
God be with us? To spread the gospel is
our work, but to open men's hearts to re-

ceive the gospel is God's work.
Unless
God works with us and by us, we shall
achieve no deliverance in the earth.

But

if we have power with God, the power
with men will follow.
Money will be
forthcoming for all our needs. Men of
the right stamp will readily offer them-

selves for the work.

And

converts ar-

rayed in the beauties of holiness will be
more numerous than the dreps of dew

from the womb

of the

dawn. - Let us,

then, one and all, look well to

with God.

our power

W.H,

PARIS OORRESPONDENOCE.
HoreL DULOUVRE, PARIS,
May 8, 1878.,

$

Now when the edge
off and the Exhibition
into its ¢ humdrum”
easier to navigate and

of novelty is worn
has settled down
state, it is much
get a good idea of

the thing, as a whole.

It must not be un-

derstood from this, however,

that

every-

thing is finished dnd in apple-pie -order,
for such is very far from being the

indeed, I think I may

case;

safely say that it

will be well into June before

all the

De-

partments will be presentable and all details arranged. One thing is completed,
however, and that is the restaurants and
places of refreshment;
and these form

I lived oppo-

:

and emeralds valued

at twenty

thousand pounds, or one hundred thousand dollars.
Queen Victoria's great
diamond, the Koh-I-Nur, is also here, nud

is always surrounded by an admi.ing
crowd; it is said to weigh about 123
carets and is valued at £120,664, or whout
$603,500,
The value of all the riches

contained in this pavilion can not fall
short of six or seven millions of d iilars.
I understood, however, that the I<oh-INur will be removed shortly," and is onl y

here temporarily.
In the American
the Wheelock

Machinery

engine

has,

at

Division,
last,

been

placed in running order” and appears

to

Louis.

Tilt & Son,

whose looms

attract-

ed considerable attention at our Centennial

Exhibition;

and

a hundred

other

things which may be spoken of more fully hereafter, when everything shall have

been arranged in ship-shape.
Foreigners still continue ‘to pour into
the city, and itis stated officially that there
are to-day three hundred and fifty-five
thousand strangers in Paris, besides the
resident ¢ foreign”
population.
The
Americans congregate, as usual, in the
lobbies of the Grand Hotel, and Hotel
du Louvre, both of which are
full,” and

remain

so

during

College has certainly

be enclosed during the present summer.
Cash and reliable pledges sufficient to
insure this are now in hand, but we very

a

rock,

called

the

dark

and

driving

the

clouds,

and listening anxiously to the wind and
sea.
At last the morning came; and
one boat, that should have been riding on
the waves, was missing. It was her fa-

the work is allowed to stop here.
They
‘do not propose to compel those young:
wemen to live in barracks a year or two.
Of course not. A work so well started,
so cheerfully and heartily undertaken, socourageously pushed forward, ought not

a guide.
candle,

down,
as she
bread,
for her

to

the

trimmed

it

when

time to the time Of the telling of this sto-

ry, for fifty years—through youth, matarity,into old age—she has turned night into day. And in the snow-storms of winter,

in

the

serene

through driving

calms

mists,

the available help

there will

of

summer,

‘deceptive

moon-

light and solemn darkness, that northern harbor has never once been without
the light of that small candle. However
far the fisherman might be standing out
to sea, he had only to bear down straight
for that lighted window, and he was sure
of safe entrance into the harbor. And so
-far-all-thesefifty—years—that—tiny light;
flaming thus out of devotion and selfsacrifice, has helped, and cheered, and
saved. Surely this was finding chance
for service in a humble place.
Surely
this was lowliness glorified by faithfulness. Surely the smile of the Lord
Christ must have followed along the

aris®n before my soul that I have learned
to know the true condition of man.
Formerly comparing myself with what was
small, I appeared great in my own eyes;
but since I have compared myself with
him, how insignificant have I become.
When we hear a man whom we feel to

be truthful and humble, speaking great
things of himself; it has a humiliating effect upon us. And when the Saviour utters such words as, ¢“I do always those
things
that please
him"—and I believe if to be in very truth that he utters
this—I then become conscious of what

reviled

@

needed,

‘that

for its use.

delegation

of friends.

has wonderfully blessed their labors and
‘will,

without

doubt,

continue

to bless

every effort to honor him and do good tohis children.

Lord

Jesus

Christ,’

That is indeed most

says the

attractive.

apostle.
For

he

must be a knave who would see his Lord
fast and suffer hunger, while he himself
was feasting and living in idleness and
pleasure.
Who will be able to move or attract
him, if he is not excited and admonished,

If any man were to tell me that

I am separate from the Episcopalian, the
Presbyterian, or Methodist, I would tell
him he did not know me; for I love them
with a pure heart, fervently, and I am
not separate. from them.”
Our Baptist

brethren will hardly be able to pull: Mr.
Spurgeon back into the old ruts of close
communion.
What would they do with
him in America?
:

2

:

FOREIGN

We commend

A

MISSION

MATTERS.

to the

careful

o

°*

id

attention:

of all our readers the following important communication from the esteemed
President of the Foreign Mission Society :
v
:
FOREIGN

i

{3

Flbi

MISSIONS.

In loooking over the minutes of our General Conference, I find the following pledge
and appeal upon the subject of missions, made
at a session held in Byron, N. Y., in 1835.
Viz.: “We do pledge ourselves,as members of
this Conference and as ministers of Jesus Christ, that: we will use our-influence on all.
suimble occasions, to advance the cause; and
we do most affectionately entreat our brethren
in the ministry and membership, that they
consider well the claims which
God and our
fellow-men have upon them in relation to this subject.” Just fifteen days before the assembling of this Conference, our first missionaries
to a foreign field had sailed for Orissa.
Only
about two years previous to this had the subject of Foreign Missions been considered to.
any gxtent in the denomination.
It was a
time when strong and persistent opposition
had to be encountered ; yet these men, true to
-their convictions of duty, and to the claims‘of
those unblessed with the gospel of the blessed
Son of God, pressed forward, faithfully laboring to awaken the denomination to a clearer
sense of its great responsibility in this matter;
and the results show that they did not labor
in vain, Notwithstanding our churches were
poor in this world’s goods, stall in numbers,
and greatly scattered, many of them without
pastors, and. a ministry mostly uneducated,
the denomination was enabled to make a heginning in this department of Christian work .
highly creditable to itself, and which should
awaken a spirit of true emulation in us to dis-

charge our duty with equal fidelity.
nomination

numbered

The

de-..~"

then less than thirty-

four thousand, mostly in newly

settled por-

tions of the country, with but few churches in"
large viliages and cities; yet two men and
their wives were sent forth to the work and
sustained in the field, and ina few years reinforcements were sent out, thereby greatly
Sirehigthening the mission and enlarging the.

eld.

And now, dear brethren and sisters, with a
membership of nearly eighty thousand, ard

not again, I am ashamed of my impa- with “our educational advantages, and the
increased wealth of our churches, and
tience and my passion. Nothing has so greatly
the onward march of improvement in almost
subduing and humiliating an influence every direction, are we doing our duty to the
upon me as my Saviour’s example.
As benighted millions of India ¥ It seems to me
that we have fallen far behind in our work in:
Luther beautifully writes: ‘¢ ¢ Pu’ on the | proportion to our facilities for its prosecution,..

tians to come and sit down and commune

lights and shadows of Paris, -as they real-

be

and * the’ long-covered foundation will
soon be the scene of active and energetic:
labors. Let every friend of our Mission:
in the Shenandoah Valley, every friend
of Storer College and every friend of
Christian culture rejoice that the time for:
an advance has come and the order to
move forward has been given. Itis also.
a matter to rejoice in, that, in the providence of God, the work of inaugurating
this movement has fallen into the hands of:
the Woman's Missionary: Society.
work in hand is for the coming women of:
the South, and it is fitting that the wom-Ride
-en-of-the-Nerth-should—lead-in—it:
ou.

OHRIST.

with us.

quarter ; only, it is almost a requisite to
speak French here, for one finds few
Englishmen or Americans in that part of
the city. Those who desire to see the

will

opportunity

of our readers that work will ‘b> done;

It is only since his divine form has

ple with slender purses, can find excellent accommodations in the vicinity of
con-

falling, and we
rise and pour itincreasing powbe finished and:

tend the Anniversary Exercises and as-

4-0-0
*4+ 0+

reviled,

do

sist in laying - the corner stome. About
the time these lines come into ‘the hands

from that humble window, as they went
wandering forth to bless and guide the
fishermen tossing in their. little boats upon the sea.— Vermont Chronicle.

self, and, when he was

be

While we write, a

beams of that poor candle, glimmering

THE EXAMPLE OF

we

from New England is on its way to at

the
ya
dail
over
that

The tide seems

warded. Let the friends who have as
yet done nothing come forward now with:
timely.aid. Now it is certain that all

it flickered

and spun. So many hanks of
had spun before, for her
she spun still, and one hank
nightly
gandle., "And from

Indeed,

furnished. Let the half-completed sub-scriptions be speedily filled up and’ for-

fishermen, and

All night long she sat by

to stop where it now is.

not see how it can stop.

ratherto be rising than
hope it will continue to
self along with steadily
er until the Hall shall

ther’s‘boat, ' And half a mile from the
cottage her father’s body was found,

ment, as a beacon

begun,

people and the friends of ‘the school, if’

Lonely Rock, very dangerous to navigators. ~ One night, long ago, there sat
in a fisherman's hut ashore a young girl,
toiling: at her spinning-wheel, looking
out upon

well

much mistake the temper and spirit of our

north of Scotland. On the coast of this
island there stood out

been

for itis now certain that the building will

Paix, and the Place Vendome. : But peo-

siderably nearer to the Champ de Mars
than the more fashionable north-western

bh :

That is a very tender story concerning
faithfulness in humble places, which Jean
Ingelow has related for us. It was in one
of the Orkney Islands, far beyond the

the entire

the Luxembourf, which is, besides,

MISSION WORK.

:

FAITHFULNESS IN HUMBLE PLACES,

and charmed by the example of Christ?
term of‘the Exhibition. The cost of liv- ‘What should the noise of pamphlets and
ing at a first-class hotel in the ¢ foreign” discourses be able to accomplish, if the
quarter of the city, which is the most louder thunder of Christ's example fails
fashionable; and where the best hotels to arouse us ?"—Dr. A. Tholuck.
are located, will average about eight dolaA
YT AN
lars a day for a single person; but one
THE Religious Telescope has the followmay live just as well, if not better, for ing:
da
half that sum, by crossing the river, and
“Mr. Spurgeon recently said: ‘¢ There
taking apartments on the south side. is not a Christian beneath the scope of God's
The finest hotels are located on the heaven from whom I am separated.
At
Rue de Rivoli, Rue Royale, Rue de la the Lord's table I always invite all Chrislikely to

22,

;
A GOOD: BEGINNING.
The whork for the Girls’ Hall at Storer:

BT

give eminent satisfaction.
The special
characteristics of this engine consist in man, who is created in the image-of God,
the arrangement of valves and their gear ought to be.
:
which makes it almost noiseless. Among
When I see how,
in all things, he
other interesting exhibits here, I may sought not his own glory, but that of his
mention the Messrs. Brown & Sharpe's heavenly Father, I am ashamed of my
(of Providence, R.. I.) machine tools; ambition ; when I see how he came not
wood-working machinery, exhibited by to fe ministered unto but to minister, I
J. Fay & Co., of Cincinnati; machines am ashamed of my pride; when I. see
for stamping metals, from Bliss & Wil- ‘how he took the cup which his Father
liams, in New York; a complete set of gave him, and drank it, I am ashamed of
Westinghouse air-brakes ; fire-arms from my disobedience, when I see how he bore
the Colt Manufacturing Co. ; a silk leom the contradiction of sinners against himfrom-B.

NO.

CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.

Sr

He had been
‘“ bad lights,” &e. &c.
It is yet too washed upon the shore.
early to speak at length of our collection wrecked against this Lonely Rock. That
of pictures ; Ishall devote a subsequent -was more than fifty years ago. The girl
letterto that; . but a stroll through the watched her father's body, according to
gallery showsa fair selection—better, on the custom of her people, till it was laid
the whole, than I had been led to expect in the grave; then she lay down on her
from my Philadelphia experience in this ‘bed and slept.: When the night came
she arose and set a candle in her caseline. The judges, Mr. Maitland Arm-

shawl, valued at six thousand pounds
sterling, or thirty thousand dollars, and a
saber, the hilt of which is set with dia-

¢¢ the throne of grace,” the

ly are, should reside here;

os

house, and the three ‘others are Parisian.
On the other side of the river, in the

some of those whose works

1878.

know whereof I speak.

supplied here at tne fixed price of one
franc and fifty centimes, or about thirty
cents in our money.
Of the four firstclass places referred to, one is a Viennese

here, many of whom were

29,

site the St. Sulpice for three years, and

angles of the building.
The cheap establishment is presided over by the

tiust in ‘the willingness of Jehovah to
bless the means is a Christian virtue.
And in proportion as we believe that God
intends to bless the work of his church in
the mission cause, we shall have power
with him in prayer for a blessing on that
work.
:
Another thing which gives power with
Giod is a character lifted to a level with
this holy enterprise.
We are to lift *‘ up
holy hands.” All pride and vain glory,
every unchristian temper, uncharitable
feelings towards any of our fellow-men, a
vindictive and unforgiving spirit, or a
soul that will stoop to the unworthy tricks
of trade, must deprive’ us of power in
pleading with a God of purity and truth
and love. What we need is an infinite
abhorrence of everythifg that is mean,

looked

an explanation is denied him.
To give
his reasons for choosing solitude would
be to tell to doubtful friends a story that
would provoke a smile, or a stare.
And
thus the unhappy man lives on; wearing,
perhaps, a smooth brow, and duly exchanging courtesies with his neighbors;
while his heart yearns, through many a
lonely hour, for kind greetings that do
not come, and for warm sympathies that
he is doomed never to experience.

DECORATION DAY.

.

is

upon as anew freak of oddity.
Those
‘who have ‘considered him strange and
whimsical in company, now regard him
as equally strange and whimsical in se-

this paper.

. WEDNESDAY,

all the world, and preach the gospel to
every creature.” We are only warranted
to expect the presence of the Saviour as
we exeeute his great commission.
To
trust in the means isan offense, but to

in

MAY

foreigners
who
visit the Exhibition.
There are four strictly first-class restaurants in the Champ de Mars, one secondclass, and four buffets occupying the

ed, the command was given, * Go'ye into

a false position, and to restrict himself in
his. intercourse with people by whom he
is sure to be misunderstood.
ay

aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor.

an important item

the treasure is put into earthen vessels.
Thus, when the atonement was complet-

where he is constantly putting himself in

of
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As a natural consequence, he becomes
unwisely defiant, or morbidly sensitive,
according to the warmth or mildness of
his temper, In either case, he is almost
certain to avoid mingling in society,
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ts

when comparing them with those "enjoyed by
the fathers,
To meet our obligations with

equal fidelity we need, at least thirty mission. aries in the field to-day. 1 feel deep p inrpress- ed that we are coming far

whole duty in this matter.

short of

doing our

And can we

ex-

pect God to bless us while we are withholding from

those perishing millions the bread.of

life? Will not the curse of God

we do not awake

to our duty

rest.upon

us if

giving

them

in

the gospel ?
i
How humiliating it is, when approaching 8.
brother Christian to solicit aid to give the
blessed gospel

to the heathen, to he met

with

the cold refusal, '*¢ I have nothing. to give,”
when that brother’s habits and custom declare

beyond a doubt, the fact that

he

is Juvishing

with no very sparing hand, for his own selfish :
indulgence,
the means which God has put ins
his hands with which to bless his fellow-merw.
Of such it may be’ sid * But whoso hath this
world’s good, and see bh his brother have need,
and shutteth up his bowels of com
ion from
him, how dwelleth the love of God in him?”
Our missionaries that we send abroad are
our representatives in the world and no censideration whatever can release us of our responsibility to see that they are properly sustained, and that as far as we have it in our
power men and meansbe employed:.in extendng the mission by the occupation of other
stations, strengthening those already Seeupled
andthe general
enlargement of the field.
"Fhis
is emphatically our work. Not, as some appear to think, the work. merel
of the mis
sionary, but our work. A werk for which we

are alike responsible with our brethren and

sisters whom we have sent forth.
Let

us, then,

considering well

}

the

claims:

which God and our fellow-men have upon
in relatlon to this. subject, emphasize
y the
largest liberality and Christian endeavor, the
ledge of the fathers; and may God help us to.
true; that when our work is done we may
rejoice
together us we shall each hear it said.
| to us, ©

ell done.”

J. RAND.

.
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@OLDEN TEXT: © My God hath sent his angel, and hath shut the lions’ mouths, that
they have not hurt me.’—Daniel 6 :22,

Arnett

Notes and Hints,

——

= ean

« Then the king.” Supposed to be the
same as Astyages, the son of Ahasuerus,
and to have ruledby the appointment of
Cyrus, two years, in Babylon.
¢¢ These

The charge that Daniel, regard-

“4 ES

less of the royal decree that, for thirty
days, prayer should. be offered only. to Da-

rius himself, had prayed three times a

ed ory
ce gh
a

epi
es
=

te =Se
ah

day to his God.
*¢ Was sore displeased
with himself.” Darius is reported to have
been a king of weak character.
He allowed vanity to blind his judgment, and
* flattery to lead him into the pit of shame.
Reflection awakens in him, too

late,

re-

_ gret for bis foolishness.
He finds himself entrapped, with no chance of escape.
¢ Labored to deliver him.”
Because of
his respect for Daniel, now an aged man
_ of eighty-five years. By what measures
he sought the release of Daniel, we can
only conjecture.
:
¢ Then these men assembled.”
These
base conspiratorssthese noble presidents
and princes, these counselors and cap-

re

by, who, misinterpreting Southern sentiment, wrote to {the secretary of the Ohio
Association advising that Rev. B. W.

Danwiel-=6:14-33.

words.”

schools among the colored people of the
South, was a topic brought up and urged
upon the convertion by the Georgia delegation. It was ably and eloquently urged by the venerable Dr. Plumer and by
Dr. Means, both Southern men.
In reporting for their several States, many of
the Southern delegates spoke of the work
being done among the colored people and
their children. None appeared to sympathize with the act of Mr. W. G. Whid-

be

recommended,

though

seat in the convention

without the

least

opposition being manifest. As one of
the good results of the convention,
the
representatives - from the
unorganized
Southern States met and resolved immediately to goto work for the purpose of
organizing them for active Sundayschool work. When that is thoroughly
accomplished,

we

may

expect

a

better

day for beth races.—S. S. Teacher.

SuMMER AND WINTER SCHOOLS.
How
common it is for man to feel that his

way of doinga thing is the way of doing it; that the custoxs of his home, or
school, or church, or community

customs which ought

to prevail

are

the

every-

where, if indeed they do not ; that, in fact,
he lives at the ‘‘ hub of the universe,”

or is himself, like the Rev. John Jasper,
the center of all creation, around which
sun, moon, and stars

ly.

“What,”

from

anogter

revolve

said

a

town,

unceasing-

Christian

as

he

heard

man

the

church-bellsring on a Wednesday eventains who sought the death of Daniel. ing, while he was in the house of a ChrisAmbition and envy are often allied. En- tian friend, ‘‘what, do you have Thursda y
vy instigated this’ crime.
‘‘ The law of night meéting in your churchon Wednesday ?” He had been accustomedto attend
the Medes and Persians.”
Darius knew a mid-week prayer meeting on Thursday
thatit wasa peculiarity of the Medes and evening, and he Supposed that everyPersians not to revoke any law, or edict. body else did or ought to do the same.
That mischievous principle allowed no This prevalent feeling is brought afresh
our mind by the suggestion again sent
abrogation of ‘the decree, no pardon of toto us
from several quarters, that it would
offense against it. . The king, in the or
be better to have the New Testament
set, tied his own hands.
¢¢ Then the ho Tessons of the International series assigncommanded.” When men have become ed to the winter months, ‘‘ when all the
‘bound by solemn oaths to commit crime, schools are in session,” instead of to
‘“ the season of summer vacations.”
they have no right to do it.
‘They are Doubtless there are good people in some
under the highest obligation to break the of our cities or larger towns who really
oath and stop the progress of sin. The suppose that more Sunday-schools are
eath is sin, to execute it is sin, to abro- in session in winter months than in summer, and that more scholars are studygate the oath is virtue.
The den of ing
the Bible in January than in July,
lions.” A eave, having an opening above, whereas just the opposite is the fact.
through whieh criminals were cast, and Only an overweening sense of their own
having: a grated. door at the side, by importance, or an unfortunate ignorance
which the beasts could be introduced. of the rest of the world, induces the be-

This kind: of -punishment—was—of
ancient

erigin, and comports well with the temper of theage. * Thy God will deliver
dhee.” This denotes the common opinion
of the day. Daniel was a martyr for his
God.
Hence, his God would rescue him.
Darius would, doubtless, have said _ this;

lief that

the

more

important - Sunday-

STAR,

MAY

29,

1878.

Conmunications.

do. In our calling we have evidence of
our ability for this work.
But the work
is not done, as we sec; nor half done.

these together have the shaping of the
thcught and action of the denomination.

OUR PART OF THE FOREIGN MISSION
’
WORK.

It is evident, then, we do not use the abili-

an.influence which reaches all the way
from New York State to the provinces
and extends itself even outside our torders. To you, at our quarterly and yearly gatherings, others look for counsel.
By you, new measures are introduced.

This same fact is evident if we notice
the number of our churches that aid in
this work. Tt is doubtful whether any

by Rev. J. T. Ward.]

Af.er the introduction in which originality was disclaimed, and the theme
was defined to refer to the part our
clergy and prominent laymen should have
in the mission work, the speaker said :
A review of a few facts may help us
better to see our position and duty.
The first I will

mention

person is unable to aid this
who can do

and guided in their duty.
Recognizing then the position which God
has given his ministers as leaders in our

this

cause,—

and especially in every New
church,—and yet of our New

something for

England
England

a matter of

represented on the
all, either by the
of individual memthe State of New

what is needed, tells us there ought to be

Hampshire, where we find the propor-

American

field to-day,

and this

tion of the churches giving to this cause
larger than in any other Yearly Meeting,
even there we find only. one-half of the
churches having any part in this work.
And this includes the woman's mission,

not

to

crowd

that
the

work upon the natives, but to give the
gospel in places where they are pleading for the word of life.
The time is
past when the missionaries must urge
men to hear the gospel, and meet only
insult and violence,—men are pleading
for the gospel light. Missionaries are |

also.

sometimes

pass

it by

with little

causes.

We

certainly

can

so

beautiful ?

Look

the

There is no ‘piety nor any salvation

‘without a devotion of the life to God, and

missionaries and our responsibility’ in the

systematic giving is the hope of our mis-

the commom work with
mony.

=.

:

number,

some one individual.

apd, this

when

Our

duty, then,

as

God gives us an influence in our Zion is
manifest: Itis ours to touch the springs

| souls.. We see, then, the needof miore
matter.

i

"1,

| "Lét us notice now 4 third fact, ‘that our

churches are not doing ‘all they ‘can’ do
for this work. If we ‘were not able to
delightful har- do this work, God would not call us to it,
God does not call us to that

we

can
»

not

our membership might just as well omit
their prayers as to omit this, devotion to
God.

‘We should not forget,

then, that

sion enterprises as well ‘as also the in-

dex of our spiritual life,
It is hardly necessary

fifth fuct, that our

older

[if
to mention a

ministers,

and

the pastors of our churches, with’ perhaps

the more

prominent

of our

aaity,

that

must

obey.

Ours not

Ours not to make

not to doubt his

orders

to reason Why.

reply to God.

given.

But

into this work

it is

with

that

ours

us, safely through.

:

USE OF PROPERTY.
BY REV, D. WATERMAN,

if

“Honor the Lord with thy substance, and
with tle first fruits of all thine increase.”
~—Prov. 3: 9.

This was according to the Jaw, given

by the disposition of angels. More than
this, the law required that they should
give the first born of their sons to God.
**Thoushalt not delay to offer the firstof thy
ripe fruits, and of thy liquors; the first-

born of thy sons shalt thou give unto me.”
Ex. 22:29.

Many other laws were made

concerning the

first fruits

of different

kinds. See Num. 18: 12; Deut. 12; 5-18;
26: 1—15. The spirit of these laws is
inculeated in the text at the beginning of

this

article.

cousness,” &c. Luke 16: 9. Paul

%

tive, fearful,

faint-hearted

ministers, to

new interest in this cause. At our Quarterly gatherings
we can show the delegates their duty,—can enforce the need
of help from

all,—and,

more

than this,

we can take such action in each, that
persons interested in the work, perhaps
pastors of churches, shall be sent to the
churches with the authority
of the
Quarterly Meeting
; the facts of the case
can be presented by them, the mission
cards introduced into these idle churches
and thus all can be brought into the
work.
:
This is not visionary. We can do this

accomplished.

Tere, dear

brethren, we

have a duty to do. We have trusted too
much to the work of our Financial Secre‘tary. He can not reach all the churches
individually ; but we together can. If
we go-earnestly about it, we shall reach
all our ministers, and in less than six

months make our inflhence felt in. every
church in New England. It requires
work, but that is what

we

are

here

on

:
earth for.
The systematic plan requires care on
the part of the pgstors, but that is just

what they aré placed Gvér the churches
but that is what

sibility

is not met as we give our

The same

is

taught

‘he said, * Make

by

unto your-

selves friends of th: mammon of unrightthat even our eating

whatsoever we

and

do, shuld

teaches,

drinking,

be

and

done to

the glory of God. 1Cor.: 10—31. He
also taught the Ephesians to work, that
they might have something to give him
that needeth. Eph. 4: 28. From these

texts and many others,

I draw

this con-

clusion, thatit is duly to try, in some
honest way, to acoumulate property, that

we may glorify God with it." If God gives

a mana business talent, he is is respons:ble for its use as if he had a talent to preach
and was called to that work,
It is his
duty to occupy upon the talent committed
to his care, but in doing this, his motive
should be to glorify God, that he might
have the means to advance the cause of
Christ. He should hold himself as the
steward of God, accountable to him for
the faithful performance of his stewardship, and his possessions as belonging to
his Master, to be used as he directs or as

the apostle says, ** for the glory of God.”

This rule applies to all, - whatever the
ameunt they call their own. The greater

the amount, the greater the responsibility.
The great question shouldbe

with

one, How can I employ time and

and use my money so as to glorify

every
talents,

God?

But the use of money is the only point to
which we invite your attention at this
time. The specific directions in the word

of Ged, or principles drawn therefrom,
must be our guide. And the wordof God
emphatically teaches, that a man should
provide for himself, and those dependent
upon him.
‘ But if any pravide not for his own,

and especially for those of his own hcuse,
he hath denied the faith,
than an infidel.” 1 Tim.

and is worse
5: 8. Barnes

says, that the word infidel, does not mean

one who avowedly disbelieves Christianity,
Bat

the members,

enter

which

takes no
denial,
and say—men
and
brethren, it must be done; we have our
orders from
God and God
will ‘see

this work.

-

to

courage

Christ when

;

Ours

word, or disobey the

which sha’l start into activity
all this
multitude of idlers in the vineyard of
our Lord, so that all sHall have a share in
We
can
do it,—certainly,—if ive
work for it ; we can do it by giving our
personal influence and labor to the establishing of systematic beneficence in
all our churches. When
we go t»
our Yearly Meetings this summer, we can
go with hearts burdened with plats prepared, with words ready to speak for
this cause ; and we can stir up the inac-

not excuse

gis ‘always a fie- / Jo more effective. Its efforts
, then are, intruststo us the
of three million
: «tion. No sach necessity does a free be- | first,
to] mtensify
feeling among teachers; | two hundred and tencarethousand
immortal
second
to
increas
e
tid
ing kiow. (4) Trust, the consequences
Knowledge of |

the Sor!
“and ‘you will ‘bear with
~ of obedi
to ence
God to lim. In that way | me in saying ares;
that, there is| need of [this
the motiths of Tiong will be shut and our even inabiseity.”,,
00
unharmed.
i.
2
Apymberof German churches of Cleve.
A:
1%
0
| HE
BE)
E
Vos
nhrpsen g at least four differ-.
8
NI P{ind
J HOC
45 ds
OLORED
P80. Be
ent denominations, have formed a Sunday-sc
hool’ Association, and’ engiioed in
LE.
The question
as to what shall be

necessary

only one in three of our churches does
anything for this cause; and when in
many of these that do contribute it is only
an occasional collection, or the gift of

at

must, never can give peaceto conscience. 75,000 Sunday-sehool children’ and 10,- progress as we wish it! to; ‘and who
to make, their wondersThe
000 teachers, and seeks:
? wonders that God still
The
necessity of simin

x

the supplies we fiirnish, and the supplies
we furnish are now so small as to limit
the working force there to less than half

a moment doubts at all, our abilischools have vacations. It wouldte a tured, ammunition prepared. All were thinks
pity to arrange the lessons toaccommodate necessary. And with some on the farm, ty to give more for God. Christians are
the compara‘ively unimportant schools some in the mill, some in
the gunshop, tempted of satan when they say they can
which close their doors in midsummer.
some in the hospital, and others taking not do more ; and they need to be watch— Times.
the post = which called for greatest ful lest he have them and sift them as
“ AN INFANT CHILD.” Ts there any- strength and courage —the camp and the wheat.
thing

not

but upon

ourselves from the Forei gn work because
we do so much elsewhere.
One cent,
from a Christian person, in fourteen days,
for all these causes! twenty-six and onehalf cents in a whole year! What family,
pray tell me, does not save paper-rags
every
year to more than equal that work in our own Quarterly Meeting, if
ed on the battlefield.
All could not
serve in the hospital.
There are some in
Only afew, com- amount ? And yet, dear friends, that is we stir ourselves.
paratively,
were needed in the com- the measure of all our gifts to Education every Quarterly Meeting who have an
missary department. Food must be pro- and to Home and Foreign Missions.
interest, and Will join us in this work;
duced, clothing made, arms manufac. | Noone here doubts,no one anywhereswvho and thus all working together it will be

its little battle-field—all
working tdgether, the | But this average is small, not merely
. if Daniel had worshiped Bel of Babylon. bands. Can any sculptor match them ? work was carried
to a glorious comple- | ecause some give less than they are
*¢ Sealed ¢t.” So that the stone could not Behold the light of its eyes. Does any tion. Ihave sometim
es thought that the able to give, but also because most do
be removed to rescue Daniel. The seal- flower of earth open with such glory? missionaries are soldiers
‘Look upon the ngse, the lily, the violat,
in the army of not give at all. A careful estimate shows
ing, doubtless, consisted of laying clay, as they first open” their eyes
upon the the Lord, whom we send out to do our us that there are more than 23,000 Freeimpressed with the signet of the king world. Ah! there is no such light in any fighting for us. They take
their stations will Baptists in New England, who give
and his nobles across the joint of the of them.
on the field of battle, stations where men nothing for these causes.
True, these
“ Where did you get your eyes so blue
stone door. His signet may have been a
of strength and courage are needed. are hard times.
Factories are closed;
‘ Out of the heavens as I came through ”
They leave the comforts of home.
ring, more probably a small cylinder, |’ * “Where did you get this pearly ear ¥,
They
‘ God spake, and it came out to hegg.”
having some device engraved on it, with
leave the influences of civilized society, plenty. Five per cent. will draw plenty
which to mark the wet clay.
A man is far gone, a woman farther, They stand in the midst of
i;
the powers ofit from Christian families.
Business
‘“Passed the night fasting.”
His love. when the child which comes to them, the opposed to God, and battle to establish men tell us the trouble is that people
immortal
clasp
of
their
two
hearts, is not
and anxiety for Daniel, or his conscience,
have no confidence in the government or
so beautiful in their sight. Earth has no there the kingdom of God.
aroused bythe wrong dene Daniel, caus- honor so great asthe parentage of an
And the relation of the missionaries to in the securities their neighbors can give
ed this-disquiet. Darius felt bound to immortal. Heaven no higher dignity. us ig the same
as the relation of the sol- them. Then may we not have confidence
execute the-law,. but felt that he alone —Rev. 8. S. Mitchel.
diers to those at home. We furnished in God; and while all earthly investments
was responsible for the law.
* Instruthe soldiers arms and -ammunition, and seem insecure, may we not devote to God
SUNDAY-SCHOOL
NEWS.
ments of music." His disturbed mind reclothing and food and meney, which we what he has intrusted to us, not with the
The Rev. Dr. J. T. Paryea, of Brookfased every delight. The Septuagint reads
called their pay. If they had not receiv- thought of laying it up in heaven, but
food,” instead of ** instruments of mu- lyn, is delivering a course of normal
ied lectures and expositions of the In- ed these supplies from the rear, they because we love the Master and love the
sic.” *“ The living God.” The Persians ternational
- Lessons, before the Brook- could not have carried on the campaigns. .souls he died to save? There is a with‘worshiped a supreme principle-of good lyn Sunday-school Union. The lectures The whole
effort would have been a fail- holding which tendeth to poverty.
I do
and'oneof evil ; the Medes either had the are the Union's fourth course, and are ure. And so
we regard the part of those not know but New England is feeling
delivered
in
the
chapel
of
the
Classon
same religion,or worshiped the elements,
at home, a humble part perhaps, yet an that poverty to-day. ,
"air and five. Darius would not have al- Avenue Presbyterian Church, every Tues- important part
in the great work.
day evening.
In |. 'We will notice now a fourth fact, that
Jowed prayerfo be offered to himself, if
a systematic way of giving is best. It is
just
the
same
wy,
the
mission
ary
‘is
dePr. Warren Randolph lately delivered
he had sincerely held the faith his lantwo lectures before the Chicazo Theologi- pendent on us for supplies.
He needs the most effective and reliable, as it calls
guage here implies.
*¢ Servest continu- cal Seminary. True to his Sunday- food and clothing and a house to
live in. forth the powers regularly and keeps us
~ @lly.” This, Darius knew, from the way school instincts and training, the first He needs
books to use and Bibles to dis- all the time at work.
this aged prophet treated the royal decree. was on ‘“ Our Sunday-school
Work,” and tribute. He needs
It is the Scriptural plan. God comconveyances for the
Nothing could prevent Daniel from wor- the second on “Sunday-schools and Chris- long tours,
that he may save strength for manded the Israelites to give regularly
tian Pastors.” Just the sort of topics that
shiping God. The king. thought that the young theologues
need instruction upon. the teaching. He needs also supplies for as the flocks increased and, the ground
God of Daniel was sure 4e reward his fiThe Rev. Dr. James Freeman Clarke the native teachers, that they may aid him brought forth, and through the apostle
2
delity.
has always been the most industrious of in the work. 1fhe is compelled to stop we are commanded to lay by regularly as
*¢ Hath sent his angel:®
Daniel does Unitarian ministers in his attention to his missionary labors to obtain
these nec- God prospers us.
mot say that he saw the angel. The Jews the Sunday-school work of his church
Moreover, it is the only Christian way
essaries
of
life,
then
his
mission
ary
labors
thought that all the commands of God and denomination. The school connect- must
be a failure. He ean no more sup- ‘of giving. The Christian is devoted to
ed with his church, the Church of the
were executed by angels. The mouths of.
Disciples, Boston,has 495 scholars and 54 port himself in the midst of active labor God, the life given to God, the work
the lions God shut; and, hence, . Daniel teachers,
besides a Bible-class ranging in the foreign field, than the soldier in put forth for God, — we
living to
says ‘“ by an angel.”
‘‘ Innocency was from 150 to 200. The latter is held
on active warfare can stop to earn his arms him, not to ourselves. The only mode
Jound in me.” Daniel knew that he had Sunday afternoons in the. church. The
and ammunition. Our part of the work, of giving, then, in accord with the
not been guilty of any sin in this matter. library numbers about 2,000 volumes.
The series of lessons now in use was then, is not a part that can be performed spirit of Christianity, is to give regularly
It was not boasting for him to say as propared by
Dr. Clarke; and
is on or omitted, according to the state of our all the time as God prospers us.
much, He was, not only in this, butin *
Christian ' Faith, and Practice.” The feelings. The work for God ceases
~ How much should we give? God dewhen
all things, arighteous man. Godhad a school observes the principal days of the we at
manded
home
of the Jews one-tenth of all ; and
cease
to
furnish
the
supplies
.
regard for him that he would not have “ church year,” and also national annibesides this the sacrifices in worship and
If
we
now
put
these
two
facts
versaries
©
:
togethe
.
r,
foran inconsistent worshiper.
God will
the freewill offerings, God demands of
ever watch over and reward steadfast- | The New York Sunday-school Associa- we see that if Freewill Baptists are to
us
that we keep not back part of the
make
any
pretens
tion
e
held
at
all
its
to being faithanniversary exercises at the
mess to him,
price.
Broadwa
y
ful
Tabernac
to
God
le,
in
Friday
the
work
evening,
which
he
has
* Have I done no hurt.”
Daniel Tew May 10,, The church was well filled
with given them, and which they have acoeptIn our mission work, both at home and
gards
the violation of the king's decree
an
audience
representing
;
the
Sunday#8 right. He set the king below his God, shoo workers of this poh and vicinity. ed at his hands, they must more than abroad, it is not safe for us to trust to
we do that, we
| Dr.0.. H, H, Tiffan
‘and that did notinjure the State.
ed, andi i ‘double the supplies for this work. And chance collections. notIf forward,
« Be-. ‘Rev.
singing was ledby y “a presid
choirof nearlythe this means that individual men and wom- shallgo backward,
If we
cause he believed his God.” Because three
hundr
‘children-under ‘the direc- en, ‘who love money; bit: love God best, do that, we shall lose our religious life.
Daniel had trust enough in God to obey tion of Mr.ed Theod
ore E. Perkins. Ad- must'send more dollars and
. more cents For the spiritual 1ife 6f our
him regardlessof consequences.
That dresses were made by Rev. S. H. yergin, to the treasurer of ‘the Foreign: Mission- well, as also for the ptogress churches as
in our beRev.
Dr.
f
8.
H.
. faith every Christian needs.
Tyng, Jr., and Rev. Dr.
3 1
nevolent work, it is necessary for all our
Practical ' Lessons, (1) The Christian C..S. Robinson. In describing the work ary Society.
ean not put a human lsw above the law of Hae (JAsscelutioay «It : ipso said ; Ten missionaries in that ‘field to-day! membership to féel that they are work‘* Tt, differs from,all other; Sunday- Twenty-four needed ! - And these fourteen ers with God, laboring all the time to
©FfGod. (2) A bad promise, if made, | school
, organizations they laborto in- keptat home because we will not furnish save something to aid on his cause and
- must be broken ; but it must not be made. crease the quantity of working material;
we,
the
i ity’. * This ‘society takes the the supplies. And the battle’ does not | giving it as God prospers.
~ (8) Doing evil becatise we think ive.

done to organize and carry on’ Sunday

merely upon the missionaries,

hundred and eighty churches, two hundred of them omit this work entirely.
These many churches doing nothing are
welcomed to the villages and homes, if | a sad evidence to us that we do not do al
/
not to the hearts of the people, so that we can do.
The same is manifest, too, from the
not less than twenty-four laborers are
demanded to answer the pressing calls amounts given. InNew England, to the
Foreign Missionary Society, per member,
in that field.
But the noble
band, who
represent the Freewill Baptist denomina- annually, we give eight and one-third
tion there to-day,. numbers only ten. cents; or, including the woman's society,
‘They are holding the field, they are twelve and seven-tenths cents.
This to
working nobly.
It may ocThey need re-inforce- the Foreign Mision cause.
ments. They must have them,—or else cur to some that this amount is made
the Master * will let’ out his vineyard small by reason of large gifts in other
unto other husbandmer. which ‘shall ren- directions. Let us see. All the gifts of
der him the fruits in their seasqns.” the churches and individuals in New Eng| This pressing need of more missionaries land to the different societies, the Home
is one fact we should not forget as we Mission, the Foreign Mission, the Education Society, the Woman's Mission, the
consider our own personal duty.
The second fact I shall mention is one R.I. and Mass. Mission and the Maine
familiar to you all, thatthe work in the State Mission, I think that includes them
foreign field "depends not alone upon all, the gifts to all these average less
the missionaries, .but also upon us.. We than twenty-six and one-half cents per
do not often entirely forget this faet, but member, annually.
This for all these

we

are admonished

in the foreign missionary work.
i The success of that work depends

In the State of Maine, with its two

thought.
In time of war the soldiers went to the
southern fields to fight for our homes.
Was it their work alone and not ours?
Did we at home have no responsibility—
no part in the work? All were not need-

churches

Zion, we are prepared to notice our duty

fact, not one-

twenty-four

in

given

By you, the

third of them are
treasurers’ books at
gifts of the church or
bersin it. -Eyen in

missionaries are needed in India.
This
is not questioned, I think.
Our Corresponding Secretary, who certainly knows

cause,—cer-

has

tainly, in every clurch there is some one

churches, as

is, ‘that more

laborers

To you, dear bre‘hren, God

ty God gives us. |

[A paper read at the late New England Con-

ventionin Boston,

duly

chosen a delegate, to stay at home because he was a colored man, There wis
scarcely a Southern state but what
repudiated that actin our hearing. Texas sent a colored delegate, who took his

MORNING

on

.

prooa-

is nec- bly had reference to the heathen. Under
essary to their spiritual life and growth. this instruction to Timothy, a man will be
And if we, all united, shall enter upon Justified not only in providing for the imthis work thus suggested, wa shall call mediate warts of his family, but in antici
a multitude of other churches into the pating their probable needs,and making a
work and shall also increase the gifts reasenable provision for them. It does not
and the workers in the churches now ‘oblige him to provide for every possible
contributing. This we may do. This need, nor allow him to provide for lururious indulgence, nor to leave them heirs
the cause needs. And now, brethren,
what shall our answer be? Shall the to a large estate. The provision he should
response be, ‘‘ Forward in the mission make, should include their physical, intelwork"? God gives us a great responsibil- lectual and spiritual needs, such things as, if
ity. We, as lovers of this cause,—longing rightly improved, will fit them for usefulto see the work progress,—have a respon- ness on earth, and happiness in heaven.
which

ownmoney.
It is ours to stir into life and
action all the idle churches over which
God has given us an influence, that they,
with us, may send forth to the heathen
world an influence which shall lead millions to God. And I suppose GodTualds
us accountable for the way we amie
this duty, as much as any duty he h
placed upon us.

It does seem

too bad

that Christian

men and women have to be urged to
do something for Christ outside their
own doors. But if this is necessary,
let us do it; and the blessing will be
great, to them, as they thus learn the
Christian spirit and make progress in

their growth in grace.

There will be need of courage and.
firmness in this work—a persistence that
takes no denial. If men think the missionary work a failure, we must remind
themof the work of the noble Judson,
who said,—* Tell the brethren success
is as certain as the promise of a faithful
!
God can make it.”
|

A clergyman, referring to the low con-

dition

of the Hindu's, asked the duke

of Wellington if he did not think it needless to send them thé gospel; when the

The provision to be made for our families,
should be such as will bonor God, er be
to his glory. Some regard should te
had to our position in society.

Iwill not

ask can you glorify God in the use of in-

toxicating drinks as a beverage, for no
Christian thinks he can, but T will request
the readers of this article to ask his con-

science ‘Can I glorify God in the use of
co?

Is my body or soul benefited by

it? Is the God of purity pleased with a
filthy practice that does no good to body

or mind, but may injure both?” Providing
for the comfort of ourselves, and those
dependent on us, to a reasonable extent,

is a Christian duty.

The Bible, both the

Old and New Testaments, teaches, that we

shauld be always ready to do good to the
poor. Weshall always have them with
us, and may glorify God in ministeringto
their necessities. These are not the only
ways in which we can honor the Lord
with our substance.

In another paper

I

will notice some other opportunities, we
have to obey the instruction ** Honor the

Lord with

thy" property.

:

MANY SAVIOURS NEEDED.

The werld,if ever it is to be reformed by

men and through men, can onlybe soby the
old duke, knowing that diseipline in personal intercourse of living men--living
epistles, not dead ones. Love, meekthe army of the Lord was as needful as |
ness, kindness; forbearance, unselfish-

in

his

own, promptlyreplied,

sir, to your marching orders.
gospel to every creature.”

Soldiers

having

plant guns on the

* Look,

Preach the

ness, manifested in’ human
and ‘not by

mere description

received - orders to sentiments or essays

top of -a steep hill,

dragged them to its base, but thought
they could not take theny, any further,
when an officer learning the state of af-

souls, ' utter-

ing themselves by word, look and deed,
of

these

upon them, can

alone regenerate man.
Neither money,
nor schools, nor churches ‘ean ever be

substituted for living men. Not ministers going’ their rounds like policemen,

fairs cried—¢‘Men, it must be “done, I with black clothes and ‘white ‘neckties ;
have the orders ’in my pecket.”
-| nor elders taking statistics, nor deacons
+ 80, brethren, this work must be done; giving alms, ‘or ladies tracts—all good ;
we have the orders in God's word. but we want Christians, whether they That mission must be carried forward be smiths, or shoemakers, or tailors,
to the salvation of the heathen. Let or grocers, or coach-drivers, or advocates,
that be with us a settled fact, and we to remember ‘their own responsiblities,

work accordingly.

If others neglect the

work, let us show the morecourage. We
have our marching orders from God and

their own immense influence for good,
and to be personal ministers for good
— Norman Macleod.

:

_. -

;

wealth of green, the sunlight on the
A
grass,
he flowers around my feet,
them
made
he
when
Ting Bek ved them
sweet.
The

Thinking that He would have me love them,
too—
cies, and the clover red and white,
Spikes roses, sparkling yet with dew,
The blue-eyed: grass, uplifted to the light—
such beauty here,
And thanking Him that with
ear.
He gave the seeing eye, the hearing
.

ing for the tranquil evening hour
sy plans must all be laid aside,
oe

lose their

' when active bands and brain must
ower

ARE with their half-done work rest satisfied ;

heard, we have never kilown an instance
where a man has ruined himself by giving to the poor or to the cause of God.

pardon. You can not pardon pain. Remove the inflammation, and the pain is
one.

So remove the sin, and the suffer-

Men haye

ing is gone. The most malicious murderer has only to lay aside his malice;
and he has nothing to fear, at least from
the hand of God. According to this
doctrine, there is no such thing as guilt
in man or justice in God.
The Apostle says that when men do not
like to retain God in their ‘knowledge he
gives them up to a reprobate mind. So,

ing’ in

stocks,

through

speculating

corn, wheat, pork, apples, oil, coal,

estate, patent rights, bank shares,

papers, steamboats, and almost

in

real

news-

anything

else that men can discover, make,

buy or

sell,—they
have lost their money by
trusting
friends, endorsing notes, neg-

like to retain in knowledge the doctrines
which he has revealed in his. Word, he
gives them up to vanity of intellect,” so
that, professing themselves

the attention of investors, and

they do not

to

be

wise,

we

hope

But first and best is this glad morning light—

some will commence operations on the
they become the opposite.
all they conSo much as to the nature of future pun- ¢ rhubarb pie” plan,—give
ishment. As to its duration, the inui- scientiously can, and then shut their eyes
tions of men are singularly discordant. and put in another handful, and report
The WaySome say there is to be no such
punish- the results of the experiment.—
sn
ment, all men at death immediately pass side.
4-0-0 -44
Others say that at death |
into Heaven.
4-4-9
the wicked are annihilated. Others say
PRAYER MEETING TONES.

This light in which our duties stand out clear,
Yeh garth and sky alike are free from

When you speak in a social meeting,
speak in a natural tone of voice—that is,

But, drinking in the blessed morning air,
1 watch the climbing sun, with eager prayer,
The

whole long day is Thine, O Lord, I say,

With all its happy, hopeful work to do;
For single eye and steady hand I pray,
To domy part ere yet the day is through,

The noon must come,and afterwards the night,

there is to be a limited
period of suffering, and then comes salvation.
Others,

again, say there is to be a post mortem
probation, and those who remain impeni- a tone befitting the subject, and such as
tent will be annihilated. On which of you would use for a similar purpose in
these bridges of straw will the read r any other company. Not much good
Uncertain yet I feel what life may give,
electto stand in the day in which the comes usually even from good thoughts,
But certain ’tis a blessed thing to live.
heavens: shall melt with fervent heat? No if they are uttered in an unusual and unone of these conjectures has the least natural voice. - Those who hear know
To live in Christ; wot glorious death alone
authority ; for’on this subject one man that it is not the manner of ordinary
Unites us with the Master, at whose feet
speech, and they "are apt to infer that
The small,brownsparrow never fell unknown, knows as much as any other man, for the
And ne’er unheeded bloomed the lily sweet. - reason that no man can know anything what is said does not belong truly to the
By walking in His footsteps we may see
about it except by revelation. The In- man himself who is speaking; and that
How fair and good our common life may be.
dependent, indeed, says the question is there is the putting on of something for
;
— Cong.
not an exegetical, but an ethical one. the occasion. They are very apt to be
re
‘We must interpret what God says by partly right, .too, in this opinion. = For
PROF. HODGE ON FUTURE PUNISH- what our moral sense says. By maral while these unnatural tones may sometimes be due to embarrassment, or to
sense here must be: meant .the moral
MENT.
awkwardness, or to having accidentally
sense
of
the
individual
reader.
It
can
The following is the concluding pornot by possibility. mean those moral fallen into a bad habit; yet even then they
tion of Prof. Hodge's article on ‘* The judgmen:s which are necessary and 'uni- indicate some separation between .the
Intuitions, and Views of Future Punish- versal. It is a contradictionto say that manner of expression and the underlying
believ- state of mind, of a sort that does not exment,” in the Independent,
which we the Christian church has for ages
ed
what
no
man
can
by
possibility
be- ist, or that should not certainly be of long
lately dealt with on another page:
lieve. If the question of the duration of continuance.
On no subject, however,
have men
future punishment is to be decided by
been more disposed to transfer their faith every man’s private judgment, there is an
from the Bible to reason and feeling than end to all need of discussion.
the state of the souls of the finally imThere are only two remarks which the
penitent after death. This, however, is present occasion calls for. The first is
precisely the subject as to which our ig- that, as a little wrong is as impossible to
norance is the most absolute. The oe
God as a greater, if the existence of sin
ness which lies beyond the grave is .im- and misery in this world for thousands of
penetrable. Every torch lighted by hu- years be consistent with his moral perman device is extinguished at the first fection, its: unending existence can not
step into that darkness. All that is necessarily conflict with that perfection.
known, ever has been known, or ever If there are wise reasons for the one,
can be known is due to the supernatural there may be, for aught we know, wise
0-0-0

oubt
‘When even distant mountain-tops draw near,
And far-off pine trees stretch their branches
out.

revelations of God.
Itis at
of the tomb, more even than

the mouth
elsewhere,

it becomes us to lay our hands

lips,

and,

with

bowed

upon

heads,

listen

what God the Lord has said.

our
to

reasons for the other.
The other is that
what the Bible teaches is a matter of

fact.

It is a philosophical

what all men

believe,

constitution

in

of their

owever it may be with

the vast maperish eterdoes not reso dreadful.

Romanists,

the

eat majority of Protestants, and every
resbyterian we have seen-or known, believe that all who die in infancy are saved. If this be so, more than half of the
human race are already in heaven and
are hourly crowding
through its gates.
If to thesebe added
the millions of the
children of God who have lived through
all the generations, and the still larger
number who are to live when the knowledge of God shall cover the whole earth,
and when every kee shall bow and Srey
2

to

bl

believing,

then

built

of

gold and

as

before

jewels.

This is a misrepresentation of Scriptural
doctrine, which errorists often employ.
Others,

in, say that their

that

of the

must

And, as all historical

Christian

es have from the beginning and

Bible

teach.

church-

do

believe that the Bible teaches the

now

eternal

punishment of the wicked, there
no rational doubt that such
trine of the Word of God.

be

inthat what)‘can
the

can

be

is the

doec-

0-0-0
++

TAKE YOUR BIBLES WITH YOU.
Let me give a little « \ perience

of

my

own, that showed me hw, by quietly
reading our Bibles when
traveling, we

can be
men.”

* living

epistles

read

of

all

intuitions

teach them
that there can be no ‘‘ imposed punishment ;” that whatever suffering
is endured in a future state is due to the
subjective state of the sufferer—that is,
to sin and its natural consequence.
There is no additional suffering imposed
as penalty.
It is, no doubt, true that the
essence of Hell is sin ; that the state of a

go through
the World in

and

beautiful,” and

is deter-

mined to see what is good and useful and

Tovely in everybody

me.

“a perpetual

But there is unfailing and per-’
ennial joy in believing; and whoever
has the root of faith in his heart should
carry the unfading joy in his life,
He
should turn his face away from those
things that tend to create dejection and
misery, when he can not remove or alleviate them. He should refuse to think of
what depresses and benumbs the heart.
He should dwell on those objects and aspects of things which give steadiness and
serenity to the mind, and drop joy like:
sunbeams into the heart.
It makes a
vast differencein actual experience whether one looks habitually at things that

giggle.

are bright

cheer

ft has troubles

and trials and griefs.
No man with a
thoughtful mind and sympathizing heart

we

stated, that the Rible teaches that heaven
ia a real city,

believe

Life is serious, indeed;

1

shall understand what Paul meant when
he said, ‘“ Where sin abounded grace has
much more abounded.” The time will
surely come when Christ shallbe hailed,
in a glorious amplitude of meaning, as
the Salvetor Hominum,
Again, many say they can not believe
ina hell of physical * fire and brimstone.” Itis probable that not one in
many millions of educated Christians believes it. There is no more reason for
. believing that the Bible teaches any such
for

Christians

JOY IN BELIEVING.

that

teaches, in point of fact, it does

3

the glory of God the Father,

doctrine than

all

virtue

nature,

"Tt is said by many that they.can
not be: | true,—lt-is-searecel
lieve that God will permit
jority of the human race to
nally. Happily, the Bible
uire us to believe anything

axiom

After

reading

awhile,

I can

remember

my

put it in the truth, as he put heat in

er

Erih.

THE

slip-

GALLEY-SLAVE'S

In his inaugural
the

ho LP I bJbho

University

address
of St.

FAITH.

as rector of

Andrew's,

Mr.

Froude related the following incident:
« Many years ago, when I first studied the history of the Reformation in
Scotland, I read a story of a slave, in a

by acknowledging

my own failures, I care not how 1t
sounds.
I sat thinking of these things,

French galley, who was one morning
bending wearily over his oar. The day
was breaking; and rising out of the gray

waters a line of cliffs was visible, and
the white houses of a town, and a churchand wondering how it was that now I tower.
The rower was a man unused
felt no temptation to hide my Bible. I to such services, worn with toil ‘and
had not traveled for more than three watching, and likely, it was thought, to

ERYSIPELAS.

in the palace.

countenance

‘So did not

I,”

Engword
innathis
right

complete instructions how to

forced by
Cuyler.

he

was

Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys

Driot Building, Washington,

the

_ introduced? Does their subjective state

exhaust the inexhaustible declaration’ of
our Lord, #¢ The
lory which thou gavest

ine I have given hem”?
‘What right, then, has any man to say
that sin is the only source of the misery
~ of those who- perish? Is there nothing in
the loss of all known
good, in the loss of
. hope, in the constant society of the Devil
and his" angels? The Bible uses the
strongest terms human language can fur-

‘nish’ and the most fearful images which

human imagination can frame to depict
the misery of the finally impenitent, to

induce men to flee
come.

from
;

the

wrath to

The Bible is full of declarations that
God will punish sin. These declarations
are not to be evaporated into mere assurances that sin

will

produce i misery.

They are revelations of what hg! | purpos-

mures to do. When David committed
der, the erime was not allowed to bets
OWn punishment. God brought, upon
1m and upon his house a long series of
calamities,
as the
punishment of his

We

agreed

that,

as

for

us,

great truths in the works of Plato and

we

should from that day give the right hand
of fellowship to any one whom we met
studying the Bible. . -

Surely a pocket Bible is the best intro-

duction

to

a

fellow-Christian.

then, never fail to slip our Bible
bag, when we start

month of travel,

and

wayward boy may be

off for

Let

in the

a day

who

knows

won

back

us,

or

a

what
to

the

God of his fathers, by the sight of his
fellow-traveler’s Bible P— American. Messenger.
Wl
0-0-0
+o

THE RHUBARB PIE PLAN.
During a discussion in a certain church,
on the question of the duty of giving, a
brother well-known for his generous ben-

efactions, was asked what part of his in-

come he was in the habit of contributing
to the Lords treasury.
‘1 do not

know,”

said the brother;

“I do very

much as the woman did who was famofis
for the excellence of her rhubarb pies.
She put in as much sugar as her con-

science would allow, and then shut her
offense. The Deluge’ was an imposed oes
and put in a handful more. I give
punishmeny; £0 was the destruction of all my conscience approves and then add
the Cities

of the Plain; so were the fam-

a handful without counting it.”

Aristotle, but I can find nothing there that
is so important to me as this promise.” It
does not need to be

read,

as

some

supposed, in the sense of perfect and

changing

have

un-

securily or freedom from all

causes of trouble. In that sense no one
finds rest to his soul in. this world of conflict and trouble.

But

it meehs

the finding of the true centei™

(Father,

nits ten-

condemnation—a

rest

and

which

from

self

reconciles

,00;

Moroe-

Morocco,

85 cis;

The Nacred Melody
:
is a small book of 225 hymns and .severai
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings. 3%
cents; postage, 2 cents.
’
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form &t the close
of every session, and the
bound volumes embrace
the Li oceedings ‘of the first sixteen sescions. 90
cents; postage,
9 cents.
mr
The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination,
and our
usages in church-building. It 18 published by amthority
of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
3
¥
Ministers Manual.
just issued,
designed especially for minister:

The reputation it has attained, in consequence of
the marvellous cures it has produced during the
last half century, is a sufficient assurance to the
public that it will continue to realize the happiest

L.

In almost every

PREPARED

BY

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE,

they are not sinful, they are to be tolera -

CHICAGO & NORTH - WESTERN

ed even when we share in them. It would
be wise on t. e partof many somber sais

if they would

learn“the

like

A WCUXL

wisdom.—

The

Sword and Trowel.

OHASTISEMEAT.
Sorrow,

a3

a discipline

for the

soul.

but that we are fo retain it, that

we

was turned, I repented ; and after
18,19.)

my

Oh!

thigh.”

there are

that

(Jeremiah

thousands

I

381:

upon

‘thousands much chastened because much
loved, taken such pains with that they
might grow like God. In a little while,

NEW

STYLES

at reduced

prices,

from

$54

American

san

able

to sell our

peddling.
tone paid, Permanent employ.

A Day to Agents canvassing fer the Fireside Visitor. Terms and Outfit Free.
Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Me
:

$66

BLUFFS.

Omaha and Oalifornia Line
Is the shortest and best route between CHICAGO
and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DA.
KOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH,
NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN
AND AUSTRALIA.
Its

years, and we

Green Bay and Marquette Line
VILLE,

WATERTOWN,

CHICAGO

FOND

DU

LAC,

JANES-

and is the oaly one

assing between CHICAGO and EVANSTON,
'OREST, WAUKEGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA and

LAKE
MIL-

WAUKEE,

PULLMAN

PALACE

HOTEL

CARS

are run on all through trams of this road.
This is the ONLY LINE running Pulman cars
between Chicago and St. Paul, Chicago and Milwaukee,

or Chicago and

Green Bay.
New

York Oflice No.

Winona, or

Send your

and

415, Broadway ; Boston

fice. No. 5 State Street; Omaha
ham

Chicago

ery Street; Chicago Ticket Offices : 62 Clark Street

Wells and Kinzie Streets.
4
For rates or information not attainahle
your home ticket agents, apply to

W. H, Stennett,

Ma
.,

st.

y

a ‘week in your own town. Terms and a $5:
outfit free.” Address H, HALLETT & CO.
ortland, Maine.
1y5

Ticket Office, 67

Clark-st.,,

Chicago Trains.

Pacific

,
vArrive.

Leave.

Day

EXPLeSS,sesssiniasass vas |* 9.008,myf* 7.40
p. ma.

Kalamazoo Accommodation. * 3.45
p.
Atlantic Express (daily)....|§ 5.156p.
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the

H.C. WENTWORTH,

G.P.&T. A. Chicago,

H.B. LEDYARD,
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Sup't, Chivags

/Lake Shore and Mich. Southern®. R.

TRAINS
the

Grand

Mail(via Main ‘and Air Lind) [* 7.60 a.m. |* 6.55p-m.

COLORADO,
KANSAS,
CALIFORNIA,
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Furnishing

.
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* PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.
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under Sherman
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gon Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner W. Kin.
zie and Canal streets ; Wells Street Depot, corner

Gen. Pass. Ag’t, Chicago.
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I. D. STEWART, Dover. N. H.

Office, 245, Farn-

Street; San Franeisco Office,2

of -

which contains a. historical statement, and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pelity and institutions.
Our Faith and Covenant
2
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and-a de- +
sirable church covenant.
1%
Printing Establishment
:
is a briet historical statement, &c. Publisk
ed by order of the General Conference, and for
gratuitous distrib ution.
The above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the ordeg,
or on receiving
the books.

Chicago and Milwaukee Line
Shore Route,

furnish

Denominational,

OSHKOSH,
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ON’ THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an exced
lent book for all who would ‘‘search the Sériptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most imporiam points of Bible study, 1.00; pos tage, 9
cts.
.
Tracts
*
were not stereotyped ‘till within the last few

Is the short line between CHICAGO and all points
in NORTHERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, and
for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DULUTH,
and all points in the Great Northwest.
¢
the only line between

their statistics; the

Lectures

Ohicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis Line

Is

with

niinisters and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of -our
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased ministers, &c., &ec. Price, 10 cents a copy; ‘96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
The Biographies of
Fe
DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniél
Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,
- ‘$1.00,
post, 107 cents.
Burr,
sie.
75
»
Jackson,
=
- 50
05
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New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of‘La Salles

Chicago Trains.
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ncr form of Hotel Cars, through, between Chicasori River
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i
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we Philip Phillips, Singer. Al.
[IIENL0N 80 a new Bible history pasSime he Ten Tlagues of
:
, 4 new games on
iifietrated hy
50 cts.
Agents: Wanted.
.
B.

Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, con
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
‘other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians. ‘It is am
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendas,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ar
ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and youl

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS are run alone
by it through, between

& COUNCIL

pted by the deneminatiom.

$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
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Cash Prices;
FIVE OCTAVE, DOUBLE
Reed, $100; NINE STOPS, $108; in ELEGANT UpRIGHT CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND" GOLD
BRONZE $135. Sold also for installments or rented until rent pays. A small Organ of best quality
may be obtained by payment of $7.20 per quarter,
for'ten quarters.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and
PRICE
Las, free.
MASON
& HAMLIN
ORGAN
CO.,
154 Tremant
St., 25 Union Sq., 260 Wabash Ave.,
BOSTON.
NEW YORK.
* CHICAGO,

Of

doctring

VV

Trunk Line between
and the West.

T. Day.

contains a Narrative of his Tite, Letters, Sermons and Lectures. Price 75 cents, See “ Club
Rates’ with the Morning Star.
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every
Christiam
youl be benefited by reading it. 25 cis; postage
cts.
Butler's Theolog
discusses briefly, But clearly, all the questions

comfortable and in every respect the best line you
can take. It is the
greatest and grandest Railway
Sreanization in the United States. It owns or con-

may

offer it up daily as. a living sacrifice to
God.
““I have surely heard Ephraim bemoaning himself thus: Thou hast chastised me, and I was chastised, as a bullcck unaccustomed to the yoke: turn thou
me, and I shall be turzed; for thou art
the Lord my God. Surely afier that ‘1
smote upon

Great
i

1t is the oldest, shortest, most

subdues the will, softens the te: per,
curbs the paissio s, pulverizes, -o to
speak, the rough excrescences of ch wracter, which, like lumps of hard clay - a the
surface of a tilled field, turn the ede «f
the plow and balk the skill of the sower.
It is not that we are to lose ou: will;
that would be to lose our individaality ;

Memoir of George

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,

man ceased to judge his brother, and saw

under the intluence of such forces asmeet
us in this relation to our Lord
Jesus

from “doubt, fiom distrust

n

1.50; Turkey Gilt, 3.00.

Small,

postage 8 cents,

that from diverse constitutions there are
different manifestations, and so long #s

a Teacher,

he finds rest—rest from conflict with self,

Lungs

Postage 9 cents each.

results that can be desired.

confide in i as a Saviour, and imitate
him as the true Example of life. If we
can know anything of the’ design of our
natures, by observation or by experience, | TREAT, 805 Broadway, N. Y.
it is certain that they were made to be
!
Salary, Suissmen wanted
nurtured and ennobled and comforted
taple
8 to dealers. No
Christ. Man does not and can not rest
until he is at peace with himself, both as
to the past and the future. But in Chist

Le

Lu
sively us
rge
¢0, $1.10; Morocco Gilt,

pray, I could not have been serious, or in
a frame for prayer, or any other religious
exercise for two days.” Thus the good

towards its pole. So rest unto the soul is
more and more the privilege and the at- ||
tainment of those who, wearing Christ's
as

give

of th

and

;

TR

though never motionless, is ever drawn

of him
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$3.02
ipecial offers, strictly in advance,
with no commission paid :
Une old and one new subscriber,
Clubs of six or more, one-third new sunseribers, each
- 82.00
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternases
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms : single co;
each,
=
35 ceuta,
Packages of ten iene t0 one address, each, «
=
«=
R5 cents.
Payment always in advance, and no commission
allowed on money sent,
Sample copies sent free,
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are
printed monthl , at the rate of
100 copids to one address for $6.00. It the order
is for less than four months at a time, the charge
will
be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
men in advance. Sample copies sent f-ee,
The Psalmody
.

and

Law,

pate

section of country
there are persons, publicly
TEMPERAMENT AMONG OHRISTIANS,
known,who have
nrestored from alarming and
but useful or” all pins embers. It contains
It was observed of Mr. Durham, the
even desperate diseases of the lungs, by its use,
Scripture Selections for more than
‘different
expositor of the Song of Solomon, that he
occasions;
Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
All who have tried it,acknowledge its superiority ;
different
meetings;
Formulas
and
Suggestions.
was so grave and quiet at all times, that
and where its virtues are known, no one hesitates
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
:
he very seldom smiled or laughed at anyvery concise and well ais
d; stating in fifteen
as to what medicine to employ to relieve the dis.
Poges all the important parliamentary rules of dething. Mr. Wm. Guthrie, minister at Fintress and suffering peculiar to pulmonary affec.
1 berative
bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 7
wick, met with him in a gentleman’s house,
cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid.
tions.. CHERRY PECTORAL always affords in.
near Glasgow, some time before his last
Sabbath School
stion Books
stant relief, and performs rapid cures of the
are for adults and children.
sickness and observing him somewhat
LESSONS
for
Every
Sunday,
,18, postage ,62
milder
varieties
of
bronchial
disorder,
aswell
as
dull endeavored to force him to smile and
STORY of Jesus,
218,
4.
02
the more formidable diseases of the lungs.
laugh, by his facetious and pleasant cokWoNDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
&
2
versation. Mr. Durham was somewhat
As asafeguard to children, amid the distress.
Rules of Order.
are the sameyas those in the Manual, thick
disgusted at this innocent freedom of Mr.
ing diseases which beset the Throat and Chest of
paper covers, 10
cents.
Guthrie, and displeased with himself that
Childhood, it is invaluable ; for, by its timely use,
The Book of Worship
he consented in any measure to be merry. * multitudes are rescued and restored to health,
; only afew copies left. All gilt edge, $1.08;
:
But when Mr. Guthrie, agreeing
to the t= Fhis-medieine-gains-friends-at-every-trial;-as—- postage, 10 cents.
The Memorials of the Free Baplidls
laudable custom of
family, and at
the cures it is constantly producing are too reve the rise and progress of this body of
their desire,prayed with the greatest seriChristians in New York, till the time of their
markable to be forgotten. No family should be
ousness, composure, and devout liveliunion with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
without
it,
and
those
who
have
once
used
it
Christian Baptism
.
ness, the
good man seemed to be of
i. book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postags
never will.
another mind. When they rose - from
cents.
Eminent Physicians throughout the country
Piayer Mr. Durham tenderly embraced
The History of the Freewill Baptists
y
prescribe it, and Clergymer often recommend it
Ir. Guthrie, and said to him, ‘‘O Wil_ covers the first Half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
liam, you are a happy man; if I bad been ‘from their knowledge of its effects.
detail, the early events of our denominations
as merry as you were bz2fore you went to
history.
$1.00; postage, 10 cents.

dency to it, like that of the needle, which,

yoke, learn ‘daily

For
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day.

at
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Western Department, should be addressedto Pa-

Cherry Pectoral
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essive. The publication offices are
gon and
icago, but all communications,
save for the

Aver’s

re-in-

the Almighty.—Rev.

ffy-third volume.

satisfactory referencs, in almost every -county in
the Union. Addresse
LOUIS BAGGER & CO.,

have heard of such a man as Daniel. All
the people who make a marked success in
life and who achicve any good work for
God are the people who are not ashamed
to be thought singular. The man who
runs with the crowd counts fom nothing.
It is when he turns about and faces the
multitude who are rushing on to do evil
that he commands every eye. Then by a
bold protest he may ¢‘ put a thousand to
flight.” So the young monk,
Luther,
turned about and faced the hosts of the
Papacy. His heroic “ No,” nailed up on
the church door of Wittenberg, aroused
Europe from its delusive and deadly
alene,

Patents,

for American and Foreign inventors, and can

tion, and drifted with it, we never should

Standing

obtain

Zhe Morning Soars
or ht
8 a large
religious
paper
of ei

other valuable matter. During the past five years
we have obtained nearly three thousand Patents

livers

was

Send for particulars

.

Freewill Baptist Publications.

obtained for mechanical devices, medical or other
pompouide ornamental Jesighe,
e-marks and
labels. Caveats, Assignments,
Ihterferences, Infringements, ana all matters relating to
Patents,
promptly attended to. We make preliminary
examinations and furnish opinions as to patentability, free of charge, and all who are interested in
new inventions and Patents, are invited to send
for a copy of our “Guide for obtaining Patents,”
which is sent free to ‘any address, and contains

dis-

and

Ne in-

Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 243 Broadway,
New York.
?
gen
Iyis

motto of this sturdy young teetotaler. If
he had yielded to the current of tempta-

dreams.

on interest or principal.

J. B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.,

race, from ruic—yes, from an endless
ell! - The splendid career cf Joseph
turned on the prompt *‘ no,” spoken at
the very nick of time. Had he stopped
to parley with that wanton woman (as too
many young men stop to talk with a
i
Hien tempttess in the street), he
would have been lost. ‘How can I do
this
great wickedness and sin against
God?” saved him from the dizzy edge of
the precipice. Daniel might easily
have
said to himself, ‘Oh, everybody about the
court here drinks wine and lives high on
the king's meat. I do not want to be
thought queer or Puritanical.” He dared
to be singular. At the end of two weeks
sweeter breath than any of the fast

In over

never lost a dollar; mever

of land under foreclosure.

moment, it has saved multitudes froin

cleaner

business

We

that we loan net to

exceed one third of the actual value.

and references.

The most tremendous word in the
lish language is the short yetmighty
No. ' It has
been the pivot on which
merable destinies have turned for
world and the next. Spoken at the

a

Bonds guaranteed.

as an assurance,

vestor through us ever did or ever will get
an acre

of RECENT TEARS;

be

guarantee,

0-0-6
+
"4+

he had

‘Kansas, Missour1 and Iowa Improved Farm

delayed a day

WORLD'S SARIBITIONS

they are to

+

First Mortgage Coupor
six years’

soul abandoned by the Spirit of God and years, and during that time the Bible had die. A companion touched him, pointed instead of murmuring at it, we shall exult
given up to the dominion of evil pas- .grown to be so dear to me that I cared not te the shore, and asked him if he knew over it in a hymn of praise which angels
sions, with the self-loathing, self-con- who saw how I loved it.
might envy. Till then, let us glory
in
it, * Yes, he answered, ‘I know it well.
tempt, despair, and remorse therewith
The next day as we neared a landing,
see the steeple of that place where God tribulation also, for ¢ tribulat on Ce 8
connected, ey Produ a degree of suf- a young man came to me and said he was Ifirst
opened my mouth in public to his patience.”—Dr. Thorold.
fering to which
literal fire and brimstone going to leave the boat in a few minutes,
lory
; and I know that how weak soever
would be a positive relief. It is no less and wished before he left to thank me for
Po
appear, I shall not depart out of
' Matchless — Unrivaled,— FRANZ LISZT.
true that the essence of Heaven is holi- reading my Bible the night before. He
ness. Perfect holiness is perfect (thatis, had been reminded of his own duty by this life till my tongue glorify his name
Gentlemen, that
unalloyed) blessedness. “Both of these seeing me read, and had found the copy in the same place.”
town was St Andrews; that galley-slave
great truths are taught by the Apostle,
of the Scriptures that the Bible Society
when he says: ** To be spiritually mind- had placed in the cabin, and read it was John Knox; and we know that he
.:
J
ed is life; and to be carnally minded is prayerfully before retiring. From per- did come back, and did glorify God in
Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
death.” But does it follow "that' all the fect strangers, we were friends at once. this place, and in - others, to some purSantiago, 1875; Philadelphia, 1876;
blessedness of Heaven consists in holi- The Bible was dear to both of us, and we pose.”
HAVE AWARDED THEIR
It iz, perhaps, not known to-all ourness and its natural consequences? Is could talk of our longing for perfect conHIGHEST HONORS
there nothing in ¢ the beatific vision”; secration, our faith in God, and kindred readers that John Knox was. for two
years a French prisoner and was confined
uothing in the presence
of Christ and the subjects.
‘As the boat landed, and my
manifestations of his love ; nothing in the friend had to go, he regretted that he to the galleys. RE
society of saints and angels; nothing in had not spoken to me before, that we
“YE SHALL FIND REST.”
the exaltation of the powers of the sav- might have had our hearts burn within
CABINET ORGANS for
ed and in the higher sphere .of activity us, as we talked of Jesus, all through the
Augustine once said: ‘“ I can read many
Demonstrated
Superiority,
and usefulness into which

10PER CENT. NET.

Many of our best citizens inform us that Dr. H.
A. LAME, No. 337 Congress St., Portland,’
Me,, never fails in the cure of the severest forms
of Erysipelas
Rheumatism, and all forms of
scrofula,
and ail diseases of the Skin.
1y38

THE POWER OF A “NO.”

coal

and oil. Andif we do our part in dealing with his truth ase with his material
bounties, we shall find the truest and
deepest joy in believing. —New
York
Evangelist.

ping into my berth, pulling the curtains,
and then crouching on my knees to pray.
Later, | used to try to read by the light
of the lamp in my state-room, and I even
own to slipping a copy of the Psalms into another book to read on deck. Now
perhaps this sounds very shocking.
It
does not sound any meaner than it was,
and if I can encourage and strengthen

some weak Christian

everything,

at. their opposites.
It is not more a
privilege Lid a duty to find joy in beieving. ' The joy is there; God himself

thoughts went back to the different times
I hud been on board a boat at night.
How often I have traveled, and yet this
was the first time that I had brought out
my own Bible and read it in a public saloon. As a little girl, in the days when
the ** ladies’ cabin” was more generally

used to sleep in,

and

29, 1878.

one to the past through the power of the
atonement, and rest covering the future
through the force of that union with Jesus
which is ¢“ the hope of glory.” In this relation something is settled for me whatever in this world may shake ; something
endures whatever else fades away.— Rev.
R. R. Booth.

failed in business through deal-

lecting business, and selling whisky,
but we have never yet seen the man who
was ruined financially by liberal giving
to the Lord's poor, or to the Lord’s cause.
A business so safe as this ought to attract

as it would appear, when

MAY

West from Chicago.

:

A's proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS

make

their DINING SALON the great feature of their
houses so the Management of “Great Burlington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUX.

URY of their patrons solely in view, do notuse
their

CELEBRATED

Traffic, or Sleeping

DINING

CArs

for

oses (as is the case

Pas age
of

the

so-called Hotel Cars);
hence, they are always kept
sweet, neat and clean. The moderate cha
of
75 cents only, is made for each seal, and the
Menu
is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most
fastidious.
lyews

Depot toot of Lake Street,

Sircete

and foot of Twenty-second

Ticket Office 121 Randolph Stu. néar Clark. -

CHICAGO
St. Louis Express,

TRAINS.
- = = =

Leave.

| Arrives
I

[*8.40a. m.*845p,

Cairo,Arkan’s & Texas Express,
Cairo & New Orleans Express

, 8.40 a. m.|*
Springfield and Peoria Express
m.
Springfield Night Express, = « § 890 p,
Peoria and Keokuk Express, - |*8.80
w.,

a.m

4,30

ress,|* 10.00a,
* 3.
Dubuque & Sioux City
m * 6.
Dubuque & Sioux City Express, |* 9.30 p.
p, m,’ *9,
Gilman Passenger, = = = =» * 4.30

*Dafly.Sunday§Excep*,

Yi

a.

p.m.|§ 715
St. Louis Fast Line, =_< = = |§8:30
§ 8S 30 p., a.

in es

drifti

shall reap Jonndtilly i” and who wish to

err upon the safe side. | Many men seem
the final dispersion of the Jews.
According to this theory, there can be afraid of giving too much; but among all
no such thing as either punishment or” the failures in business of which we have

IS,

far blue sky,
Not gazing idly toward the angel
Jase,
With idle wish to see an
ng by,

NO

We commend this plan to those who
believe that ¢ he that soweth bountifully

upon his people for their sins; and so
were the destruction of Jerusalem and

THE LIFE THAT NOW

But mindful of the soft winds

God. brought

STAR,

4

‘ines and pestilences which

Selections.

MORNING

hab

JAR.
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The

Woming Star.

A= All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

be

§¥™ The Western Editorial Office is at 95 Clark St.

Room 52, Chicago.

;

. The Boston Flower and Fruit Mission
is open for the season at Hollis St. Chapel.

Country residents

on

going

That

| befall them is written

on

the

which

shall

iron

leaf;

they will not turn on their heel to. avoid
| famine, plague, or the sword of the eneThat is great, and gives a great air
| my.

WEDNESDAY,
MAY. 99, 1878.
\

| tals believe in Fate.

to "the

to the people.
If we examine this fine rhetorical state-

ment in the light of history we shall be

graph in the same strain:
*
that amid the menaces of war
agitating Europe, the Champ
may be, not an immense bazar,
ponents of the Republic call it,
of refuge for the artists and the
a subject of liberal and pacific

We desire
which are
de Mars
as the opbut a place
inventors,
reflections

| puzzled to understand Mr. Emerson's pe-

for the kings, and a school of progress for

culiar standazd of greatness, Unconditional surrender to circumstances, which

the people. Herein lies all our ambition.”
:
The Figaro of the same morning speaking of the all-engrossing subject says that
the Exposition is not so much an affirmation of the resources and vitalityof France

the Arab calls Fate, is scarcely a mark of
greatness, but the rather of weakness, if
not ef imbecility. A few short centuries

the whole

subject.

= Will

our

esteemed

contemporary turn on just a little more
light and tell us whether the Lord's Supper is designed to express church fellowship, or the common interest of all Chris-.
tians in a common

Saviour?

——THE greenback movement has gained ground rapidly within the ast few
months, and bids fair to exercise a strong
influence in future political campaigns.
It would naturally be strong in the West,
but its strength in New England, such as

vents relief being afforded
One moral

the

is, to go there and

sufferers.
build rail-

roads.’
——THE subject of near-sightedness in
schools and among students generally
has so interested Secretary Northrop of
the Connecticut

Board of Education,

he has carefully investigated the

and incorporates

the results

that

subject,

in his an-

nual report. He cites these among the
causes of visual weakness among American youth: a stooping posture which
cramps the chest and brings the eye too
near the book or paper: reading at twilight and late at night, and studying by
lamp-light in the morning; reading in
the cars; using kerosene lamps without a
shade ; reading while facing a window,or

it is, is not so easily accounted for. Their
purpose seems to be to direct the finanas it is to show that, amid all her discords’
cial policy of the country by popular vote,
and
strifes and partisan contests, sie has
their gardens, eave it at the chapel, and
and not by Congressional enactment.
preserved
a
supreme
gift—the
love
of
init will find its way to the room of some
The scheme is in most respects an ex:
invalid, or the ward of some hospital, to Christian lands, is simple barbarism. dustry.
travagant one, for it would make paper
A temporary sheet, entitled L'Exposis
«do real Christian service. Last year the | The idolatrous Hindu, the Bedouin of
money, instead of specie, the monetary
any light; natural or artificial, and still
tion,
takes the French method of getting
the
desert,
and
the
indolent
Chinaman
870
|
Mission distributed on an average
basis,
and flood the country with greens
bunches of flowers daily, and large quan- can scarcely be cited as samples of great- over the fact of the unfinished state of backs. Of course if the paper were al- “hore while facing the bright sunshine;
tities of fruit. Blessed are they that car- ness as they are photographed by history. things, by saying that the material part ways redeemable, and rot subject to so reading dime novels or other books print| The oft-recurring spectacle, as seen in of the World's Fair is of subordinate influed in too fine type (all books printed in
Ty joy and healing to the sick-room.
many constantly varying influences, it
| Oriental countries, of whole districts de- ence to the moral and the intellectual,and
diamond, pearl, agate, or nonpareil, are
would be less objectionable. - The aims
unfit for children’s eyes) ; wearing a veil ;
;
ated by by famine
famine
pestilencediigo)
where that this moral and intellectual phase of
The mission
and influence of the press | opiate
a andmy
of the Greenbackers,are thus set forth by
and neglecting to cultivate far-sighted:
Tig
sewerage,
cles
S 8
- the Exposition is.in all readiness.
are seen ini no clearer light
than in: a | !FTi22%ION,
Sewerage,
Wendell Phillips, who is an enthusiast in
ness by examining carefully distant obAnd, after the opening day, the supercomparison
of ancient
with modern dustry would so easily change death into
the movement, and rather noted for ad|
life,
and
barrenness
into
fertility,
fluity
of
superlatives
with
which
those
exis
not
jects.
Hence myopia is more common
times. Then, there was no dissemination
in cities than in the country, among those
~of knowledge, not even of religious | calculated to fill the average mind with ercises are described puzzles me entirely. vocating extravagant measures:
Our eftort must be to take the whole
working on near and minute objects than
They said they were ‘going to have a
That these
knowledge, among the people.
Even | exalted ideas of greatness.
question of the currency, as Franklin and
those
laboring in the field with a wider
grand
time,
and
they
say
now
they
have
people
¢“
will
not
turn
on
their
heel
to
Ricardo advised, into the State's hands.
‘the divine revelations were for ages kept |
had
a
grand
time,
and
so
manage
to
keep
range
of vision and more objects to invite
avoid
famine,
plague,
or
the
sword
of
the
Never
rest
while
aay.
bank
has
a
among a very limited company.
That |
a bill. = Never rest habits ot observation. . The increase of
enemy” is the fatal fact which goes to up the illusion and enjoy it hugely, both right to issue
may not have been wholly an evil,. es- |
Congress
supplies all our cur- myopia has been attributed to modern deI till
pecially in view of the vast numbers that || prove imbecility of the .most hopeless in anticipation and in remembrance.
rency,
made
of
paper, aud based on votion to literary pursuits, as savages are
might have been:called together to hear kind. To-day millions of these people have no authority for saying they did not the credit of the State.
Never rest till
enjoy it in realization.
are
dying
like
cattle
because
the
paralythe debt is funded for at least a century, generally exempt from this trouble.: But
‘that Word exponnded, as set over against
held by the people, interchangeable at if proper precautions are taken, there is
«
THE OPENING.
the modern Sunday congregation, thin- sis of a blind Fatalism, which is the
their
will into bonds or greenbacks, and
legacy of the
centuries,. has rendered
ned in many cases by the absence of those
Managing to procure one of the special constituting one of the strong ties that no necessity that myopia should increase
in a nation in proportion to its devotion
-who have gone to their hooks and their them incapable of all manly effort, such invitations of which twenty thousand were bind the Union together.
Never rest
Though®it is
papers instead of to the services of the as an intelligent responsibility, born. of issued, and which alone would gain ad- till the
greenback, representing the to intellectual pursuits.
an
intelligent
faith
in
the
God
of
the
often
hereditary,
this
predisposition
may
wealth
of
the
nation,
is
legal
tender
evmittance to the grounds and bujldings
sanctuary. But it seems almost superbe counteracted by proper
during the qpening exercises, I made my erywhere for all debts, thus freeing us commonly
fluous tolsay that the present dissemina- Bible, inspires.
Christianity reveals a God not as an way to the river to find conveyance on forever from all rings and corners in gold ; care.
-tion of knowledge through the press is
and this, our second declaration of indeArbitrary
Power, moving
relentlessly
one of the Seine boats.
But such crowds
‘really the blessing of the age. * In spite
pendence, makes the first a reality and
To this end, trade with no ——THE following very plain talk from
©of its evils; there is no minister of prog- indifferent to human weal or woe, but as were around the stations that I grew im- not a shame.
Tess and of virtue equal to it.
The in- a Sovereign Ruler making known the patient of waiting till by sufficient elbow- party. Stand willing to absorb either. the Cincinnati Commercial embodies some
But hold obstinately the helm in our own wholesome truth which can be emphasizpaths of human action, which are alike
structive book, the wholesome magazine,
ing I might get a chance on one of these, hands.
for
human
good
and
in
harmony
with
His
ed none too strongly and which has been
the good family paper—these are among
so I walked along. The street was bright,
It may possibly happen that: all the
the means of intelligence and grace that will,.and giving the pledge of approving gay, and full of bustle, and one noticed good thus hinted at will come out cf the told none too soon. It says:
love and care to all obedient subjects.
It is painful to note of late years how
may be in most, and ought to be in every
many peasants from the surrounding greenback movement, but if it does it many criminals come from honorable ‘old
The
responsibility
of
the
individual,
and
home.
country districts. It was a clear, hot day will be a surprise to the most astute fin- American families. - It is because they
thus the exaltation of true manhood, lies
have been brought up to be “*above” hard
although it had been rainy in the morn‘Three years ago this summer some at the very foundation of Christianity. ing. “The street cars, which by the way anciers and political economists in this work. Meantime, sturdy foreigners who
and in all other countries.
know the worth of a home in this ‘free
‘philanthropic people in Boston inaug- Haman ability is set to work in the field are magnificently upholstered, were also
country, quietly take possession of the
of
opportunity
and
the
Father
above
is
urated a plan for giving poor
and
crowded, so that I chose to walk the
THE Communists,
who call themplow, the spade and the hammer.
They
the
infinite
Helper
toward
the
harvest
of
worthy children a week or fortnight's vagreater part of the way. But I soon selves labor-reformers, met in New York dig and delye as the pioneer ancestors dig:
:
of
«cation in the country, finding for them good which comes to indusfrious and réached the grounds of the famous Troca- lately and had their usual tirade against ged and delved. Their strong-limbed boys
pleasant and suitable boarding places obedient toilers. The God of Christiani- déro, to which my ticket gave admission. capital. That fifteen minutes should con- and girls are put to the common schools
and carrying on the work by means of ty helps those who help themselves, and But it was as it always is on such occa- stitute a day’s labor, that property-dis- till they are old enough to work, when they,
too, must earn their own living and help
woluntary
contribution. : Duringo the first | 32 intelligent consciousness of that fact is
x
tinctions should be abolished, all the earn that of others. The scepter is glid.
sions, in France no less than in the United
progress which
summer 160 children were the subjects of an inspiration |to all true
5
States; there was an immense amount of money of the rich equally divided among ing into the hands of men whose parents
city Mondays or Thursdays can easily
take a basket of flowers or fruit from

have served to show what the Fatalism of
the Orient has done for its adherents.
It
has developed a civilization, if such it
may be called, which, compared with

_ this admirable _ charity, and. the experi. | comes of manliness such as moved. Paul

. -_ ment being resumed in 1876 the number | to ethort his brethren : “ Quit you like

‘men; be strong.”
Mr. Emerson will need to restate his
postulates or:blot out history, ‘for the
facts are all against him as its presiding
the pleasure of a few helidays in the genius points to India and China, and
¢ All ages
country. This year the matter will be then to Europe and America.
of belief have been great” only as-that be-again under the auspices of the Union,

increased to 320.
In the summer of 1877
the work was conducted under the aus. pices of the Boston Young Men's Christian Union; and 861 children were given

elbowing; a simultaneous

standing

upon

seats as soon asthe procession came in
sight, very few guards where they were
wanted, but any quantity of them half a
mile off, and not the remotest possibility
of hearing a single word spoken by Mr.

the

poor;

vocated.

wexe

some

The

of

the

Christian

theories

ad-

Intelligencer

brought £}them-up
331 > to-work.——

poor comfort to those who are

}
be
Ht=mus
t-be

losing this

balance of power to look around them
and observe how large a number of the

passes a ray of light through this last
theory when it says:
‘| fashionable embezzlers, forgers, defaultand treasury
Mr. Charles Morgan has just died, ers, absconding debtors
leaving from ten to twenty millions of robbers, ‘are the sons of old American
dollars, accumulated by thoughtful indus- families, not seldom the descendants of
Tisserene de Bort, the Minister of Com- try
and economy continued through more those who helped to found this governmerce, or anybody else. But judging | than three score years.
He was one of ment. The only remedy is to put the
¢* high-toned” young American upon a
from what I did see after all the speech- | the capitalists threatened by the mob.
lief
has
rested
on
the
Christian's
God
of
and it is hoped that at least one thousand |
That mob would do better to learn a les- farm or in a shop, and work off his ‘weakmaking
and
receptions
were
over,
the
children will be given the elevating and | Power and Love.
He ness, laziness and wickedness.
opening was a grand success. It is true son frem the life of Charles Morgan.
0-0-4
began
with
nothing.
He
accumulated
* ++
* 0-0-6
inspiriting privilege of tasting country |
+ +o
that very much remains to be done yet preperty by saving.
But beyond this,
WE call especial attention to the statelife and recreation. That the charity is
before the Exhibition itself will be com- what are these more than ten millions inEDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
ment and appeal of the Trustees of Maine
one that will bear gool fruits is argued |
plete and really worthy of a thorough in- vested in? Public works, steamers and
Central Institute which we print in this
Paris,
May
6,
1878.
«in part by the fact that those who are ben. |
Ra"
spection ; but the last two or three days railways, on which hundreds of men are
>
erhan
issue, hoping that all who have pledged
ehted—by
ECeIVE
Sf
Ege
10
the |
S; when bree score andte years have done wonders, especially in the employed.
themselves to the aid of the Institute, and
And
from
which
hundreds
of
men
make
first place as a reward for good conduct. | have passed over my head, I shall see fit French Department.
Those who come
to
whom especially this call is addressed,
their
living,
too.
Abolish
property
disNo more fitting expression of charity to attend the opening of another Interna- here expecting to find a counterpart of
will
respond favorably and immediately.
‘tinctions,
and
you
at
once
reduce
the
. could be made than this. Its success de- tional Exhibition ; but until that time I our Centennial will be disappointed; no
pends upon the generosity of those who have made a tacit agreement with myself single structure on the Chamf de Mars world to poverty. Industries would de- We would also urge upon those who
find pleasure in giving joy to others.
It that if I am ever again where such an en- can compare with the ‘Main Building” cay, and society would be in a hapeless have as yet given nothing to this cause,
the need of liberality in this as well as in
Taises one’s estimate of human nature to terprise is to be inaugurated, I will have in Fairmount Park in 1876. What an condition.
other directions, knowing that the money
find that such enterprises as this do not a most excellent time staying away.
American will also miss here is the mag- ——THE American Sunday-school Union
bestowed here will be seed sown where
. lack support.
nificent grounds like those which sur- celebrated its fifty-fourth anniversary at
THE PARIS PRESS ON THE EXPOSITION.’
it
will bear abundant harvest. We trust
{ rounded our Philadelphia Exhibition; for the Academy of Music in New York city,
“¢ When the money fails, dear Kathie,
On Wednesday morning, I started out
all will be so prompt and so generous in
“we must give the silver tankards,” said on the street to find a newspaper which with the exception of the large open place Tuesday evening of last week. The im- their replies, that the Institution may be
Martin Lather, in his earnest way. There | would give the programme ofthe opening in front of the main facade, there is noth- mense building was crowded. Addresses freed from its present embarrassment.
:is a good deal «of philosophy in the re- exercises. I bought a copy of Gaglignani’s ing but buildings on that side of the river. were made by the Revs. William M. Tayimark. For a Christian people, to whom Messenger, a high priced daily paper On the other side, there is the magnificent lor of New York, Arthur Mitchell of
BRIEF NOTES.
‘this world’s good and its opportunities printed in English, and one which is taken cascade and park of the Troc#idéro Palace, ‘Chicago and 'W. Neilson McVicker of
They still resort to the whipping-post in
are theoretically to be
hiefly in by English speaking people all over the about two hundred acres in extent, dotted Philadelphia. The missionary work of
Delaware.
Six men were publicly flogged
preparing ourselves for the
Betler Coun- Continent. I'did not find a word any- over with restaurants, cafés and the spe- the Union has been more than usually there the other day for some offense.
5
cial
buildings
erected
by
Japan,
China,
prosperous.
There
have
been
1147
new
4ry, and opening the way by which, others where in reference to the event ofthe day.
The
forty-first
annual
report
of
the
Freewill
also may enter there, we are wonderfully I went to Gaglignanis’ bookstore, and ask- Sweden and Norway, Hungary, Tunis, schools established, 3355 other schools| Baptist Sunday-school Union is issued in neat
!
were visited and aided, having in all 23,- pamphlet form by the Secretary, E. W. Page,
given to the practice of exchanging our ed a clerk if he would kindly inform’ me Persia, and Algeria.
My walk back into the city through the 066 teachers and upwards of 201,000 Esq., of New York. Copies have been formoney for. what will help neither our- where a programme of the exercises of the
selves nor anybody else heavenward.
It day at Champ de Mars could be procured. Champs Elysees was the most enjoyable scholars. There have been 10,262 Bibles warded to the Yearly Meeting agents for disis no wrong thing, indeed, for a person to The young man at once said he could tell feature of the day. The dark green of and Testaments distributed. There have tribution.
* According to the last report just made of the
suitably adorn his table and his home with me, and took up one of their own papers of the rows of the horse-chestnuts, which been 2,830,103 scholars placed under Bible
condition of the Chicago Theological Seminawere
in
full
bloom,
and
the
multitude
and
instruction
by
the
society
during
the
fiftysuch
articles
as
conduce
to
his
comfort
.
that morning. I remarked that I had pro:and minister to a wholesome taste.
But, cured the Messenger but had failed to de- the variety of the people to be seen every- four years of its service, and the past ry (Congregational), it appears that the net
assets of the institution are a little over three
alas! the great number of cases in which tect any reference to the matter. How- where, were enough to pay one who was year has been one of the most hopeful hundred thousand dollars, including grounds
:
those tastes are ‘gratified at the expense ever, he gave me the name of a French simply in search of the curious and the and successful.
and endowments, library, &c. The expenditures for current expenses the past year were
-of poverty.
and hopelessness to such - en- paper, which I soon found, but with very interesting. And I have ne doubt but
terprises as the Christian church is bound unsatisfactory details. The La Petite Re- that the moralizer and the philosopher ——THE transfer.of convicts from the old about $17,000.
‘We suppose that the Episcopal Bishop of the
by duty to take care of, gives an exceed- public Francais, in a number which was could also gain their peculiar satisfaction Charlestown (Mass.) State prison to the
new institution in Concord gives occasion diocese in which Cincinnati is located will now
A. s.
‘ingly gloomy shade to the theory that * exceptionally” devoted to the opening of out of such a walk.—E.
O00
roe
to say that the old prison has received solemnly proceed, after the manner of Bishop
+ every man has the right to use his money the Exposition,” in its leader, glories over
nearly
10,000 prisoners during its seven- Stevens of Pennsylvania in dealing with Rey.
in his own way. The great lack is that the republican proclivities of France. It
CURRENT TOPICS.
ty
years’
history, of which number a little Wm. Newton, to * depose from’ the ministry”
of proper self-denial. That is the phi- compares the condition of this country ——SOoME earnest seeker after light writes
Rev. Dr. Morgan, who left the church to unite
losophy te exalt. For want of it, benev- with that of seven or eight years aga. to the Journal & Messenger, which is a ‘over 400 have been sent there for life. with the Reformed KEpiscopals. The public
< olent enterprises at home are languishing France has, in its _opinion, suffered all sort of Baptist light-house and ‘sound | Astoundingas it may seem, the average will simply smile at the important act and that
and the heathen abroad are perishing. that a people can suffer—isolation,defeat, in the faith,” to ask, ‘* If Baptists receive term served by prisoners with life sen- is all.
“The
Athenzum Bureau of Literature’?
God help.us,.and pardon us, if he can, treason and all the various miseries of to their churches persons who have been tences has been only six years; allowing,
if we continue in this selfish way. Oh, civil war. Other countries deemed her baptized by Pedo-baptists, then why not that is, for pardons and deaths, Think is a new thing in its way. It aims to afford
. for Martin Luther's heroic benevolence, condition hopeless. Then this journal admit all baptized persons to our com- of the misery, the woe, the crime, that authors, not only professionals but amateurs,
a medium by which they may secure the mar+ which, when the money fgils, would give significantly asks: ‘How is it that we munion and administer the Lord's Supper that statement represents.
ket value of their productions, ** without in«the silver:tankards that have swallowed ‘have risen from our ruin? How have we to all such? And this is how our lucid
——THE Chinese Government has order- curring the expense and annoyance of becomap
so much of the money.
ing their own auctioneers.”
in so short a time reeovered our credit contemporary answers the query:
Manuscripts,
ed a, subscription to be taken throughout
in English and foreign tongues; will also be exET
aif
'| and regained our position in the estimaBecause as long as a baptized person the
Empire for the benefit of the suffer- amined at moderate rates. The principal
EMERSON ON GREATNESS.
tion of the world ?” It replies with what is a member of a Pedo-baptist church he ers by the famine.
The culture of the office is at 233 Broadway, New York.
¢ disorderly.”
He declares,
Ralph Waldo Emerson has an interest- may be deemed a pardonable generality isby walking
poppy
has
also
been
forbidden
in Shansi
Extensive arrangements are being made for
the fact that he has been himself baping article in the last North American just at this time, ** By our wisdom, that is tized, that he regards those with whom and other provinces. The Rev. Timothy a Sunday-school Assembly, to be held at
Review
on the ** Sovereignty of Ethics,” all the miracle there is to it.” It contin- ‘he is associated as unbaptized, and thus Richard, an English Baptist Missionary, Round Lake, N. Y., to commence July 16th,
wherein the great essayist weaves sound ues: ‘The foreigners who are our guests declares that with him it is a matter of stationed at the capital of Shansi, reports and continue ten days. The plan to be purindifference whether a ‘Christian is bapsued is substantially that of the Chautauqua
‘philosophy, adroit sophistry and specula- to-day, those of them who have paid even tized
on a profession of his faith or not. that during a winter journey through the
It will be conducted by Rev. J.
itive vagaries together in his usual bril- a little attention to our passing history, He may come to the Lord’s. Supper in a province, he saw ‘* for some miles a large Assemblies.
H. Vincent, D. D., of New York. In addition
~ liant style. He regards the religious in- are aware of the trials through which we Baptist church one Sabbath, and the next. number of trees, on both sides of the to the most varied, thorough and extensive in‘stinets of mankind, and a faith in a domi- have come. They have observed us in he may be with a Pedo-baptist assembly
road, as far as the eye could see on a struction in Sunday-school work, there will be
‘nating power above and beyond us, as two formidable cyises, that of May24 and at the Table of the Lord.
Wr.
level country, stripped of their bark to a many lectures by the ablest men in the coun-

~~ guniversal and as forming a kind of &ub- that of May 16, in the passing of which
stratum of morality, operative alike in we evinced acalm and cool “courage of
“all religions whether Mohammedan; Bud. which no other people would have been
. dhist
or Christian. - Hence, we are not rcapable. This revolutionary France, this
~ +surprised to find the following approval France which was said to be ungoverna-

- of the Fatalism - of the Orientals.
~All ages of belief have bool
«of unbelief
|
ef have been mean.

He

ble, they have seen, with legal arms
alone, to defend her liberty against the

But suppose the ‘* baptized person” is
a member of a ‘‘ regular” Freewill Bap-

hight of five, ten,

tist church, how does the above apply

food.” ‘Dead bodies were here and there

|- “At the ninety-fourth annual Convention

lying out upon the roadside.

the Protestant Episcopal

to

his case? Itis not “ a matter of indifference” with him ¢¢ whether a Christian

is

twenty

feet,

for

Latest de-

spatches say the famine is spreading, and
it is

estimated

that

at

least 60,000,000

baptized on a profession of his faith or people are suffering more or less from its
not,” but the reverse. The rays of light ravages. It is reported that there is an

all most violent and the most perfidious of from the lantern which the J. & M.
he Orien- coalitions.” Here is its closing para- carries seem to fall short of illuminating
at;

and

abundance of food in the country, but an
utter lack of transportation facilities pre‘

try, embracing a wide range of subjects.

vania, Bishop Stevens,

of

Diocese: of Pennsyl-

in his address,

spoke

very energetically of the spread of Commu-

Which shall bring to bear more closely

hearts

of all men

the

gospel

love,”

on

the

of peace

and

The question has been raised whethe
r or
not missionary work is favorable to longev
ity,

A

Correspondent of The' Eraminer

and

Chronicle gives a list of nineteen missionaries to heathen countries, most of whom lived

to advanced age.
Carey died at 72, after a
service of 41 years; Wade at 74, after'a service

of 49 years; Judson at 62, after a service of 41

years;

and Gulick at 80, after

a service

of 50

of the opinion that a missionary life, even in
Burmah and Siam, need‘ not necgssarily be
short.

There has been

not

a li‘tle=sharp

criticism

visited on the Third Presbyterian® church of
Chicago, for its futile attempt to * Kimballize” its church debt recently. Mr, Kimball
did his best,

but

with

the

departure

of fully

enthusiasm

became

half the immense
congregation beforé the
speaker had been fifteen minutes on the platform,

the working

up

of

necessarily somewhat difficult. * In view of the
fact that the debt has all been deliberately in-

curred within the past six months, and that
the congregation is one of the largest and
wealthiest in the city, it is not strange perhaps that the public should distrust the em-

ployment of extraneous methods in the case.

Denominational Hefos,
Virginia Correspondence.
The Winchester Quarterly Meeting was
held with the recently organized church
at “Bunker Hill,” on May 18 and 19.
This pleasant little town is situated on
the macadamized pike, about ten miles
from Martinsburg and twelve miles from
Winchester. This route was frequented

by the armies during the late war,

and

many a conflict was

the

way.

experienced

by

This part of the Valley is a de-

lightful farming district. Many from Pa.
have purchased lands here.

REV. J. D. VENEY'S TOUR.

|

Months ago, we were,solicited by Rev.

J. M. Bailey and others, of Fairfax

Co.,

Va., to send one of our ministers

con-

to

sult with them, in regard to our doctrines
and usages, and to organize a Freewill
Baptist church.
Some four years since Bro. Bailey became convinced, from the Bible,

that

all

true Christians should meet together at the
Lord's table. And, with a few sympathizing with him in liberal views, he had
been earnestly praying for acquaintance.
with some body of Christians in the practice of free communion. He heard of us,
and immediately opened correspondence
with us. He plead beseechingly that we
send a minister to them.

We did so, and

our beloved Bro. J. D. Veney, pastor at
Berryville, Va., was more than willing to
go.
The Report of Bro. Veney to the Quarterly Meeting was very impressive.
Bro. Bailey received him with tears of
rejoicing. ~He had prayed for such a day
for four years. After a ride of ten miles
from the depot, another joyful meeting
was experienced, at Bro. Bailey’s home,
with a similar expression from

the

com-

panion of the good minister.
In due time hundreds flocked to hear
Bro. Veney.
He was greatly moved
at

sight of the multitudes so earnest to listen

to his words; touched with compassion
by the condition of the people; so many

yet without school, and so great lack of
education in the ministry. Our views will
spread rapidly and be well received by
the masses of the people; it is a great

and important field for our operations.
Before leaving, Bro. Veney organized a
church of 85 members;

our ‘ Faith,”

to whom he

and by whom,

read

article

by

article, it was heartily endorsed. The
pastor,Rev. J. M. Bailey, is right on temperance, and that part of our faith was
accepted by the new organization with
apparent sincerity. We ought to be able

to keep a missionary in that part of the
field constantly.

Other counties are still more

destitute

than this, both as it regards ‘schools and
intelligent ministers.
ASPECT OF THE CAUSE.
Several ministers and two churches
have been added to this missien the past

year.

Revivals have

been

enjoyed

in

several of the old churches, and, from the

reports sent in by the churches, the outlook is encouraging. The prospect of

another new church is seen in Page Co.
The vine is evidently * running over the
wall.”

And it is no exaggeration.to say,

that, at no previous time,

has

the

cause

appeared more hopeful!,
STORER COLLEGE.

No words can adequately express the:
importance of this institution to the ‘success of this great enterprise. I am de-

lighted with the attitude of many

of our

ministers and teachers who have been
‘educated here. The foundations of permanent good are largely laid by the in-

fluence of this institution.
On the 30th inst,

the

¢¢ Corner

Stone"

of the *‘Girls’ Hall” will be set in place,in
connection with the Anniversary exercises. It will be a proud day for the colored people of this Valley. Let the friends
of this cause take fresh courage. My heart
is too full for expression.
A. H. MORRELL.
The Constitution.

The Yearly Meetings have been called
upon to take action at their next session,
on the proposed change of the constitu-

not by legislative action, but only by physical

tion of the General Conference.
Almost every question has two sides,
and arguments may be adduced in favor

force to quell its outbreaks,

of each, but I wish to present a few rea-

nistic ideas in the State. * This scheme,” said
the Bishop, ‘“ canbe met, not by argument,

movements;

or, better

or

still, by

overawe
moral

its

force,

:

years. Dr. Gulick spent 47 years in the Sandwich Islands, and 8 in Japan, and in the whole
half century never visited the United Sta 8.
This correspondent, who writes from Siam, is

sons againgt the change.
-

.
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A

enough as

The constitution is well

1.

that Bro. Peck has made mistakes in the

itis, and it is always best to let well

but no one regrets this fact to-day more than he.
No one who is gequainted with the humble and

enough alone.
9. There is no particular advantage
er
in tHe proposed increase of the numb

members, and

composed of seventy-eight

«cal purposes.

‘The compulsory rule making one-

3,

largely to the meeting

n,
third or one-half of the delegates layme

They may be one-

is a little axpitrary.

third, one-half, or all laymen now, if the
To have a
Y. M. wishes them to be.
rule that forbids the choice of such men
as the Y. M., in some emergencies, may
wish to send, is not quite democratic.
The last Conference had four laymen as
delegates, and the next may have four
times as many if they are wanted, without any change of the constitution.
4. The proposed change, if it would
be radical and progressive, ought to pro-

be women;

and there

they sheuld

not be

is no

brought

in as well

churches

the largest.
were

statement
a ne-

everywhere

years

their faithful

G.

Brewster,

busi-

N.

his

Y.,

Nine have

go

on

Israel in this section“gathered

know the way thgt leads to

labors

all

shall

life eternal.

The

but added to the extreme

‘sure, and possibly

notes,

financial

pres-

growing out

of it,

35 cents

I.

Leach—A

tual upbuilding in gospel
and for

lor—E

fellowship
.

A few Christians met at the Stickney schoolhouse, Athens, Me., May 11, and organized
what is to be known as the Second Athens F.
B. church.
Bro. H. Wills acted as moderator,

and he was assisted in the exercises of organization by the writer. . As the result of faithful
labor Bro. Wills is now pastor of an earnest
church of seventeen members, six of whom
were baptized by him May 12. Others will
soon unite with the church.
During the past
two weeks, meetings have been held every
other evening, conducted by Bro. W. and the
writer.
The power of God has been witnessed, and the interest is still increasing.
May

the work go on till all are reached.
:
REV. J. 8. MERRILL.

All

Ministerial

mating this desired end? Those who have

Personals.

church in Bolton, r.Q.

their

that all

p

Western.

subscriptions and pledges were, like their

REV. B. F. MCKENNEY of Evansville, Wis.,
own, given in good faith, have a right to
writes that he spent Sabbath, the 12th, with
expect a favorable response from every Rev. F. B. Moulton, of the Richland Center
one. Will you not aid us now in this . and Ithaca churches, when 28 were baptized

We

publish thi.

state-

and 31 received to church

ment and appeal because
we feel wd
must
know at once what we can depend upon.
Please communicate with the President
of the Board’ of Trustees, Rev. C. F.
PENNEY, Augusta, Me., or with the
Treasurer, Rev, G. W. BEAN, Lewiston,
Me.
F. PENNEY,
C. CONNER,
C. MANSON,
BURNHAM DAVIS,

N. F. WexmMouaH,

fellowship.

In

all

'46 have united with the church as the result of

the revival last ‘Witter

in which both these

brethren were engaged.

'

READING, MICH. A series of meetings has
been held at the Nicholl’s school-house in
Reading, conducted by Miss L. A. Mains, resulting in a glorious work for the Master.
A council was called May 8, consisting of Revs.

8. S. Parmelee, H.

)

8.

Limbocker and

L. 8.

Mains, for the purpose of organizing a church,
Twenty persons received the right hand of

| £2. Com.

fellowship. Since that time twelve more have
been added to the church, making a total of
| thirty-two, and the good work for the Saviour

J

OOO
ore

is still in progress.

By a vote of the members,

Denominationally, Greenville is a favored
gpot. Here Marks,White, Allen and McKenzie

this church is known as the Branch & Hillsdale F. B. church. Miss Mains has been laboring at various places in this county and vicinity for some months past with remarkable suc-

won some of their grandest triumphs

cess

The Rhode Island Association.

for the

, Good

men

up

the

Redeemer’s

king-

‘W. E. AUSTIN,

‘appointed.

:

As usual, Tuesday was devoted to the MinIt was interesting through-

The marked feature of it was the admis-

sion of Rey, Benj. D. Peck to a membership in
the Conference and thereby recognizing
him

i minister in full standing in the denomina-

on. This matter has been in the hands of a

It is true

The

Case

of Rev. David

Rev. David Boyd, in prefacing

ciation to the Bangor Daily
that the said

article

was

Boyd.
a

commuhi-

Commercial states
* forwarded

to

the

editor of the Morning'Star, but was’ refused
publication in that paper on the ground that
the Star could not consistently print any reply to the notice previously published,”

In putting his statement in just

that

form

Bro. Boyd, unintentionally of course, does not

fully set forth the case.

The

only ground on

session

me

The

Star

had

their

names

as soon

its annual

A

friend
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ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!

Married
In Sutton, X. H., May 20, by Rev, J. D. Waldron,
James F. Harris and Miss Emma F. Sargent, both of
Bradford, N., H.
In Eckford, Mich,, at thejresidence of the bride’s
parents, May 19, bv Rev, John Ashley, Deacon Levi
Frenchof Girard, Mich., and Miss Electa J. Patterson
of Eckford.
At Apalachin, N.Y., April 11, by Rev,H. Whitcher,
Pardon

same,

Jones

May

aud

Francies

12, John

Patterson.

Also

by

Patterson and Vinie Harris,

- OVER 21,000,000 POUNDS SOLD.
A perfect laundry
soap, made upon new chemical

the

principles known only to us, It will do more work,
and wash better than any soap
in existence,

all of

Owego.

Warranted not to shrink or injure the clothes. Made only by

Charles McKeone, Son & Co.,
PHILADELPHIA.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

our Toilet:Sagp
Flour Toilet Soap!
> Flour Toilet Scap
Fd

-

A. C.BRUSH, Clerk.

ROCHERTER Q.M, Teams will be at Union Hill,
Lake Shore R. R., to meet the train from the West.
Friday morning, June?7, to convey all who may wish
to attend the Q. M. to the [lace of meeting.
Those
wishing to attend the Institute will find conveyance
Thursday morning, by informing the undersigned.
The Walworth
people will be glad to welcome all who
may come to this iutellectual and spiritual feast.
J. M. CRANDALL.
Lincoln, N.Y.

from

Rev.

C. H. Nichols.

Other

cases of discipline are pending which we hope
may result ditferently,
but no less certainly to
the welfare of the Q. M. The attendance “and
representation of churches was
unusually
large. The reports were as a whole encouraging. Bro. Anson G. Kalar, of the Flint
River church, was licensed. Preaching during the session By
Revs. John Tree, O. J.
Moore, Geo. H.
Howard, and Bro. Mendenhall
of the Christian denomination.
A collection
of $156.00 was taken for the Education Society.
Next session will be held with the church in
Millington, June 21—23.
:
GEO. H. HOWARD, Clerk.

HENNEPIN
sion with

will be

held

CL

Ex-

estant Missions throughout the
Empire:
Missionaries (exclusive of missionaries’ wives),
801; preaching stations, 511; organized church-

es, 312; communicants,. 13,085; subscriptions
by the native churches; $9,271.
mis-

sions, the Buddhist and Shinto priests of Japan
of

their respective beliefs to other lands.
According to the statistics of Secretary Porter, of the International Sunday school Convention, there are 6,604,054 scholars in the
Sunday schools of the United States, and 339,
043 in those of Canada. The whole number of
schools is 83,441, and of teachers and officers,
tion will be held in Toronto, Canada.

in its
already

THURSDAY,

Examining

Rev. Wm.

:

A Quakeress singing a Moody and Sankey
hymn in a Friends Meeting-house, in London,

of

the Society of ¥'riends for more than two hun-

:

The Baptist Missionary union received, the
past year, $218,317, as against $225,728 for the
previous year.
:

Business Hotices.
For lung diseages the most mild,

19th .~ Examination
20th.—Examination

Seltzer

Juierd

dyspepsia,

depurates

Aperient.
the

and

bowels,

blood,

JUNE

27th.~Commencement

bland and nutri.

Committee

of the

Theological

H. Bowen,D. D., Rev.James

BY

ALL

DRUGGISTS.

at) City

School:

M. Bailey, D.

NEW HAMPSHIRE Y. M. of Freewill Baptists, in
Session at the Washington St. church, Dover, June 11,
PROGRAMME,

TUESDAY EVENING. 71-2, Service of Prayer and
Praise, Led by Rev, B. A Sherwood,
8, A
Sers
mon, Rev.D. H. Adams, WEDNESDAY,
A, M. 51-2
Prayer Meeting, Led by Rev. H, P, Lanpre . 8,
Service of Prayer und
Praise. Led by Rev.
O, T.
Moulton.
9,
Business Conference.
P. M.
1 1-2,
Prayer Meeting. Led by Rev. M. A, Quimby, 2, Foreign Missions, Rev,
J. J. Hall, 2 1-2, Home Missions,
Rev. Silas Curtis. 3, Sermon. 4, Charitable Society,
Rev. H. Quinby, Business Conference. 7 1-2, Service of Prayer and Praise. Led by Rev. E. W. Ricker. 8, Sermon, THURSDAY,
A. M.
Meeting. Led by Rev. C. ‘1. Blake. 8, Service of
Prayer and Praise.

Education,

Rev. J. A. Lowell.

of Prayer for Missions.
o

Led by Rev. Ve J Ja 3No

Service
ch.

.
Mosher, 3 1
-Mre, G,3, F.Sermon
Work,W, Perry.
and Com=

Woman's Mission
Temperance.
Rev, P.
munion,

10, Sabbath” School.

.

H.F. Woop

J.C. 08GOOD,
J.GEORGE,

A

, 30 cents,

J

or#$3,

.

.
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"WALTER BAKER & CO.

COCOA
PREPARATIONS
Are highly recommended for their great nourishing and
strengthening properties, and will be found equally
well adapted for-invalids as well as those in
health.
COCOA POD AND BEAN,
All warranted PURE

and

manufactured

from

selected

COCOA.

Highest Prize awarded at Paris, Vienna, and Philadelphia Exhibitions.

MISF

IT

CARPETS.

. (Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain. Elegant Stair Rods; also 8
Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings, ©
i
&e., &e., very cheap, at the old place,

NEW YORK.

112 FULTON STREET,

i
Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part ‘of the United States,
C. UD, free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular
and Price List. ,

SULPHUR SPRINGS AT HOME,

KIN AND BLOOD
DISEASES, RHEUMATISM,,
STIFF JOINTS, CHRONIC COMPLAINTS, &C.
A Portable Steam Bath at.......
$
A Portable Sulphur Bath at.......
A Portable Fomentation Box, for
tions, weakness and pains, and to sweat
the throat or any part of the body, neat.
8.00
ly arranged for traveling purposes......
The apparatus occupies only 12x6 inches.
Apply for circular, with illustrations, testimonials of leading physicians and recommendations of
medical societies, to J. DE BEER, M. D., 25 Bromfield St., Boston.
4t20e0w

| OUR IMFROYED
FEST, POISON.
0 AN

L

GENTS.

PioNIablE Work,

Unique y
perfect
unday magazine. .
ak eligh!htful Sunday
matter A
all original, and by the very
best
literin
Ranks
spicy.
writers. Fresh, bright and
Two
ary merit with best secular monthlies.
first-class serials begin soon, one by Edw
Everett

BUG,

orm

NOUS, but sure deat toe worm,
A Ne

free

ICAL

TR

rece

By Discount
R,
WOR

P. 0. Box 8139. gum, Office, 66

’

A

Destroyer’

the Trade.’

KS,J. R, DEY, Agent,
Cortlandt St,, NeW York,
$t20

¥

complete

NOON, Springfield, Mass.

18 BAFER 10 UsE, and is not injurious to
Cab

*“ A

success.

—The

“Has become a general favorite.

— Hartford Courant, Popular
Special terms now offends

WANT E

|
tS. Costaonly
25¢. to 50c. per acre, 31b
‘box sent free by mail for 80¢, Send for circular with
hundreds of
monials,
+
-

d Our

Hale.

Poet Whittier.

C

x bi
orp, and all Insects that Prey
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tation, Warranted to kill Fivk
Buas where Paris Green kills ONE, yetit
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: Commi tees ;

READY! Bright! New! Sweet Cneerhm

irene
BEN THAL BOOK CONCERN. Oskalooss, lows

2t22

Junior

D., Rev, Jawes L, piyipe, A. M., Rev. Alphonso L.
Houghton, A. M., Rev.
Clarence A.Bickford, A. M,

ol

con-

subdues

‘everishness and sick headaches, is an appetizing
tonic, and is celebrated for its alterative properties.

SOLD

13616 -

ks, unt
Do not supply your school with new si
ou have ra
and tested this book.
est for SUNDAY SCHOOLS, PRAYER-M
Home CircLES.
It is full of contributions fro
pee
music
in the country,
BO Suthers of Sunday-school
oD
ions.
Past
p
all say Shey Ra 3, Fors sale uyory where, Sample) pages

of Senior
of

Hall, at 10 o’clock, A, M. . Inthe evening,class exercises at City Hall,
FRIDAY EVENING. JUNE 28th.—Reception
by the
President to the graduating class and their friends,
Examining Committee of the College: Rev.G.
8. Dick=
erman, A M., Albert R, Savage, A.
M., Se Jordan,
A.M, William E.C. Rich, A. M, A,
M. Spear, A.

The next International 8.8. Conven-

not having formed any part of the worship

Tarrant’s

Overcomes inaction of the liver

ASF,

The * Records of the Conference of Mission-

dred years.

JUNE
JUNE

Yon & Co., Philadelpl

6.

Invigorating,

that most benign and popular preparation,

A.M.

CEEIDAY, JUNE
2!st.~Examination of Sophomore
ass.
SATURDAY, JUNE 22d.—Examination of Freshman
Class. Examination of Theological School,
SUNDAY, JUNE 23d.—At City Hall at half-past two
o'clock, Memorial
Services
in honor of
Benj. E.
Bates, with Baccalaureate exercises. Memorial D iscourse by President Cheney. In the evening at a
quarter before eight o’clock, at Main street Free Baptist church, sermon before
the Theological School,
by Prof, Hayes.
:
MONDAY, JUNE 24th.~In the evening, Junior Exhibition at the church,
TUESDAY,
JUNE 25th.—At 100’clock, A, M., the Ane
niversary of the Theological School at the same place. |
At 2 o'clock, P. M., at the same place, an address by
Rev, J. L. Phillips before the alumni
of the Theologi=
cal School. At o'clock, the annual meeting of the
alumni at the College chapel. In the evening. the
Commencement Concert at City Hall, by Miss Cary,
Miss Ella C. Lewis, the Temple
Quartette of Boston,
Sonsisung of Measrs, Fitch,
Kessenden, Cook and
er.
AS
EDNESDAY, JUNE 26th.—At 9 o'clock, A. M.,annu=
al meeting of the corporation at Hathorn Hall, At
the same place, daring the day, examination for admission to College. At half-past two o'clock,at the Main
street F, B. church,” Oration and Poem before the
College alumni, Orator, Prof. ¥. W, Baldwin, of *72.
Poet, Edwin F. Nason, of Hallowell, of '72. In the
gen ng the oration by
in City Hall, before the
rary
es.

aries” held in Shanghai last year, have been
published in volume form. The volume contains complete maps of mission districts. The
statistical tables show the following as to Prot-

804,793.

EDNESDAY:

ass,

CLEUBIDAY,

missionaries

and

Twelfth Commencement of Bates College.

work over $1,300,000.

are collecting money to send

I4, at9,

Cooling

pro-

GOSPEL ECHOES «5.

NOW
Sparkling,

ses

to be held in connection with
.
D. DAY, Clerk.

washing

:

HOLLAND PURCHASE Y. M. will held its next session with the Villanovia church at Hamlet, N. Y.,
compencing on Friday, June 14, at 11 o'clock.
Rev.
Alexander Dick, of
Buffalo, is appointed to preach
the opening sermon, and Rev.B. C. Vanduzee, alternate, Brethren coming by R. R, will leave the Buffalo and South Western ‘at Pine Valle: where wagons
will be furnished to take them to
amlet without
J. L. HIGBEE, Clerk:
charge.

past year this Society expended in its ordinary

Christiam

the Minneapolis church,June

¢,

MINNESOTA Y. M. will hold its twenty-first session
with the Minneapolis church, June 14—16, commencing at 2, P.M. A portionof the time will be devoted
to the Ministers’ Conference. Brethren, come up to the
feast.
J.D, BATSON, Clerk.

The total issues of the British Bible Society,
-during the seventy-four years of its existence,
amount
to eighty-two million, forty-seven
thousand and sixty-two copies.
During the

Aroused by the progress of

its eighty-second

MINNESOTA SOUTHERN Y. M. will hold its next
session with the Wykoff church, at Wykoff, Fillmore
Co., Minn., June 21-23,
R.A.
COATS, . Clerk.

at some

point near Paris during the period of the
position.

will hold

The religious exercises
-the Minn. Y.M.

Beligions Fiscellany,

A Catholic Congress

Q. M.

$1

Pamphlets of

astonishing cures.

14,00
1.40
4.00
10.00
5.00
2.00
3.00
6.00

CREEK Q. M. will be held with the Green7.

in

Grand Rapids, Mich.

L. A. DEMERITTE,

o
Dover, N.

the

D. PLACE, Clert,

M

daughters:

thers.

G. C. WATERMAN.

.

and

with a far better beginning than that of their Fa-

Land

Mission

Derry

of

“send for pamphlet, English or German.
Address W. 0. HUGHART,

A friend Vermont
Laban Hassett Howard Cen Mich
** One Interested”
Greenville R1
A friend Bristol N H
Mrs Sarah
§
K Erskine

Centre

This Land and State are specially suited to the
habits of the THRIFTY
NEW ENGLAND
FARMER, and is the (est possible opportunigy

G

Me

Mrs L A Brown do
Magy Lathan Clark

Mil

Bugs,

No ‘‘ Hoppers,”

MAIL.

Me per Mrs A A Elliott

Shapleigh

the

Plenty of Timber,
- ‘No Drought,

korwarued.

Miss Soc West Bethany NY per Mrs M Rolfe
S H Remick Hancock Me
Mrs E O Tryon Boston Mass
GW Chamberlin Berwick Me.
Mrs E C Jenness Ea Randolph Vit
Mrs M B Bean Limerick Me
Class No Y Wash St Dover N H
Friends in Cornish Me.
8 812.75 and Wom Miss Soe 12.25 both ot So Ber=
wick Me to cons Mrs Emily B Moulton L
M and to furnish a room
A friend Haverhill Mass
Mrs P Benchley Mt Pleasant Mich
Mrs Frances L Day Providence RL
L A DeMeritte to cous herself
LM
2nd oh Sandwich N H

Confer-

St. church,

M

Michigan, in

Strong Soil,
Sure Crops,

H Tay-

Tyler—Mrs

in

Acre Grant of the Grand Rapids
and Indiana Railroad Company.

as convenient.

£
Dover, May 25, 1878.

field churet , commencing
June

QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, ap-

this;

Baptist Washington

; lion

GIRLS’ BOARDING HALL.

N.H.Y. M.
All persons intending to attend the
next session of the N. H. \. M.. are requested to send

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.

was

the F.

Tucker—L

Alice Rich per E D Jordan

with the

Ministers’

A

F.B. Woman’s

Clerk.

its next session

14--16.

N, H. CHARITABLE Soc. will hold
ing in

reply to what had previously
volumng,

June

DICKEY,

June 12, at 8, A, M.
Center Stratford, May 20.

which the Star declined to publish Bro. Boyd’s
appeared

in Linneus,

Lewis—1

Anx Dover N H per Miss E Ingraham
Anx Granville R I per Rachel Steere
Seed Sowers Casco StS S for the support of

ence at the church, Thursday preceding, at 71-2, p.
M., also at 9, A. M., Friday.
F. H. PECKHAM, Clerk.

is an innovation that has made a sensation
among the followers of George Fox, singing

now

living are among its honored pastors. There
was a feeling of satisfaction with many; that
the meeting of the Association for this: year
was to be held here. Whatever anticipations
were indulged in, none of them have been dis-

‘committee during the past year.

building

dom.

Here is to-day one of our strongest

and best country churches.

in

last

CHESTER

HOULTON Q. M. will hold
chuich

session with

14--16,

$4 to $10 PER ACRE.

Miss A EI. Hobbs Laconia N H
CO 8 Loomis Alexander N Y
G Curtis Mound City Ill
A H Hathaway, Garland Me
D R Buzzéll Ranney N H
B Carpenter Lakeville
NY

OSWEGOQ. M. will hold its next sesssion with the
church at Constantia Center, May 31—June 2,
AE, WILSON, Clerk.

Eight of the graduates of the last and present senior class at Andover will go to foreign
missions. *

Rev. O. J. Pettegrew has entered upon the
pastorate of the church at South Newbury,
N.H....Rev.R, W. Collins has closed his
labors at Enosburg and accepted a call to the

tion, will you not now help us in consum-

understanding

king-

Organized.

its

Towns-D

‘BY

STANDSTEAD (P.Q.) Q. M. will be held with the
Standstead chureh
commencing
Saturday, June 15,
at the Newville school-house.
Conference at 10, A. M.
A. A. WOODMAN, Clerk.

CORINTH Q. M. will hold its next

;

Beech and Maple Land

werior

other,’

of Christ’s

M.—Held

C

Boons

June 7, closing

and
visiting brethren to
the Iowa
Y. M. who come
by
rail will
sop at
branch of Ill, Central R. R., where teams
to take them to the meeting, Thursday
June 6and 7,
A.PALMER.

‘Washington church, Jnue

Longlev—A

B24

SURE
REWARD!
5 YEARS to PAY FOR A FARM.

Towle—S8 8 Vary—B F Unger—C Vaughan- W Walker
8 A Wakeman—A E Wilson—H White—=P P White
house—I
Whiteey—Z J Wheeler—J
Waketicld=J
Vaughan—W B Waldron-J B Weber.

ONTARIO Y. M, will be held with the 2nd F. B.
church of East Zorra,beginning Friday morning, June
21. Rev.R.Dupnn,D.D,, willbe with us,
Arrange=
ments have been made with the Port Dover & Lake
Huron R.R, to carry
persons attending for half fars—
full fare to the meeting and return free.
Persons
comingon the Canada Southern change at Hawtry and
from G. W. change at Woodstock for Greenwood
which is but one mile from the church,
Z.¥. GRIFFIN, Clerk.
2121

GENESEE (M1CcH.) Q. M.—Held its last session with the Richfield church, April 19-21.
The meeting was a good one save that discipling was required, in carrying out which it
ecame necessary to withdraw the hand of

G. R. FOSTER,
£harch

how large we can only know by ascer“taining who will pay and who will not.
But we feel assured that if those who
have given encouragement that they will
aid in closing this debt will at once honor their pledges, the end is accomplished,
the Institution is saved.
If you have in any way given reason to
expect that your aid might be relied upon in closing up the debt of the Institu-

given

faith of each

advancement

dom.

$2500 interest and insurance, paid since
October, 1875, leave now a deficiency,

or

the

Q.

P

Saunders—S V R Slade~8 8 Small—8 True—J

2t2

J.

Ss
———

Miles—L Lucas—A
Lopans—D D Mitchell=A
MeDougall—J 8 Manning—J Morse—C
A Merrill—A A
Moulton—P M Moore
—E A McColey-1» Moody—S L
Martindale—E Miller—W Otis=J B Puliner— Paw Paw
Mich—Mrs
A Prescott—J P Plerson—(' F Penney—J
M Plummer—dJ M Pease—C F Penney—H
H Smith 'W
H Sterling—J Short-C C Ruble—H L
Russ=W
F
Ricker—G Ross—W Sperrv—M A Sprague—~Z Sulion
—~N G
Sturgis—E W Saffern—J W Svmonds—1D J

PARSONSFIELD Q.M. will convene
with the Limerick Church, June 12,13,
A. 8S. HILTON, Clerk.

with the Franklin church.
It’ was very well
attended.
Bro. E. B. Fuller from the Huntington Q. M. was present.
He gave us good
instruction and preached some excellent sermons, for which we were very grateful.
Next session will be held with the Brown
church, June 28—30.
A ful! delegation is desired.
D. C. SANBORN, Clerk.

and receiving the hand of fellowship.
The church are greatly encouraged,and with
the best of harmony are working for the mu-

celed. The conditions being. thus met,
the sums pledged became justly due.
But the depreciation from deaths, bankrupteies and absolute failures, with some

cash,

ENOSBURG

Langmaid-J

free) be-

ADAMS ACADEMY,
QUINCY, MASS.
Fits boys for our best colleges. The next
school year begins Sept. 11th, 1878. For catalogues
and information, address William Everett, or
J. P. Worden, Quincy, Mass, .
8t22

—J 8 Earing—0 T Curtis—L I, Corwin—=J M Cleaveland—L French—S8 B Given J W Gould- W H Geteliell»
B 8 Gerry—dJ F Hurt—G H Howard—% Hanlon
—J W Hoyt—Mrs R Hall—H Hoag- GB Hoyt=1I Jordan—W
Knowles—L Kenney—L A Kuight—A Lnd—

a

Institute.

4

wmemene Wi ghington, N, J.

Letters Received.

Dutton=T
A Dague

M. Brewster,

in the evening.

(sent

:
Joad sb Z latest
fore buying PLANO
PIANO Pe DRGAN.,
Pes
owest
prices ever
given,
WA
dress, DANIEL . eter
ATDIANOS

.

Carl—Mrs
J Cox—1I Copip—H
Duley-E
8
E Davison—A M Davis (2) —G H Damon—=P

Anx Biddeford

Hall, J. Kullonton, O. T. Moulton.
Laymen,
W. J. Dudley, Moses Spofford, J. B. Fellows,
Samuel Janes, J. C. Hutchins, J. B. Daniels,
Levi Davis, I. D. Phillips.
JOSEPH FULLONTON, Clerk.

ship by being buried with Christ in baptism,

the debt could have been more than can-

‘Out.

been con-

nected.
The matter of having less
Q. Meetings is agitated in some sections, and
it was
considered here on a proposition to omit the
August session, but the feeling was felt that all
usually held are needed.
And
if any sessions
anywhere are not properly attended nor interesting, instead of .denouncing them and givin
them up, the right way is to attend them,wor
in faith, and make’ them seasons of refreshing
and of great good.
There was a very interesting consideration of the topic of, * How young
converts should be trained for Christian work.”
Delegates to the Yearly Meeting were chosen.
Ministers, B. P. Parker, H. F. Wood, J. A.

been blessed with revivals the past quarter.
We were favord with the presence and assistance of Rev. Bro. Evans and A. Crabtree of
Little Scioto Q. M.; Rev. J. W. Stewart of
Shiloh, Rex, S. Denny, of the Baptist church,
Rev. B. F.
hom,
of the Methodist, Rev.
Lewis Simmons, of the United Brethren, and
Rev. H. F. Wogan.
On Sabbath, Bro. J. Masters was set apart to the work of the miunistry.
Next session with Petrea church.
Tuomas E. PEDEN, Clerk.

there has arisen an additional embarrass‘ment, by the withholding of many pledges on the ground thatthe conditions had
not been met, or a sufficient sum subscribed. The papers, names and figures
have been laid before us, reassuring
us
if all had been paid at the time indicated,

Isterg’ Conference.

M.

The annual meeting of the Corporators and Trustees
of the Lyndon Literary Institution will be beld
at
the Free Baptist churchat Lyndon Center,Thursday,
June 6, at 10, A, M., for the election of officers, and to
transact any other proper business of thescorporation,
A full attendance is requested.
IW. SANBORN, Sec.
Lyndonville, Vt., May 15,
3121

Delegates
NORTHERN
Plainfield on
will be ready
and Friday,

who for some time has been backslidden in
heart, caught the hallowed flame and sought
the Lord in prayer for the forgiveness of his
backslidings.
Several heads of families and
some whole families have been converted.
And from altars but lately erected, morning
and evening the incensé of prayer now ascends.
‘Twenty-seven have already been added to the. church, and others are expected to
unite soon.
Sunday, May 19th, was a day not soon to be
forgotten by pastor, church or people.
A very
large concourse of people, numbering several
hundred, attended the morning service; at the
close.of which we repaired to the water near
“by, where seventeen set seal to their disciple-

ly and at once, either with cash or

Master.

Terms,

Mrs.

are cordially invited.

JACKSON Q. M.—Held its spring session
with Wellston church, April 27 and 28. All

subscribers responded cheerful

C.
J.
J.
J.

Society.

Address

with a rhetorical class exhibition

enjoyed u precious season of refreshing during
the past winter, and the revival spirit still con-

honored, the debt could be paid. The
Treasurer was instructed to collect these
pledges in cash or interest bearing notes,
according to the tenor of the subscription,
as soon as practicable. This he immediately set’ himself to do.
A portion

hour of need?

Missionary

Money

by the Free Bap-

chapel ofthe institution on Friday,

through

only when the
should be subof 1875, it was

8
ORGANS pricems
War om oe RAGING
——
polist renewed. ga HL

Beatty’s latest Newspaper full reply

BF Andrews—B Alexander -Mrs S Banister—Mrs J
Baker—C HT Cowies—J F Balcom—S H Barrett—J
W Buell=NJ Baehelder—J F Batchelder—1) G Brooks
—8 8 Brown—=Mrs A 8 Benspn—J J Buel—F H Bubar
~E Cosins—=L
G Clark—Mrs IL. A Bingham—J M
Crandall=H 8 Collins—=D Calley— E E Cartwright I,

THE anniversary exercises of the Lyndon Literary
Institution at Lyndon Center, Vt., will be held in the

THE Lebanon & Smyrna, N. Y., church, has

Bean.

Woman’s

Published

Lyndon
©

The

Lowell,G. C. Waterman, P. W, Perry; J.

A

I). Mason,

Rev EN Fernald (to whom all contributions from
the churches for the Benevolent Soefeties should ve
sent), Lewiston, Me.
20618
Rev A B Loomis Willett
NY

NEW HAMPSHIRE Y.M. will be held with the Washington St. church, in Dover, commencing Tuesday,
Junell,at7 1-2, Pp. M., and continne Wednesday and
Thursday.
2t
E. H. PRESCOTT, Clerk,

J. W. Scribner was listened to

had

Helper.

year [bi-monthly].
’rovidence, R, 1.
20617

to consult on

work in India with which she

J.

Post-Office Addresses.

Hotices and Appointments.

Subject of missions received attention, Mrs. D.
F. Smith, returned missionary, spoke of the

Sab-

Rev,

Elements of Success in the Gospel Ministry, Rev. 0.
E. Baker, 15, Exposition, of thedirst chapter of the
first Epistle of John, Rev. D. W, Shaklee, 16, Essay,
A Live church, Rev, J. W. Bennun.
17, Exposition
of Rom,
3; fo, 19, Rev, D. C. Curtis.
18. Essay,
Love, Rev, O, E. Aldrieh, 19, Essay, Employment of
Membersin Church Work, Rev, B, C, Slater. "20. The
Atonement, its Nature, Design and Effect, Rev,
Blackmar, 21, Essav, How to Manage Church Finances, Mr, J. L. Hopkine, 22, Essay, The Design of
Baptism, Rev. L. L. Sweet. 22, Exposition of 2 Timothy, 3: 16,17, Rev, Jno. H, Decker,
3
JNO. H. DECKER, Sect,

of most competent judges in the old world and new
uniformly place the Estey Organ at the head of all
other instruments of its class.

of the

W.

ly

that leaves the Estey Manufactory, where are employed five hundred persons, is made throughout
with equal fidelity, and the unsolicited testimony

the interest of Zion, labor for its promotion
and worship and praise the living
God.
Ministers came in good numbers with delegates,
farmers left their work, mechanics their shops,
and others their various employments, and the
attendance was more than ordinarily good.
The reports were of a cheering
character.
The preaching by Revs. Owen,
Hall, Dexter,

werk has commenced on fhe new church edifice here, and we hope soon to have a place of
worship that shall be a welcome home to all
who would know the truths of God's holy
Word.
D. C. SANBORN,

con-

the

rious on account of the divine presence.

will

A GREAT AMERICANISM,
On a commanding eminence at Brattleboro, Vermont, stands the largest Reed Organ Manufactory
in the world, owned by J A Estey & Co. The foun.
dations of this great business were humbly laid in
the year 1846 and American enterprise and skill
have steadily developed to a perfection of detail
and’ general system unsurpassed. Every Organ

ROCKINGHAM Q. M.--On a grand eminence
in the north section of Danville, amid the glories of May, the blooming of trees and flowers,
with the sweetest perfume, and the singing of
the feathered
songsters,
the tribes of our

baptized

until

Xo

tist

and united with the church, and several more
are to unite soon.
May the good work

objec-

would

recipe

wil
--

with the greatest attention. The Lord helped,
‘and the people received the word as the earth
does the refreshing rain. The place was
glo-

last

been

was

No

Quarterly Hleetings.

their Saviour, and many others are seeking the
way of eternal life.

not

publication

The

‘| be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information, send self-addressed envelopeto
Rey; JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible Honse;

The Missionary

result of this meeting, we can not but
our cause has been set forward.
We
inspired by a new zeal, and with the
union strengthenéd.—J. M. B.

commenced

its

14, 15,

|
{
||
||

7.
Essay, Immortality of the Seu), Rev. Ward Mitch=
ell, 8, Essay, Recognition of Friends in Heaven,
Rev.Jd.L, Lesher,
9, Essay, The Duty of the Chureh

<i

forces; its success is marvelous.

it, so far as our own knowledge goes.

THE good work is still progressing in Bolton,
under the earnest labors of our pastor, Rev.
R. W. Collins.
A large number have found

reported that if all the pledges should ' be

the

are

The

found

Exposition,of Matt, 25;

by letter. Beaver .Valtinues..:In
the last week day evening. praye. the churches wasreported
received as a member of the | “LITTLE SIOUX VALLEY Q. M. will hold its ne
a subscription was | meeting, an old man nearly 70 years of age, “Tey church
sion with the Estherville church, at Estherville,
Q. M.
Seal, Milton and Beaver Valley have
mett Co., June 14-16,
H.D, PARSONS, Clerk.

Ast
is well known
secured to be available
full amount of the debt
scribed. In the autumn

notes with

Peck.

itself, but

1y42

A CARD,

ministerial council that had already judged his

Sermons

M.

had

PROGRAMME of the Ministers’ Conférence to convene
Aug, 23, B42 elonk, P. M., In coanection with the
Iowa Y. M., Toledo, Tama Co., Iowa:
1. Essay, Sanctification, Rev, H. V. Raymond. 2,
Essay, Repentance, Rev, OT. Clark. 3. Sermon, Rev,
T. A. Maxson, 4. Essay, Prayer, Rev H, 8. Dixson.
5, Jssuy, Itinerant Ministry, Rev. DD. Y. Emerson. 6.

in the Temperance Work, Rev. I. J, Wilkins, 10, Es
say, Second Coming of Christ, Rev, E., HatfleM. 11.
The Great South American Remedy for all spe- | ssay, Future Punishment, Rev, E. A, Howe, 12,
cial diseases, discoveredin the great valley of the Essay, Faith, Rev.F. H. Brown. 13, Essay, Office or
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital Work of the Holy Spirit, Rev,E. Tihbets, 14, Essav,

case, and we hardly felt called upon to undertake that work.
If our position is not fairly
tenable, we would willingly “retire from it
whenever it might be shown to be so.
‘We think no one, with a knowledge of the
facts, can riglhly accuse the Star. of the least
disposition to treat Bro. Boyd unfairly. He
affirms his innocence against the verdict of the
Ministers’ Conference.
That is all there is to

bath.

trusted

its

Trustees for the past few

in

numbers

J.

D,

REV. A. B. Loomis

To remove the debt, to which reference

paid

by* Revs.

with the church in Willett,

all

and

burden,

has been made, has been the work

promptly

These

that

only have involved us in a discussion with

Rinisters and Churches.

in the State.

of the

tionable in

Waterman and

almost

Rev.

for the reasons stated above,

Greenville, May 23.

ceded. Its work and place are recognized

agent,

Nearly

There are but few churches which

preached

As the
feel that
separate,
bonds of

agent and its * faithful board of teachers
entering most heartily into every plan’ of
reducing expenses to a minimum. The
success of the school is

three

delegates.

ness was transacted with the usual promptness and system. It was agreed that the Association should de its part in the outfit and
sustenance of a missionary and his wife, or its
equivalent, provided the Mass. and Western
R. I. Q. Ms. would co-operate.
The meeting
of the Woman's Mission Society wus one of the
best held.
The
addresses were not only
earnest, but they were even eloquent.
The
Sunday-school meeting was enthusiastic.
The
utterances
were
intelligent.
The questionbox exercise, conducted by Rev. A. Given, the

wish

Institute,

sacrifice,

of

Only

church.

send

Mowry Phillips, and B.

complaints are worse than useless.
For several years past the school has
begn run with the most rigid economy
consistent with its welfare. Every department of work has been prosecuted
spirit

to

was

have not been favored with revivals.

cessity in the establishment of this Institution, is to us a matter of profound regret ;
and yet this trust committed to our hands

the

failed

report

Conference

dently be supposed, since it was composed of
Christian men, to be ready to treat him fairly.
Also, that the Star would gladly print such an
exoneration, whenever it might come. Bro.
Boyd’s article which we declined to publish

pastor, was instructive.

to lay before you the following
of facts :

with

verbal

fifty-eight and fifty-five.

The undersigned, in behalf of the Trus-

its

a

Ministers’

charges against him, and which might confi-

of

presided.

The Roger Williams church and the small
church in So. Kingston reported respectively

Maine Central Institute.

we have taken with

of the

be used,
thah with
The most
by ‘drug

3 Platt St., New York.

——

it seemed

to us that his defense could not properly be
made through the Star, but that his orderly
course would be to seek redress at the hands

seventy actual delegates were in attendance.
The letters reported two hundred and fortytwo additions by baptism. This is far the
largest number of any one year since 1838,

changed.

The debt, which seemed

of the Association

Lewis «Dexter

given for the remaining

then,
conclusion
The
as the men.
is, that the present constitution, being
free and liberal, had better continue un-

tees of the Maine Central

Rev.

reported by letter, and

more must be lay-men, and if we pass
that change now, we shall soon’ have to
tinker it again, and require a portion to
reason why

report we simply stated to him that

Twenty-four of the twenty-five churches were

one-third or

It says,

vide for women.

the churches,

gists and E, H, TRUEX,

tain charges preferred against him. When
Bro. Boyd sent us his reply to that published

Conference sermon was preached by Rev. A.
Gerrish. It was earnest in spirit, strong in
thought and timely.
Wednesday
and Thursday were devoted

ithat was sufficiently large for all pract

tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can
with more benefit secured to the patient
double the quantity of gny liquid oil.
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold

Christian ministers duly. appointed, as we understood, to investigate and report upon cer-

penitent spirit which he manifests, can call in
question the wisdom of the action taken. We
predict that he has before him ten or fifteen
years of useful ministerial life, The Annual

The last Conference was

of delegates.

printed only what came to it as an official
communication, being the decision of a body of

past,

gers eve!

Address MUNSEY

price, $3 a
NDAY AF

Aug

year.
ER-

OQuifits

free,

Lisbon Falls,

Me.

here.

& PLU

SAL HISTORY. |
CNIVER
Clear and Concise History of all Nations

with the Earliést Periods, and enda
ing with the most recent Important Events, includ.

ing The Turco-Russian War, the Administration of

President Hayes, &c. 3 books in one. - Low price,
uick sales, extra terms. Address,
J. C. McCurdy & Co., Philada, Pa.
13t12
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Poetry,

purple border half way around, and the<
hind wings have long tails. All four

RETRIBUTION.
BY

J. W. BARKER,

Talk not to me of paradise,

woolly

And evermore a tranquil peace
Shall fill the breast.
;
Sweet to my soul the thought of heaven,

tb

Ea
he

And rest to weary pilgrims given,—
The pearly gates, the streets of gold,
The land whose glory ne'er was told;

ANsre
er

.

No stain, no rust;

Shall ever dim that radiant home,
In the bright glory yet to come;
Sweet is the thought, so glad and free,

wing.

But dearer is the truth to me,
That God is just.

i
Co

It matters not beneath what skies,

pm
ry

and

Charlie placed them in a box, as

found
a great many
J was a host

mgasured by the flight of years,

to them that
‘the box she

small yellow eggs

of.

little

fuzzy

There

caterpillars

about one-sixteenth of an inch long and
of a dark, grayish color. She did not
know what their favorite food might be,
so she placed a dozen kinds of green

“Nt mter not;
:
Since we'the
thrilling truth must know,
That we shall reap whate’er we sow,
Though long deferred, the day of doom,
The harvest time will surely come,

gr

black

which hatched'in a week or two.

Nor if its sorrows or its tears,

leaves in the box, aud they chose dande-

With Yabor fraught.

oan

colored

mamma could not attend
day. When she did open

That world of midnight darkness lies,
Be

caterpillars,

of small

brown—each end of the body black, and
the middle brown —when caught, in the
fall, they would die in spite cf generous
feeding, and those put up in the spring
(for they live as caterpillars all winter)
dig not do much better. However, we
feund out all about them. One day in
June, Dennis found, somewhere in the
yard, two light brown or yellow moths.
They were about an inch and a half in
length, with a few black dots on each

' All strife and clamor there will cease,

E

The wings when

the trouble we had with a kind

Secure from every hurtful snare;

lion.

If om the furrows of this life,

It was easy to keep them

with that, and they grew so

« We sow the seeds of hate and strife;
If through the spring and summer hours,

bus goes from house to house, collect-!

*‘You come

home in the same manner, the sub-master
sitting next the door, giving no chance to
slip out to ride on top, or to beg the driver
to trust a fellow with the reins; and as it

““ There are a few children ; there's me,
and there's you, and there's Rob, and then
if you count cats, there’s lots more.”

I think I told you, about a year ago, of

That all will rest;

to

bright spot, somewhat resembling an
eye. The antenna are broad and beautispread measure four or five inches.

Rest from their labor, rest from care,

her

wings are ornamented with a handsome

any chil’ren to come to it?"

ful like small feathers.

That somewhere in the starry skies,
Or in the far and dim unknown,
Some distant region glad and lone,

The delightful hours spent in boyhood,
going to and from school, are unknown
in the gay French capital to children of
well-to-do parents. Instead of starting
early and lingering on the way, they
watch from the window until a black onehorse omnibus arrives, when a sub-master
takes charge of the pupil, and the omni-

“I mean I'm goiug to have one.”
“ But how can you have a party without

supplied

fast, that

in

four or five days they outgrew their first
suit of clothes and must needs have new
ones. They did not call in a tailor or

‘¢ And dogs,” chimed in Rob. .
“ And dolls,” added

eyes sparkled
clear.

and

Grace,

her

while

brow

began

|

ing

“Of course!” said Annie.

over to-morrow morning at nine o'clock
with your doll Rosabella. Rob shall invite Snip Snap, and I'll take my own dear
Pussy Purr. But first of all, you: and
‘Rob must agree thasas I've got it up, it's
no more than fair that I should choose
the Queen ; and so I say that Pussy Purr
shall be our Queen of the May!”
‘A tat for a tween! who ever heard of
a tat for a tween?” shouted Rob, hopping
about on one foot and roaring with
laughter.

all

the

scholars,

who

are

brought

is the custom to obey all in authority, the
master is respected. Girls are either sent
to boarding-school or go to a day-school ;
in the latter case, always accompanied by
one of their parents or a trusty servant.
But the parents, if their means will not
permit them to send their boys to schools
that support a one-horse omnibus, or if
they have not a servant to go with them,
perform that task themsel¥es. In the
schools for the poorer classes, when teaching is over, the children file out, two by
two, the older children being appointed
monitors, and the little processiors disappear in different directions; the teachers
standing at the gate until they are lost
from sight, for they have not far to go, as
there is a free school in each quarter.
But I pity the charity-school girls. Although always neatly and cleanly dressed,

;

But Grace looked more serious. “Why,
Annie," she said, ‘I think ’twould make
my Rosabella real miser’ble to see a cat
set up for a Queen instead of her.”
“Well, if you think she'd feel so bad,
you'd better not invite her, ’cause Pussy
Purr is going to be Queen, anyhow!”
After some further discussion, Grace
reluctantly yielded the point, and plans
were decided upon for the morrow.
The May-day sun rose bright and clear,
and at nine o'clock the three children met
as agreed, in the pine grove behind Mr.
Mason's house.
Fair Rosabella came in state, reclining
in her carriage. Snip Snap walked beside
Rob quite sedately,considering his nature ;
and dainty Pussy Purr, sitting oa Annie's

they are all alike, with

white

caps,

and

dresses which might have been cut from
‘We scatter thorns instead of flowers;
the same piece. They file through the
It can not be
streets or public gardens, under the
dress-maker,
but
crawled
upon
the
side
That Autumn, on its ample field,
charge of she ** good sisters,” and perhaps
Its rich inheritance shall yield,
of the box and waited a few hours ; when
Of golden grain,—that such a Spring
they stop to Rlay or resf/sometimes, but
they just slipped out of the old skin, and,
The wealth of harvest time will bring
I never saw t
. Perhaps there
behold, they had the new suit already
To you and me.
shoulder, assumeda most majestic air.
is no real reason to pity these charityon, for it had been just inside the old
Her gray coat shone like satin, her children, boys or girls; but Ifremember
Know this, my soul, and be content,—
one.
ps
ie
small
fur gloves and slippers were white | my own free and happy school-days in
There is no pain or banishment
They did not sell the cast-off suit to the
For those who build upon the Rock,—
as snow, and her eyes gleamed in trinmph America, and so I pity them.—Henry
rag mau, but turned about and ate it. for
The storms of time, death's rudest shock, °*
as she looked down on Rosabella.
Bacon, St. Nicholas for May.
the next meal. What do you little folk
Can ne’er o’erthrow
The children found a few flowers;
O-0-0-0-b
> +o
think of that plan?
:
‘Whate’er we build in faith and love,——
Safe are our treasures laid above,
HANS AND PETER.
:
The new, fresh suits solved our old enough to weave a crown, and to make a
And rich the flowers that love hath given,
Hans and Peter met one fine morning
mystery, for they Were black at each end tiny bouquet for both Rosabella and Snip
‘Whose fragrance is the breath of heaven,—
and brown in the middle. Now we Snap.
on the way to market. Hans was large
This®we may know.
A long branch of ‘pussy willow,” and stout; the world always weat easily
-had seen the moth, the eggs and the caterpillars. Before many weeks we had a chosen out of compliment to their Queen, with him ; he troubled himself as little as
dozen dark brown cocoons with brown served for a May pole, around which they possible about the cares of life, and seemchrysalids inside, and in two weeks more all danced, joining hands and singing ed to grow plumper every day.
:
Peter, on the other hand, was thin and
a dozen of the moths appeared.
The gayly.
Then with a wreath of pink and. white slim. He was continually worrying himOUR MOTHS.
strangest part of this story is that twoBY BESSIE BARTON. 1
thirds of this family of caterpillars did arbutus, and shining winter-green, they self about some trifle, and his face grew
not spin cocoons, but just ate and ate, crowned proud Pussy Purr Queen of more and more care-worn every day.
On the 8th day of May, after Charlie
“Good morning, friend Peter,” saidstopping once in a while to get a new May!
had gone to school with Cousin Lilie
‘ Haven't we had a splendid time?” plump Hans, in a hearty tone of cheer.
suit of cloths, until cold weather came in
who came to spend the summer, Emma
“ Good day,neighbor!” answered Peter,
the fall ; then we threw them out on the said Grace, when the party broke up.

Famaly

Circle.

and Dennis had a grand play in the
play-room with their little friend Bessie.

| “I'll never say again that it's disgustin’.

that pleasant spring days have come,

They built a castle as high as Dennis’
head with blocks, boxes and sticks, and
Bessie had just gone when mamma came

we

2 54

often see “ great bears” (for so these
caterpillars are called) crawling about
fat and hearty, as if the winter had
in and looking up at the cluster of co- agreed with them.
coons, as she has a habit of doing, she
‘We sent some of our moths and ecatersaid,
¢O children, “Just see there!”
pillars to a wise man who patiently
Sure enough, a large moth was clinging
answers questions, and he told us that
to one of the cocoons.
these moths are named Arctic Isabella,
Mamma tried to take it down, but it
and that there is another moth just like it
slipped from her hand and fell to the only the principal
color is white and that
floor. For the next ten minutes the children surrounded it,asking questions, and
saying over and over, “Isn't it a beauty?”

EE a

When it had gained strength a little, it
quite

(FROM THE GERMAN.)

from

school,

came in, too,

and

garden an uncommonly large turnip, at
which everybody wondered.
¢ I will
present it to our gracious Lord,” said

an

beauty. Her dusky .brown wings are
adorned with a kidney-shaped, red spot
and a reddish white band, and with a

black spot resembling an eye upon the

upper or fore wings. The antenna are
‘large and feathery.
en
When evening came she began to fly
about and was in danger of breaking
her wings, so mamma placed her in a
quart glass can—poured in some chloroform—turned the cover on tight and

« placed the can on one side, so the moth
asleep.

Her

wings

extended

the whole length of the cari or a little
more than six inches. ‘We left her in the
“can several days, fearing that fresh air

‘might wake her.
:
* "Just
at
night mamma went to call on
a do
y and took the can right
along that
her friend might see our treasure. Moths
fly only at night, and Cecropias being: quife- rare very few ‘people
have seen them.
:
We watched in vain to see any

moths

come from our two Luna cocoons. For
some reason they did not ¢‘ hatch,” if that. turnip.

:

JX wil

explain. .to.

_a_ cocoon which

epi abd

soppy

. fore it

When

h i8

silken!

ready

: Jia

~ wedkest.parf

S400 -0-b
"ro

¢¢ Oh, I know what we'll do—such fun,
Mason clapped

“You
saw!”

are the queerest girl

:

had some Lunas if the

~ we watched did prove worthless,
Es

papa ‘was

cuting

cocoons

When

hay with the mower,

exclaimed

Gracie

dirl if I tould.”

he saw two lovely Lunas clinging to the
left the team and brought
thet
|
ge.
|
werd delicate
eniiyaoryt

;

' Dinsmore.

the

Queen,

en-

Again, in

a

Peter met one

few

months,

said

Hans

and

fine morning; and Hans

was again large and stout, while Peter
had become thin and slim.
‘What have you done to my
asked Hans.
* What have you done to my

o-0-0 0-0
"+o

body?"
.
body?”

and

the

and

self-

street.

He whistled as he came up the
Perhaps he could jump

farther

and throw his ball better than you.

Yes,

he was young once, and if you live you
will be as old as he—as old and feeble

some day.

Your limbs will totter, you

will lean upon a cane, your voice will be
shrill and weak, and your hopes and am-

bitions dead, and the grave near.
don’t laugh at the

old man,

boys,

rands, trudging along, hugging a loaf of treat him with kindness and respect.
bread

taller

than themselves.

rosy plumpness of the fields

AER

“Now, Rob,” said Annie, *“you

(wy

But

So
but

the

is wanting;

‘bat they have the same games of romps
their peasant mothers brought from their

real good, and we'll let you go to our Ma;

ike,one a little

1

and

bodies!”

ger than the other. Their principal

party. ’ to-mofrow.”

tL coloris pale blue and yellow tiats com-

out.

* bined the fore wings have a rich dark

;

there!”

And the canary was eyeing the

inhabitantof the

looks! I wish my

globe: * How cool it

lot was

there !"—¢ So,

country homes, and above the. noise of | then, it shall be,” said the master; and

h

Annie Maria Mason!” Grace cried
‘Are you crazy? Our May party!

What do you mean?”
4

;

:

4

the passing vehicles we often hear their forthwith placed the fish in the air, and
voices as they dance round in a circle,
and sing verses of some old provincial

song.
N

t

“N

Fiterary Hebieto,

the bird in’ the water; whereupon they
saw their folly, and repented of their discontent. - Let every one be content in the
state.in which God has placed him.
.

portraits

of

OF VASCO
Illusirat-

THE JUNE! MAGAZINES.
Harper's opens with an interesting: illustr
at.

This volume belongs to the “ Young Folks’
Series,” which the publishers are issuing, and

along the south shore of Massachusetts Bay,
Plymou
Hull, th,
Duxbury, Marshfield and the

THE VOYAGES AND ADVENTURES
DA GAMA. | By George M. Towle.

ed.

Boston: Lee & Shepard.

1878,

pp. 204. ($1.00).

has been preceded by Col.

16mo.

Higginson’s

ed article describing places of historical
interest
home of Webster, Scituate, H ingham and

excel-

erplaces are. made to reveal

lent ¢ History of the United ‘States’ and his
“ Book of American Explorers.”

to certain heroes of history,

describing the

the readers

a second

adventures

volume,

of Pizarro,

oth.

agood dealof

historical importance,
* The Battle of Mon.
mouth Court-house” is described by Mr. Bens
son J. Lossing, the accomplished historical
writer. Persons interested in
eramics, 'art

The contin-

uation of the series will introduce

being

or music

now in preparation.
It isa most worthy undertaking, and will give the publishers a still

will find

illustrated

papers

on:seme

special featu
ofre
each of those topics.
The
distinctively literary field is occupied by Rev,
larger place in the gratitude of all spirited A. C. Baldwin,
who gives a pleasant corres.
young people.
4
‘| pondence in: verse between Fitz-Greene Hal..
Vasco da Gama was one of the heroic navi- leck and a young lady of Guilford,
Connecti.
gators and soldiers who figured at the close of cut. But Mr. Baldwin shares the field
with
the fifteenth and the beginning of the six- Gen, James 8. Brisbin, who writes an’ inter
teenth centuries,
In 1497, he was placed in esting-papae on the poetry of Indians;
and with
command of an expedition fitted out by Don Charlotte Adams's eloquent review of the
vis
Manuel, the young
king of Portugal, and cis€ifudés of Russian literature.
Science is
charged with the discovery of that ocean pas- duly recognized not only in the
Editor's Scisage to India which Columbus had already entific Record,” but also in a paper
by
failed to make.
After a series of thrilling ad- George 'W. Beaman, entitled ¢ How Shall
Our
ventares, in which he overcame the mutinous Boys be Fitted for the Scientific
School? and
members of his crew, passed through the tem- in Simon Newcomb’s story of
“ A Manufucturpests that almost constantly prevail around ed Comet.”
In another field—that of religious

the south coast of Africa, and conquered the
savages that frequently opposed
him, he at
length accomplished the objects of his voyage,
and was permitted by his king to wear the

title of “ Lord

of the

Arabia,

and

Persia

conquest

India.”

Count

of

Vidigueira,

biography—we have
a concise but graphic
portraiture of Hugh Latimer, the * Paladi
n of
the Reformation,” from the pen of Charles
D,
Deshler.
Bret Harte’ contributes a society

poem, “ Telemachus versus Mentor,” which is
illustrated by Reinhart. George Lunt contrihutes a poem, “ A Trio;” Miss Mary A. Barr

of Ethiopia,

He

was

subse-

quently created Admiral of the Indian
and

and

in

Ocean

1524,

another, entitled
Captive Queens
in the
Market.”
* Song of the Clay,” is the title of a
peculiar, but very striking poem by Z.D. The
Editorial Departments are full of interesting

the

Portuguese dominion having largely expanded
in the East, King John III. appointed him

Viceroy of the

Indies.

He proceeded at once

to the seat of his new government,

and entertaining matter in their several fields.

but died on

Christmas day at the close of that year.

The story of his adventures as related by Mr.

Towle

is a most thrilling one,

the attention

of all who

“ Detmold” reaches its close in

some interA timely and
attractive article will be found in John Trow-

chain "esting chapters in the Atlantic.

and - will

are interested in the

daring and the successes of the early navigators. It is written in a simple, comprehensive
style, is accompanied by spirited illustrations,
and is peculiarly adapted to the tastes of the
young folks. We hardly need commend it to
their attention, for its own merits will do
that,

A YEAR WORTH LIVING: A Story

bridge’s * Imaginary Dialogue in Decorative
Art.” © June Days”
from
Thoreau’s diary
makes delightfiil reading.
Thereis an admirable article on Doudan, by T. 8. Perry;

and “ New Books on Art” are ably reviewed
by an anonymous writer,

of a Place

side,” “The New Timothy,” ** Mose Evans,”

Grgnt

H.

risk (unknown to them) of their lives,

described

York.”

of Venable himself,

so

moving

quaintances formed in'the tropical country to

which they went,is pleasingly given. ‘Tropical
insects, vermin and reptiles, as wellas tropical
chills and fevers, are given due place ih the

book, and will lead many readers to conclude

that the portion of the year among them,at least,
was not * worth living”?
The yellow fever
4 that visited the parish drew out the real elements of character in ‘many of these people,

and while much weakness was betrayed, there
were also strength and ‘heroism.
There is
love enough in the narrative to give it an

agreeable flavor, and the marriages

liking.

that ensue

The ‘volume

will be found a pleasant companion

IN RUGBY

Housel

books

girl, introduced

hearted and happy,

to

no

volume,

us, light-

in her row-boat

on

the St.

Lawrence, but destined by the genial Father
D’Hullius for a Catholic nunhery.

The idea is

repulsive to the young girl. She seeks advice
from the Father’s brother, a youth about her
own age preparing for the priesthood.
Al-

ready doubts have entered his mind, and he
does not assist Lizette in becoming more obedient to the Father’s wishes.
Bat she finds

that she will not be “unable to resist long the
importunities of her Catholic

runs away to find

an

uncle

friends, and she
in

Pennsylvania,

She is cordially received at the *“ Queer Home
in Rugby Court,” and in the genial atmos-

phere of Aunt Sabby and the boys, Lizette
quickly satisfies her conscience that no monasticlife was ever intended
for her. But that
pleasant home has its sad secret. The master,
Lizette’s uncle, Jason Bernard, has an appetite
for liquor which, when aroused, has complete
control over him, He tries in his own strength
10 overcome it, while Aunt Sabhy endeavors

to induce him tolook for higher help.
With
many a pleasant episode in the family, snd
sad accounts of struggles and failures,the story
Berpard geeks help from above, and becomes
free from his evil appetite. After three years’
Canadian home on a visit.
her former playmate who
from

his

Catholic

from

New

is as varied

Bartlett,

the ' Letters

of

Keats

to Fanny

Osgood & Co.

Seribner’s is dec idedly
an artistic nun. ber,
whether in respect to its contents or jie exquisite mechanical manner in which the magazine is gotten up. Art topics, literary subjects,

fiction, poetry

and the

teresting number.

Dr.

like make up

an

in-

Holland discusses the

political significance of Bayard Taylor's appointment, ** Crime in Tts Own Element.” and

‘ The Art of Speaking.”
* The Old Cabinet"
relates to tlie principles of faste,
Literary
Art-judgments
and the Literary Element in.

Art,” * The Academy Exhibition,” and summarizes and further discusses “ The Recent
Controversy

about

Engravers.”

The other

Bunner has in “ Bric-a-brac” some

Seribner & Co.

humorous

,

St. Nicholas, Wide Awake and the Nursery

are specimens of young

ature that will fill
old folks

folks’ periodical

them

of to-day ought

with

glee.

liter-

All the

to be young foll.s for

a while just to see how it would seem .; have
such magazines as these.—~Scribner & Co. (New
York) ; D. Lothrop & Co. (Boston); and John
L. Shorey (Boston), publishers respectively.

The Complete Preacher for May is of unusual - interest,

questions,

discussing

some

very

vital

The following sermons are

given

in full: * The Gospel of the Incarnation,”
by William Morley Punshon, LL.D. ; * The
Nature of Gospel Truth the Prophecy of its

Universal Recognition,” by James M. Ludlow,
D.D.;

“ What is Man ? or, the Skepticism . of

Science Considered,” by R. W. Dale,
“The Second Advent,” by Rev, J. G.
“ John. Morrissey; or 1s Romanism
Guide
by Justin D, Fulton, Dy
Dale was most favorably introduced
country by his Lectures on Preaching
ed at Yale College last year. In this

D. D,;.
Manly;
a Safe
D. Dr.
to this
deliversermon’

he disposes most effectively of skeptical points

raised by some of, our scientists;

The

ser-

Advent will awaken conpartly because of the rethe subject of the Second
but chiefly because of the

novel position taken and ably defended by Rev.

She meets again
has also broken
into

Club

Mr. Man)y—that the Second Advent is past
already.—The Religious Newspaper Agency,
New York.

back to her

education,

The Contributots’

mon on the Second
siderable attention,
newed interest in
Coming of Christ,

moves along till,in despair of reformation, Mr,
stay in Rugby Court, Lizette goes

is critically

Letter

16mo.

end, it'is well that so many of them are really
enjoyable books.
Lizette Barnard, whose
Canadian

of Artists,

“ Open

verse in the old French metrical forms now attracting attention in England.—New York:

there is

fortunes are so pleasantly told in this

the

By

COURT,

Annette Lucile Noble, author of * Judge
Branard’s Infantry,” * St. Augustine’s Ladder;” ete. New
York:
National
Femper-

ance Society and Publication

Society

in

depa¥tments contain some special articles, such
as“ Improved Dwellings” for working people,
with a ground-plan, in *“ The World's Work,”
and suggestions about the planting of * An.
nuals” in “ Home and Society.” Mr. H. (.

for the va-

cation.

isa

D.

Brawne, Sime’s Lessing, Swinburne’s note on
Charlotte Bronte, Appleton’s Windfalls, and.
other new publications.~Boston : Houghton,

“ paints,”

who were

many

Amelia

will be found notices of Palfrey’s Life of Gen.

that

among men that had but little faith in ¢ weemin” outside of the kitchen, and of new ac-|

pp. 450.
‘While of making

by

* Our Windows,” and a “ Proposal to Violate
Shakespeare's Tomb.”
In Recent Literature

of General

Buttolph, of Mrs. Chaflingsby who

HOME

Day,’

and entertaining as usual, discussing, among
other things,the ‘Power of the Boston Lectureship,”
Americanisms,” + Analytic Scandal,”

the owners might continue to make money out!

THE QUEER

H., * Decoration

of the New

Captain and Purser of ithe * Nautilus,” on
which the party sailed southward, and which
wus a mere shell, carrying passengerssat the

to cuels

the Rails,”

Lest man? to} Lathrop and 4-4
Springs
on
rr
re PR
B. Piatt. - The exhibition at the Kurtz Gallery

the volume is entertaining, and may not be
wholly without profit. The description of the

are generally

on

Alden, ** Closing Chords,” by Rose Hawthorne

exhibited, there wouldbé little to interest the
reader. But, considered as a character-study,

ladies

in * England

Hepry Cabot Lodge contributes an exceed ingly interesting paper on * Timothy Pickering;”
and the ** Unforeseen Results of the Alabama
Disputes” ave detailed by Mr. Arthur G. Sedgwick.
The poems are ‘‘ Border Lands.” by

fill a vacant pastorate.
The advéntures of the
party are of trifling account, and but for the
various phases of character that the members

young

White

ers, and Mr. H. F, French in “ Count Pulaski's
Strange Power,” relates some curious incidents
which oécurred on shipboard during a pas.
sage from Portland to Liverpool, in 1838,

man Venable, a native of a Southern State,who
had managed to push through a Northern college, te get a theological course, and is now
described as going back to the native portion
of his country to answer a demand upon the

several

Elliott's
“ Home

describes English railway traveling and travel-

may as well call it that, g§lthough the chief interest in the volume centers about young Hart-

of

discusses Per-

Interiors,” ete. The sixth of Charles Dudley
Warner's delightful papers, “The Adirondacks
Verified,” treats of
Camping Out.” Richard

‘* Carter Quarterman,” ete.
Same publishers, &e. 12mo. pp. 325.(81.50).
= ©
This is a vivacious, sparkling narrative of
the adventures and experiences of a party who
sought health und rest, perhaps, by a voyage
to the South-western city - of St. Jerome. We

ofthe craft;

who

kins’s “ Raphael and Michel-angelo,”
“ Pottery and Porcelain,” Gardner's

and of a People One Can Not Afford Not to
Know. By William M. Baker, author of *‘In-

away

DISCONTENT.
A canary anda gold-fish had Jeir 104
there ain’t chil'ren enough to have any for children are like chameleons, and parne
kind of a good time; everybody a mile take of the color of the locality they in-. ‘thrown togethér in the same room.
hot day, the master of the house heard
or two away, except just you and me !”
habit, so these poor little ones are toned the fish complaining of his dumb condi‘¢ And me,” cried little Rob Mason.
down by the smoke and dust of the work- tion, and envying the sweet voice of his
* Yes, you; but then you are'a boy.”
shops. Their play-ground is under the companion overhead: ‘Oh, I wish I}
- "El, I tant ’elp it, and I ’oulda’t be a dusty,
dingy trees of the wide avenues; could si -as.sweetly-as my friend up |

chrysalid
left behind, just as a chicken
we

barked,

“Suppose we change
they both in a breath.
And they changed.

throned again on Annie’s shoulder, purred
her thanks; and so, with the echoes
sounding back their cheers, homeward
went the happy troop.— Youth's Companion. Li

they are quite steady on their feet, we
meet them already doing the family er-

Then, if “I'm sure I don’t see anything to laugh

leaves the broken shell in the nest where
But

Snip Snap

reliant youngsters, and sometimes, before

I ever

you examine the inside of the cocoon, at. I'll say it again, it’s perfectly horrid
you
you will find the thin brown shell of the to livein a little speck of a place where

it hatches,

Tat!"

Rob

city are generally independent

her small hands, and laughed aloud.

a hole in the

and Crawls out.

scratch such a loyal suhject ?
“Free cheers for Tween Pussy

* I've only one

trouble in the world, and that does not
trouble me. My wife complains I have
become so stout.”
‘ Happy man!" exclaimed Petér. «My
friends complain because I am so thin.”
My friends say it makes me move too
slowly,” said Hans.
:
“My wife upbraids me,” returned

ly withdrawn, for how could a Queen

girl (or citoyenne) with pink,
The little ones of the outskirts of the

threads, De- such fan!” and Annie

to leave this

“I?” said jovial Hans.

Annie,

catching up her favorite and giving her
such a squeeze that out through her fur
gloves and white slippers, shot a row of
sharp little pins; but they were as quick-

are decorated with blue ribbons,

_ ANNIE'S MAY PARTY,

the caterpillar

brown chrysalid.

to have

replied

-are registered at the mayor's office; for
the caps and cradles of & boy (or citoyen)

and scorn.

the little readers that the chrysalid looks
likea little brown wrinkled egg, andit is |

inside

stand why people look downcast?”

entry into the world, even before they his feet.

noble heart gains its own reward,
Isvl the proper
way to speakof the moth ||"APrete
nded goodness contempt
£7

PONE

a cat be Queen ?”

PARISIAN CHILDREN.
Parisians adore the sunshine.
On a asked Peter,
t
sunny day the many squares and parks
“I was puzzled at first,” said Hans,
ducats.
:
are peopled by children dressed in gay ‘to know whether I was Hans or Peter;
A peasant in the village, who was very costumes, always attended by parents but it soon came right.”
rich and very avaricious, heard of it, and or nurses.
The old gingerbread venders
“ At first,” returned Peter, ‘‘ I knew not
said, *“ Now I will immediately present at the gates find a ready sale for chunks whether I was Peter or Hans, but, as you
our gracious Lord with my great - calf. of coarse bread (to be thrown to the spar- say, it soon came right.”
If he has already given three pieces of rows and swans), hoops, jump ropes, and
“Then the difference,” remarked Hans,
gold for a shabby turnip, how much shall wooden shovels,—for the little ones are ¢‘is not my body.”
:
I receive for such a fine calf!”
allowed to dig in the public walks as if
« Nor my body,” put in Peter.
He led the calf by a rope to the castle, they were on private grounds and heirs of
* But,” said they both, ‘‘ ourselves!”
and besought the gracious Lord to accept the soil. Here the babies build their min-it. The gracious Lord well knew why iature forts, while the sergents-de-ville
THE OLD MAN,
the avaricious peasant behaved so gener- (or policemen), who are old soldiers,
Don’t laugh at thatold gentleman, boys.
ously. He said he did not wish the look kindly on, taking special care not to It is true, he is an odd object. He isqueer
calf.
s
trample the fortifications as they pass to and crooked, and his voice is thin and
But the peasant continued to beg and and fro upon their rounds.
reedy, but don’t let him see you laugh at
entreat him not to refuse it. At last, the
Here the veterans, returned again to him. He looks as though he could have’
prudent Lord said: ¢ Well, then, since childhood, bask in the sun, and, watching nothing more of any importance to do in
you insist upon it, I accept the present; the fort-building, forget their terrible the world. And, indeed, the grave for
but as you have acted ,towards me with campaigns amidst snows and burning him is very near, and I think he will not
stich singular genefosity, I need not al- sands, delighting to turn an end of the be sorry to lie down in it. But think of
low myself to feel badly aboutit. There- jumping rope or to. trot a long-robed this, boys ; once he was young—young as
fore, I will make you a present in return, heiress on, perhaps, the only knee they you are. He went to school—doubtless in
which, indeed, cost me three times as have left.
:
a blue jacket with brass buttons, and a
much as your calf is worth.” And with
Parisians are very fond of uniforms, neat ruffled collar, such as boys wore in
these words he gave the astonished and and s0 begin to employ them in the dress his day. He hopedto be a‘doctor or a
terrified peasant the, to him, well known of citizens as soon as they make their lawyer. He was blithe and light upon

admiring

circle around the brilliant queen Cecropia, who slowly opened and shut her
wings as if anxious to show her rare

was soon

he,

¢ for he is pleased when one cultivates
his field and garden well.” He carried
the turnip to the castle, and the gracious
Lord praised the industry and good will
of the man, and presented him with three

their school-mates
formed

|

A poor day laborer had raised in is

con-

It hung from
a limb all day, and . received much attention. - Bessie made
many calls and when Charlie and Lillie

came

retorted Peter, ** that you can not under-

let

These were given so heartily that even
Rosabella opened her eyes and stared,

‘THE TURNIP.

we feared its wings would be broken,
. but it soon settled on mamma’s large

there

have elegant, considering they had to

shouted

flew to the window and fluttered so that
geranium and rested
tent.:
-.,

and didn’t Rosabella and Snip Snap be-

“Why are you so downcast?” asked
Hans.
.
}
“Downeast? Have you no troubles,”

I guess they’re glad enough

LC

theological seminary for their

to live here. Three chil'ren’s enough;
and truly, Rob’s ‘most as nice as a girl;

such a Queen, any way!”

————

tion, ete.
There are numerous
prominent newspaper men..

the

The National Temperance Society (New York) has just published, in a pamphlet of

truer light of Christian experience.
He will
be no priest, but together he and Lizette will
live out their plans of usefulness more success.
fully than as priest'and nun they possibly
could have done.

thirty-five pages, an address

A Newspaper Directory and
Handbook, issued by-Pettengill

concerning the public perils which the drink-

seph Cook, of

the Rev.

Jo-

Temperance

and Republican Institutions.
It is an able
presentation of the relations of the liquor traffic to popular government.
Its admonitions

Advertiser's
& Co.; New

trafic involves
importance,

York, will be found of greatservice to advertisers and to all business men who have anything to say through-the newspapers.
It is an
octavo volume of 860 . pages, comprising a
complete list of the newspapers and, other pe-

are

timely

and

of

profound.

!

Miss Stebbins’s life of Charlotte Cushmin.
will be issued at-once by Houghton, Osgood &

riodieals published in the ' United, States and
British America, also the prominent European

and Australasian newspapers. It is carefully
compiled, and gives information as to - eircula-

by

Boston, entitled

i

Co. It willbe contained in a single crown
oétavo volume, with a portrait of Miss Cushman, a heliotype of Miss Stebbins’s bustof her,.
and a view of her Newport cottage.

*

THE

Liternrp Miscellany.

£

e.
Prayer is the voice of faith.— Horn
th the
benea
build
Too low'they build who
a
CD
stars.— Young.
me
ften have reason to be ashacould

actions if the world
Pidgin
from which they spring.~—
.see the motives

Rockefoucauld.

theo

ar

the only

the prophets,

t of
itis
io thea agitations of the soul;
t and delightful
ficen
magni
most
the
of
one
;
er.
presents God has given us.—Luth
“ experience of to-day is that he
ay and the day before yesterEver ya
day.
‘To-morrow he will most likely be of ex-

use

actly the sameopimon.— Charles Mackay.
saith builds in the dungeon and

lazar-

the

sublimest shrines; and up through
Woon
roofs of stone, that shut out the eye of heaven,

the angels

ascends the ladder where

glide to

and fro—prayer.—Bulwer Lytton.

¢ What is wanting®’ said Napoleon one day,
to Madame Campan, * in order that the youth
of France be well educated?” “Good mothers,”

was the reply.

The emperor was most forei-

bly struck with this answer.
* Here,” 8
4 is a system in one word.”—Abbott.
No language: can express the
power and
beauty and heroism and majesty of a mother’s
love.
It shrinks not where man cowers, and
grows stronger where man faints, and over the

wastes of worldly fortune sends

the radiance

of its quenchless fidelity like a star in heaven.

— Chapin.

Love, like the opening of the heavens to the
the

est man,

a moment, even to the dull-

pessibilities of the human race.

ide has faith, ope and charity for another being, perhaps but a creation of his imagination;
sth, it is a great advance for a man to be profoundly loving even ‘in his imaginations.—

Helps.
The little. I'have seen of the

world

teaches

me to look upen the errors of others in sorrow,
not in anger. When I take the history of one
poor heart that has sinned and suffered, and
represent to myself the struggles and tempta-

tions it has passed through, the brief pulsations
of joy,the feverish inquietude of hope and fear,
the pressure of want, the desertion of friends,
1 would fain leave the erring soul of my fel-

lowman with Him from whose hand it came.~

Longfellv ~.

;

‘When a pump is frequently used the water
pours out a" the first.stroke, because it is high;
yut if the primp has not been used for a long
time, the wa'er gets low; and when you want
it you must pump a long while, and the water
comes only ufter great efforts.
It is so with
rayer,
If we are instant in prayer, every
ittle circumstance awakens the disposition to
pray, and desire and words are always ready;
ut if we neglect prayer,it is difficult for us
to pray, for the water in the well gets low .—
Felix Nef.
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THE FATHERS

OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.

Joseph

tions of Addison.

Addison wrote
Ftwo

IX.
Addison was a very different character
from Pope of whom we spoke in our last
sketch.
He was the great essayist and
prose writer of ‘Queen Anne's age, and
though he wrote some poetry and a little
gant, perspicuous

and

the

charming

ele-

Addi-

sonian prose of the ‘‘Speelator™ and ‘‘Tat-

In’ the

more

former

than sixty

enets

work,

bad no existence before

the time of Addison.
In the reign of Queen ‘Anne,about 1705,
began the revolution in English essay
Steele,

Addison

‘were the originators

and

'in this literary innovation.

and

Defoe,

prime

movers

Defoe,whose

“¢‘ Robinson Crusoe” and * History of the
* Great Plague” has made him more famous than any of his essays, Steele, the
‘ friend:and school-mate of Addison, who
-still lives in the pages: of the ¢* Tattler”

coloring”

had been the conductor

of the two

vious

the

classics,

started

his analytical

Joseph Addison was the son of a ‘Wilt.

shire dean, and his. early ¢Hildhdod"
was
passed at his’ father's recteryof Milston,
He attended:the Charter-house school at
London where his preparatory education
was mostly secured, and from thence he
was transferred to Queen’s College, Ox-

There he distinguished himself as
with

such pro-

ficiency that he vias elected to Magdalene
College, where he took his master’s

‘‘ Guardian,”

forced

de-

to

im-

confess

that in simple elegance of language, in
genial vivacity, and in critical insight,
Addison is one of the masters of the English language. No author of to-day is
read with greater interest by the learned,
and though the great rush of contemporary literature has crowded the ‘Spec.
tator” from the shelves of our circulating
libraries, there is very little of it that will

the

heauty

an
:

The death of Queen Anne

and

of the

the

ac-

First restored

the

Whigs to power again and diverted Ad:
dison ' from literature to politics. He

was recognized as one of the political
was

devoted.

His

to

whose

cause

marriage

ran

over |

Cities,”

for

Erckmann-Chatrian

for nothing save his books, = The ‘serene
and intellectual mold in which his hab-

tales

" heartily engaged in all its work, reading

all denominations have been refreshed and
cheered by her hospitality.
She had long been
waiting to depart, having firm hope and unshaken confidence
in her Redeemer.
She
leaves seven children, all following her Christian example.
One of them, Rev. B. M. Edwards, is
the successful pastor of our church
at Brunswick Village. The years of her widowhood were spent with her son Luther F.,
‘who spared neither money, labor, nor time to

this

manner,

with

he

with the

a poem

here,

a

novel or biography there, she made up a
glowing mosaic of the most important
events in the history of the two countries
nearest allied to our own, and with none
of the tedium which belongs to the popular idea of reading history, and was
thus prepared to enjoy Macaulay, Thiers
or Carlyle. How much more satisfactory
her two or three years’ werk than if, like
a humming-bird, she had sipped a little
here, and a little there, and

alighted

make

no-

DEACON

ADAMS,

¢ Students’ Hume,”

JACKSON

to speak

contemporaries,

His own taste as. well as
and

Addison's

well

known scholarship and ability soon be-

Sate enlisted in behalf of the
‘

eaderg(’

Ele

ay

i

Center,

cal,

Scientific

begins

Whig

He had been

with him,

Meetings

and

ate.

brother Breed

in the

years,

for

another

same leader,
the church.
Breedsville,
house on the

its deacon,

revival

and

after

followed,

YNDON

Then

sical.

leaves a widow,

Miller,

whom

abiding

born

community.

in poverty;

Jackson

and Clay,

without early advan

tages, were compelled in ‘a wild, unset‘where the scenes ‘shifted

that fortuné which

passing’ passion;to seek

was not theirs by ‘in.

heritance. ' They were ‘all men of marked

ability. Adams, of a catitious, delibérate
nature, with almost’ the appearance of

But it was only in;in, appearance

—that he was combatative his opponents

ever

An

honored,

a post

in the

same

meld,

men conscious; that

his wife.

His tragedy of ‘ Cato,”

with,

I saw him die at his desk like a mediseyal

brought out in 1713.

He died of dropsy

lying in state, ‘was interred in the
corner at Westminster Abbey.

poet's

generous

He was a warm, true friend,

to his enemies and courteous to his friends.

rter of the right
of petition, and.

e was
ing

‘asked to

when

nt a petition look-

to the dissolution

of the

‘union,

he

did so, because he held that all ‘petition-'
ers had at least the

right to be

For this he was ‘charged

‘heard.

with treason and

arraigned for trial. = Against him were
arrayed Marshall, Gilmore and Wise,

term begins
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1 these years a faithful wife, and a faithful mothson, and Clay, names which roused the er to his children. At this time he was deacon
fiercest passions and evoked the bitterest of the church at Antwerp, but in 1851, he
invectives from minds inflamed by the moved to the west of Almena, where he found
a permanent home and united with the Wavrancor of
political contests.
There-isa

point of difference,as well as resemblance,
with these three men, arising from their
dissimilar family and social relations.
Adams descended from an old and
wealthy family, in early life came under
the influence of education and the associations of a well-regulated ars law-
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his life brings. out fully the. man’s.characits-of mind seemed cast indicated any- ‘the dying soliloquy of its hero, long ter. It was in that celebrated trial for
thing else but the fashion of life he was a favorite piece for 'declamation, was ‘treason in 1842. Adams was a firm sup-

- political

—i

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Collegiate, Scientific, hole
cal, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
Departments.
Elective
studies. Admits both sexes,
Best of religious influences,
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college

F.

in ¢ Les Miserables, furnished a thrilling
description of the battle of Waterloo.

comminnity,
served in various important; positions and tled
accordingto the
leadersof the'party

*¢ local

\ AL ED FE

Eoucational,

ABIGAIL, relict of the late Dea. B. 8S. EdQueen of | wards,
died-in-Madisony-Me.,-May-12,—in-the-

mothers felt and acted, and Victor Hugo,

pre-

his discussion of the pleasures of the
agination, you will be

.the

of the times of Mary,

brought to-Raymond for burial.

~ greein 1693. He held a fellowship in For his honarable services the king grant- they were born to’ rule, and men who
‘ed him a pension of fifteen hundred pounds were, inspired with such a snblimity of
the College from 1699 to 1711. *
atriotism that they were ready to sacri:
Until he was twenty the ‘experience of a year.
foe their lives upon the altar ‘of their
Addison
spent:
the
remainder
of
his
Addison was wholly domestic and acacountry. I served with’ Adams in the
demic. He lived in retirement, cating life at Holland House, the residence of House during the 27th ‘and 28th congress.

at first to lead.
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they lived about thirty years, and then
a more vivid idea of the awful days of “where
removed.to Madison.
In early life she enlistthe French Revolution.
The
gossipy ed in the service of Christ, and was true and
“Queens of England” (abridged edition), faithful, till life closed. She greafly loved her
showed her how the royal wives and own denomination, wus deeply interested and

examination of Milton, and

cession of George the

a writer of Latin verse

1878.

with-

Tudors; and the *¢ Abbott”

and Dickens’ ¢ Tale of Two

When the ‘ Spectator” ‘ceased, Addison,
in conjunction with his friend Steele, who

mastery
of language’ by the latter; who
‘rises decidedly above all his contem-

"ford.

vicissitude

and Cromwell. ~ She

some

which it contained. = The ‘¢ Spectator”
which followed it and was issued every
week day from March 1st, 1711, till Dec.
6th, 1712, contained about two hundred
and fifty of Addison's scholarly efforts.

and the ** Spectator,” though far surpassed in.the higher tones of thought and
.

and

and seventy-one
essays] Scots,

hundred

compare favorably with
worth of Addison. -

poraries.

political

and ‘‘ Woodstock” gave her

of the

which ran about a year and to which the
been very much culti. former contributed fifty-three papers.
These works form an epoch in literary
vated in England prior fo Queen Anne's
history.
To them we can trace the detime. Back in the middle ages the monks
had kept dry records called chronicles, velopment of English essay- writing
which were invaluable for historical refer- which has now become one of the most
ence but possessed no genuine literary characteristic features of English literaexcellence. - More's Utopia was the first ture. All the questions of the day were
great prose composition which the En-’ discussed in their pages and that with a
glish language had produced, but that calmness, grace of diction, and a Chris«even-was more a philosophical and ethi- tian philanthropy which made them alike
<al production than a purely literary cre- welcome in the circle of fashion and by
-ation. Sir Walter Raleigh, while a pris- the humble fireside.
Addison's talents were admirably fitted
.oner in the Tower, wrote a history of the
a style of writing, and though
‘world which was considered a very in- for such
many
of
the other scholars of the age
‘teresting work at that time. Sir Francis
contributed
to the pages of these old
Bacon, Lord of Verulam, was the:author
of several important speculative works. classies,it is the genius of Addison that
Bunyan’s * Pilgrim's Progress” marked is mest completely represented by them.
.an era in religious prose composition. Contrasted with the dashing rhetoric, the
‘Milton and Dryden both wrote prose .as keen, philosophical insight and the intense
successfully as they did poetry, but their concentration of our leading essayists of
Addison
may seem
to lack
productions were chiefly polemical or to-day,
warmth,
breadth
of
purpose
and
sym‘theological. .Pure literature as we are
But after
accustomed to-speak of it to-day, compre- pathy with great interests.
hending essays, novels, romapces, and you hive read his ¢ Vision of Mirza,”

writing.

29,

Few men of letters ever passed through

a life of such

tler.”
Prose had not

"racy sketches,

MAY

men of pre-eminent and acknowledged
ability as orators and debaters.
In the
long and excited debate . which followed,
and generous feeling which had charac- out creating more bitter antagonisms, Adams, with the mature ability of a
terized him while a student. The fierce He possessed the love and respect of giant, laid his opponents in the dust,
bickerings and ambitious struggles for Pope and Swift his opponents in politics, gud achieved the proudest triumph of his
e.
Eh
:
place, the sharp satire of political war- and the gentle Gay, the aristocratic Chesfirst time I saw Jackson was at
fare, left no rankling wound in his breast. terfield, and the eccentrjc Lady Mon- theThe
celebration of the battle of New OrH& was at first taken in hand by Mon- tague were mourners at his grave.
leans,
at Nashville,
Tennessee.
He
0-0-0
:
tague, afterward Earl of Halifax; sub‘then impressed me, as I saw him on
sequently he was befriended by Lord | READING BY COURSE AND BY TOPIC. horseback, as one whom nature had
stamped as a nobleman. He was a great
John Somers. Both of these patrons reIn the ignorance and enthusiasm of man with a kind heart, the truest of
mained to their death his friends, and girlhood, I asked a ‘¢ bookish” elderly friends, unswerving in duty, If he comboth were men of sufficient culture to ap- clergyman for a “course of reading.” mitted errors it was not from a disincliHe very willingly handed me a list of
preciate his talents and attainments for books covering a sheet of commercial nation to do what was right. The num.
ber of persons now living who were pertheir intrinsic merit.
note
paper, made
up
largely
of such sonally acquainted with Clay is growing
History less pyery year, and his fame now rests
Addison first appeared in print by con- Bi an Rollin’s "7 Ano
tributing verses to Dryden's ¢ Miscelln- Grote’s ‘ Greece,” Gibbon's ‘ Decline with the historian, From a perusal of his
Fall,” and Buckle’s ¢ History
of speeches, it may be difficult to understand
nies:” In 1699, by means of a pension and
Civilization,” with Whately's ‘¢ Evidenc- the power which he wielded. Even we,
for him by Lord Somers, he es” and Butler's ¢ Analogy” for a diverprocured
whose hearts! ‘were touched and played
was ‘enabledsto travel on the. continent,
sion. Witha commendable desire to be upon by his burning eloquence, can not
where he spent three years. While still thorough and to begin at the beginning, describe his power to others. Clay nevabroad he wrote his best poem, a ‘¢ Let- I attacked Rollin. =~ On account of some er studied oratory; hiseloquence was the
with my eyes, half an hour a day blaze of an internal fire.
Hence, his set
ter from Italy,” and also his first extend- trouble
was all I was allowed to read.
By
ed prose work entitled, ¢ Travels in chance, I happened to mention what I speeches do not give a fair idea of his
power. He needed the stimulant of a
Italy.” His extensive acquirements and was doing to an enterprising sophomore
yreat occasion in order to rise to the full
of
my
acquaintance,
who
asked
merhis liveliness and facility in composition
ight of his power.
The lecturer closed
with an eloquent flight on the power of
were particularly exhibited in the latter rily :
‘ How long do you suppose it will
work, but his verses,though they possess take you to read Rollin, in half-hour in- the orator.
grace and spirit, yet bear traces ofa stallments?”
muse ‘‘ whipped into service.”
« J am sure I can’t tell,” I answered.
*“ Well, somewhere between ten and
Soon after his return to England he
wrote the ** Campaign,” a poem celebrat- fifteen years,” he replied; ‘‘ and you
may expect to finish your list some time
ing Marlborough’s victory at Blenheim. in the next century.” The very thought
PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should be
This poem was highly successful and so frightened me, that I never opened the BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
popular,and secured the fortunate bard an book again, not even to count the pages ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and-for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
appointment as one of the commission- to see if he was right.
But this is reading by course, and not
ers of appeal.
The seven next years by topics. A friend of mine tried to read is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
were spent in the busy whirlpool of pol- Macaulay's ¢ History of England,” with
words. VERSES are inadmissible.
itics. In-1706,he was an undef secre- out much knowledge of the detail of EnShe found so much of
tary of State, and in 1709,secretary to the glish history.
VINA ELLA, youngest child of Emerson and
she knew nething taken for grant- Frances Clark, died of diphtheria, April 10,
lord lieutenant of Ireland.
The latter which
ed as familiar, that she grew quite dis- aged 2 years and 4 months. She was a lovely,
year he was elected to parliament as couraged, and gave it up.
One daytshe promising child, and many bright hopes were
around her by the lonely parents,
member for Lostwithiel, and subsequent- saw the ‘ Students’ Hume.”
Here was ‘entwined
across whose home has fallen the shadow of a
ly for Malmesbury, which he continued the very book she wanted, and taking heavy sorrow. But as Christians they feel she
and the « Students’ France,” for a is not lost to them only gone before, having esto represent during the remainder of his that
basis, she constructed a course of reading caped forever the cares and sorrows of life.
life.
:
to meet her own necessities. She began She is now safe in the arms of Infinite Love,
‘We have now arrived at the period of with the Norman conquest, for she had in that home of the soul where God will wipe’
away all tears from their eyes and there shall
Addison’s life when he entered upon the no interest in the endless squabbles of be no more death.
E.G. E.
(Some time
vocation of periodical writer to which he the Saxons and Danes.
Mgrs. MEHITABLE SMITH died in Exeter,
owes all his subsequent fame. Defoe had afterward, however, when she was trac- N. H., May 11, aged 100 yaars and 4 months.
ing the rise of the European nations, she
been the first to originate a journal was glad to read this earlier history.) She She was a native of Raymond, and lived there
the last few years, which were passed with
which transcended the mere news-gazettes read first the story of the reign of an En- till
a daughter’s family in Exeter.
She experiencand political mediums then in vogue and
lish king, then that of the contemporary ed a saving change about the year 1801, was
soon
after
baptized
and
united
with
Freerench sovereign, at the same time weav- will Baptist church. She was longer tbeconnectdiscussed questions of social and popular
ing
in
a
woof
of
poetry,
romance,
and
ed with our church in R. than any one has ever
interest, but the ‘work of the eminent
biography.
Bulwer’s ¢ Harold” made
Asa wife and mother, she performed
romancist and speculative writer was the times of the Norman conquest vivid been.
her duties well, and as a Christian was constant
in
duty, trustful and hopeful.
Her ivflusurpassed by the appearance of the and
real: ¢ Ivanhoe,”
‘¢ Kenilworth,”
was uniformly favorable to the cuuse of
* Tattler” and the ¢* Spectator,” which and Shakespeare's ¢* Henries,” filled out ence
Christ. There is no doubt she has gained the
“successively published the best produc- the pictures of the days of the Plantag- prize in the better land, Her remains were

Addison.

drama, hisifame rests chiefly on

preserved all

STAR,

@brtunrics.

How
Nature is sanitive, refining, elevating.
cunningly she hides every wrinkle of her inviolets
and
roses
conceivable antiquity under
inch of the
Every
morning dew
and
ymountains is scarred b unimaginable convulis purple with the bloom
sions, yet the new day
.of youth and love.—Emerson.

saints, shows for

.as a politician

that integrity, probity, graceful courtesy
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Have a copy, and some clerks of ‘churches
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Price, 78
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paid,
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:
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Rural and Domestic,

Miscellaneous,

A pleasure steamer with eighteen passengers on board was capsized and carried over
a dam on Grand river, at Galt,
Ontario,
Congressional.
i Wednesday night, and as far as can be ascerTHE PHONOGRAPH.
tained but one person has been saved.
(For the week ending Saturday, May 25.)
The phonograph, recently ‘invented by
The irrepressible Mrs. Myra Clark Gaines has
MONDAY. In the Senate, Mr. Morrill, chair
now taken steps to establish her claim to a Thomas A. Edison of New Jersey, must
man of the finance committee, made a speech large tractiof land.in St. Louis.
be regarded as one of the most astonishin opposition to the proposed repeal of the
Details of the earthquake in Venezuela on
ing triumphs, in modern
times, of the
gpecie-resumption act. The major portion of the 12th ultimo state that three hundred petmind over matter.
Concerning
the session was occupied in discussing the bill sons were killed instead of six hundred,as at human
reported. The town of Cua was conthe phenomena of sound and of vibration,
placing General Shields on the retired list of first
sumedby fire, and'the destruction of property
the army.
An amendment was adopted mak-it is at once an ear that catches every
in other places was extensive.

i

|

ing General Grant the recipient of this honor,

The Springfield
Republican suggests that
what the world principally longs for at present is a mechanical and therefore honest

but no vote was reached in the case of General
Shields. The House considered at length, in
committee of the whole, the army appropriation bill; but reached no action thereon.

treasurer,

and

TuespAY. The bill to place Generals Grant
and Shields on the retired list of the army was
defeated in the Senate, by a vote of 30 to 34.
The finance committee reported with favorable

for

use

in

towns,

savings banks.

manufactories

f

The house committee on elections recommend that the contested election ease of Rich-

ardson vs, Rainey, from the first South

Caro-

recommendation, the House bill forbidding the
further retirement of legal-tender notes, and

lina congressional district, be referred
back
to the people, and thut a new election take
place.

the measure was assigned for consideration,
Wednesday. The bill providing for a permanent form of government for the District of
Columbia was discussed to the hour of ad‘journment’ without reaching a vote. .The

A flood in Douglas and El Paso counties,
Colorado, on Tuesday and Wednesday, swept
away several bridges and destroyed a vast
amount of property.
A freight train on the
Kansas Pacific Railroad broke through a bridge

across the Kiowa river and three persons were

House discussed the army appropriation bill at

great length, an evening session being held for
the purpose

of closing

the

debate.

No

drowned.
Fifty thousand: children participated in the
parade of the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Sunday-school
Union, Wednesday, and it is estimated that
100,000 spectators witnessed the procession,

vote

was reached, notwithstanding the proceedings
were-extended until 11 o’clock.
WEDNESDAY.
In the Senate, the Indian
appropriation bill was passed and the

of Columbia bill discussed at length.

District

Mr.

Ex-Governor
Packard
of Louisiana has
beer confirmed as United States “consul at
Liverpool, and Lucius Fairchild as consulgeneral at Paris.

La-

mar made a long speech in favor of the Texas
Pacific Railroad bill. In the House, a resolution was adopted extending the power of the

Potter

to

States

wherever there may be well-grounded

investigating

allega-

tions of fraud.

committee

The Rev, Arthur Munsel

at Shanghai

were
presented.
The army appropriation bill
whs
discussed at length without reachinga.
vote thereon, and at the evening session a bill
was passed providing for the publication of an
Official Advertiser in which shall be printed
all the public advertisements of the govern-

ment.
THURSDAY.

Nearly the entire session of the

Senate was spent in discussing the bill

for es-

the District of Columbia.
In the House, the
army appropriation bill was
discussed at
length, and the amendment
increasing the
force from 20,000, as provided by the bill, to
25,000, its present strength, was adopted by a

vote of 115 to 107.
was

The item for compensating

increased

from

$8,390,000

$9,090,000; the items for subsistence were

to

also

increased in the same propartion.
An evening
session was held, lasting until 10:30, at which
the bill was further discussed.
FripAY.
The Senate was engaged, principally, in discussing the bill establishing a per

-.

manent form of government for the District of
Columbia.
In the House,
granting
a pension of $72

a bill was
per month

The importers of New York are to send a
protest
to
the Secretary of the
Treasury
against the over-officiousness of the Treasury
agentsin that city. They complain that incompetent and irresponsible agents and detectives are continually subjecting them to
great inconvenience
and annoyance, which
thus far they have sought in vain to remedy.
The Republicans of Vermont have nominated Colonel Redfield Prottor for governor and
E. P. Colton for lieutenant-governor.
John
A. Page, was renominated for State treasurer.
The resolutions indorse
the administration
of President Hayes, and condemn the partisanship of the Potter resolution.
:
. Cardinal McCloskey, arrived in New York
Tuesday, from Europe.
There was no ceremony at the
pier, but a formal reception
will soon be 0)
him at St, Patrick’s cathedral.
>
By an explosion of gas in a Nova Scotia
coal mine last week six men were killed.
In San Domingo the politicai+: adtions have
"had a reconciliation, and hopes ofl peace are
entertained.
Victoria Woodhull has settled down to a
quiet life in London,
and it is said will never
return to America.
If our memory does not
fail us, she was, according to her own pre-

tablishing a permanent form of government in

the army

whom

Spurgeon, Johu Bright and others speak of
as one of the most eloquent and able platform
speakersof the old country, will appear on
the American lyceum platform next fall.

The articles for the impeach-

ment of the late consul general

of London

passed
to sol-

diction,

diers and sailors who lost during the war both

going to be President

of the

United

States some time.
Articles of impeachment are to be reported
against Consul-General Bradford at
Shanghai.
Dr. Dio Lewis is very sick with congestion
of the brain and partial paralysis of the left
side.

arms, both legs, or the sight of both eyes; also
granting a pension of $37.50 per month to all
pensioners who had 3 leg amputated at the
hip-joint.
The army appropriation bill was
discussed the major portion of the session, but

without reaching final action.
SATURDAY. In the Senate, the bill establishing a permanent form of government. for-|. The Chinese ara preparing..to_mine-theisown coal and build a railroad to “the sea for
the District of Columbia was further ' considered: without taking action thereon.
In. the
House, the army appropriation bill was under |
discussion the entire session, the amendment

proposinga reduction
cers being rejected.

in the salaries of ofti-

its transportation.
5
re
pr —
Latest News.

Eastern

seems

News.

that peace’ is

assured.

The

mission of Count Schouvaloff has resulted in
Ree

Russia consenting to lay the treaty before
congress of the great powers.
Germany

the
has

RTE: Sa ne

been officially informed of the welcome news
and invited to issue invitations immediately.

RR

It is probable the congress may meet June 11.
The SETHE Meni are not. fully completed,
however.
The London Times says: The invitations to the congress will not be issued, until
explanations between England and Russia are
somewhat further determined, but there is no
reason to apprehend a failure on such points.
The preliminary requirements of England, at
all events, on the whole have been conceded
to.

The

Revolutionary

The Potter investigating

Plot.

committee

consist-

ing of seven Democrats and four Republicans;
is intensely and maliciously partisan.
The
Democratic National Committee refused to
pass a resolution affirming that the investigation did not intend revolution, the attacking

of the titleof President

Hayes,

but

unan-

imously approved the investigation.
Should
the investigation fail of revealing what the

Democrats hope for, they will probably assert
that they never

intended to attack the

the President.

If it

clo
gross
Sosing
ora
or mot wil

should

succeed

title of

in dis-

frauds,
the question’ whether
roceedings shall be instituted
seriously
considered.
Mr.

Harrison of Iliinois, a Democrat who seems to
want fairness in the investigation, stirred up a
storm in the House and brought upon

the

bitterest denunciations

introducing

inquiry

a

resolution

into the

himself

of his party

providing

alledged

for

by

an

frauds in South

Carolina and Oregon.
Tae Republicans are
alive to the needs of the hour.
The attack of

Secretary Sherman upon the statements

Democrats

has

produced

.demotalizing effect.

something

ofthe
of

a

‘Whatever may be the end

of the movement, it is certain that no good can
come of it. The country
wants peace and

Congress sounds an alarm.

Tt needs quiet and

these reckless partisans stir up a tamult.
The
country was satisfied with the condition of
. affairs, and the outlook for the "future encour-

a

, but

schemes

as

until

the danger

this is doneaway

the

not
ty. have; the peaceuf etessential
ip

to

attending such
country

its

can

prosperi/

:

The

Fenians,

Intense ‘exeitement ‘prevailed ' along the
Canadian border, last week. There was no
doubt, said prominent.

Canadians, of an in.

«asion. . It was rumored that Irish nationalists
in large numbers were making their way

secretly into’ the interior of Canada and
congregating at varius points, and many men

were scattered along the border, The Canadians
were badly frightened. = high
A
state of feeling
has existed for years in the ‘provinees. among
. thé laboring

classes against

the

government

eo and monarchial rule, and a wish for a change
0 an

J

i

)

verninent

sorhe to be the plan. Another theoryjadvanc-

RA
A Tornado.
A tornado accompanied by a severe rain-storm

swept over southern Wisconsin and northern
Illinois,
* Thursday night. Thirty persons
were
, ‘one hundred and fifty ingreat
damge
doneto property.
RTA) -and
:
amile in width, and
fake

:

?

]
4a

oyed

method of procedure.——Therse is a probability
of an adjournment of Congress as soon as the
10th of June.——It is rumored that charges
are being prepared against Major Ely of New
York, with a view of impeachment by Gov.
Robinson, the i
i
being made on the
ground of-the maladmistration
of the health
and police departments.—It is not believed
that any railroad bills or the tariff bill can pass
both houses this session.——1It is reported that
fifteen hundred striking coal miners at Belleville, Illinois, aré on the verge of starvation.
In other mining districts near by, hundreds
of men, women and children are begging for
bread daily,——Thirteen buildings, including
the University of Florida, were burned
at
St. Augustine, Florida, on Saturday morning.
No trace of communism is tobe found
among the 125,000 working-men in and around
Pittsburg, Pa., and
the statement that the
militia of the State is being placed on a war
footing is denied.——Severe hail storms in
Southeastern New Hampshire Saturday did
considerable
damage
to vegetation.——The
Turks having evacuated Ada-Kaleh the Austrians took possession on, Saturday.——The
London Observer says the rumors of the impending resignation in the British
ministry
are unfounded.——The
Spanish government
has decided to authorize the return of Captain-General
Jovellar
from- Cuba, leaving
General Martinez Campos in supreme miltary
and civil command.——Fears are entertained
that the courseof Austria may make trouble

and still farther delay the settlement of Eastern

affairs. The military situation around Constantinople remains
very ticklish.——Very
eat frauds in the importation of sugar at the
New York Custom House, whereby the government is yearly defrauded of three million dol-

lars, have been discovered.
~

Hducational.

Massachusetts

has seven normal

being carried twelve miles

Toads ind carried in
or and dashed to
nd.
most
us
‘seems
been done in the vicinity o Mineral

schools,

Illinois eight, Pennsylvania twelve,
York nine, Inthe United States

and New
there are

137 normal schools.——The average salary of
New York city teachers is $729.——Of Chicago
teachers, 130 receive over $650, while 650 receive salaries ranging from $650 to $350.—

Auburn

and Tuscaloosa

colleges, Alsbama,

have each about 200 students,——Maryland
expends over $1,500,000 for educational purposes, or $5 per capita.——In the State Normal School, at Oshkosh, the young ladies are
required to go through the elements of military drill. Health and grace of movement are
cultivated in this. way.——Professor
John

Trimble, Professor of Gfeek for twenty-five
years in Kenyon College, died at Gambier

April 28.——Among the theological students
at Oberlin is a mative of Japan, Mr. Hats-Taro
Tamra.
He is a graduate of Pacific Univer-

sity, Forest ‘Grove, 0O.~=Total enrollment
in Chicago Central High School, last year,

646, or 8 more than during the previous year;

total ‘enrollment in the division. high schools,
902, an increase of 244,—~—The United - States
Government

has

expended

$3,711,225.47

the aid of freedman’s schools,——A

for

movement

is on foot for the establishment of a new unversity in the north

of England,

probably

at

Bradford.—Professor William B. Dwight,
connected for several years past with the New

Britian. (Connecticut) Normal School; goes
to Vassar College as Professor of Zoology and
geology and curator ofthe cabinet of matucal history——Toledo, O., hasin its publi¢ séhools 7,
150 and in the Catholic schools 2000 more. There
are 131 teachers in the public schools; and:
53 in the catholic.——Rev. Wm. Adams, D
D., LL.D., President of Union Theological
Seminary, ew York, Philp Academy,
ntennial

in the most

delicate
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WHAT WASHINGTON DIDN'T KNOW.
We con't like to be irreverent, but

street to a fire; he never took
gas; he never had a set of store

tin-foil

talks, sings,

laughs

or whistlés into the

Every

vibration

on a train, it was a mule train; when
wanted to talk to a man in Milwaukee,

attended

an

International

never knew

mine;

words

or.

the machine

sounds,

talk

or

that

sing,

ties, they had to be

brought in

enemy,

he

barreled

had

to

old

trust

by

aim

to

Aflintlock;

a

ith

anything

to

mend,

at

action of

the tin-foil on the diaphragm, when the
cylinder is revolved, will cause the reproduction of the same series of vibrations,
and consequently the same sounds.
Although ,the quality of the sound as reproduced is not altered, its volume is
somewhat less than that of the original.
The notes of the higher pitch are given out
with more distinctness than those of the
lower. Whistling is perfectly reproduced,
the sound of a low cough or sneeze is repeated with startling accuracy, singing is

given out with full and perfect notes,
distinct as to the pronunciation
word.
Ln

and

of every

It avould be difficult to set ‘a limit to

the uses to which this wonderfal instrument can be put. The phonograph can
be employed in speaking through the tel-

ephone over hundreds of miles
With perfected instruments

of wires.

it is possible

that a speech delivered by one of the orators of the day can be repeated fifty years
hence,

simultaneously, in

a

thousand

and

when

he

when

he

when

being

the last

long passed away,

The phomograph may
short-hand

the

place

of

talk them to the phonograph

and

bushels,
ever

for reading;

send

It may be used

a family may

sit

around

or 50,000,000

a

table and listen to a lectare, a novel, or an

fore announced;
the oration isto be

mouth, regrets that so few of our coll
rt a
of
history, and pbs

to

Surinam,

limited

export

demand

640

prices

head.

produced

more

he

week

to

of

both

last year and

10,954

in

1876.

re-

sales of choice Western

dairy

at

17

@

1Se,

Far 10 (ROO0 cessisssersnsssinsnnnseevenssass 178 19
Common to fair
10a 14

Bakers... NI

PI

PD

The receipts for the week have been 2,576 boxes
against 2,
boxes for same week
Jast year.
ere has been a decided downward tendency in
prices, under the influence of liberal receipts and
a slow

trade,

pect over 9c

and

the

market

closes

unsettled.

for straight

lots,

Common

to

fair

Tange all the way from 8 @ &c, but after passing
the best.grades it is difficult to give a reliable
quotation. We quote:

was

Fair
to 200d. ..evvieses eriies weil

COMMON conspessarserearses
3
Choice New ~*~ ......veenee
OX
Common te g00d «vvvsas eseees srevsvee
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;

years, and

graduates hereafter will receive the

degree

of

curious

‘and useful applications

pbonograph.—4m. Cultivator.
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of, cattle on the farm, and

the

aud good

e quote:

Northern

readily com-

y

think

that,

*

cannot be excelled; and as 2 Dicod
urifler
or spring medicine, it is the

3

| have Ein almost Sveryining.
I can
chee:
y recommend
it to any
one

r

V egetine |
Vegetine

for Scrofula or

Cankerous

pest thin

3 have ever used, and I

in need of such a medicine.

Vogine|

y

“V0 RE

Vegetine

IS A

Vegetine| Valuable Remedy.
Vegetine

Vv

|

.

egetine
=
.
AY egetine

Sov

BOSTON,

Sir,—~1

have

MR. STEVENS
|

Dear

a

x

Feb. 7, 1870.

taken

severa

bottles of your Vegetine, and am
| convinced it is a valuable remedy for
| Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaint, and
| general debility of the system,
|
1can heartily recommend it to all
ifering from the above complaly

MRS. MUNK(

Vegetine |

.

KER,
86 Athens Street,

VEGETINE.
PREPARED BY

H.R.Stevens,

:

Boston, Ms.

Vegetine is sold by all Druggists.
teow?

J. ESTEY &{0.

BRATTLEBORO, VT.
Ensvenufatry of Reed Organs
THE

MOST

IN THE WORLD!
fllustrated

Catalogues

Now

Pansy’s
Part 2,

Lesson

Book.

Third and Fourth Quartens, 1:75.

Price, 10 cents.

“The needs of Sunday School scholars
son-helps are most admirably met in The

& CO.,
BOSTON.

to les.
Lesson

Rule.

PUBLISHERS,

MORNING

8 an able and progressive
Iiy to Religious culture and
tains departments on
The Family

r bu. Red H idneys sell in sma
40 per bu, ‘We quote:
Pea, Northern
H P per bul.vvevve.s

»

175

170

160
165
155
280
240
|

in

small lots

DRIED

APPLES.

There is no sale for quartereded or sliced Dried

Apples, and our quototions are entirely
nominal.
Evaporated
are selling moderately
at 15 @ 18c
pound for Em
We quote:
ver
New York, quartered, new, ¥ pound.......4 @ 5
Do,

{1

ssrssnninirensiiciineieneid

Soutien, quartered, Hew..11111.1L11..
8

EER

[lly

EE] tenses

@

H

Circle,

any
Review,

News

?

Summary, &c.,&c.

the direction and patronage of the
Facawii Bapttets, but is liberal towards a, and is
taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.
‘
TERMS : =

advance,

$2.50. *

pervyear; or,

if paid

strictly in
)

ANCES must be made in money-or-.’
checks, or draft8, if possible.
hex
neither of these can be procured, send. the money
in a registered letter.
Money thus sent will be at our risk, and may
sent at our expense.
In writing to this office,
persons will please des
iguate their STATE, as well as town,
and give both
the old and the new address’ when they order
change in the direction of their
paper.
Bi
The Star
goes to press Tu
> morning, and
communications for ingertion ought to be here on
Saturday previous.
!
Each subscriber is Jarticviany Jequastod to.
note the date on the label for the
expiration of his
subscription, and to forward what is due: for the:
Snsuing year, without further reminder from this
office.
y
Liberal discount is made to these who ay in advance, and our object is to secure advance payment as the rule.

8. 8. PAPERS.

-school

6

5

North and Eastern.
qr, & sliced, old.......2- @ 4
Evaporated, choice.
......... seenssnienend6
@ 18
GOOdevvviiiiiivanns arena?
@ 16

STAR

paper; devoted largeintelligence, but con-

| Mead a A

y

Free:

READY.

Sabbath Scheols,

}.

sent

HtR2eow

THE

There has been a better demand for Peans, and

spring.

of any

.

egetine | Humors or Rheumatic Affections, it

FOOT LATHES | 0: 2 Brom Bowes.

Western...
P. E. Island
Limed.....

in

don’t think

‘there are any grubs in the backs
of them.—Cor. Michigan Farmer.

Vv

D. LOTHROP

§

their backs for several years, unless it was

Dartmouth is to be made three’ fall

STEVENS.

in Story, by * Pansy,” the author of many populhr

y | Will.
may be.ased
teach pronuncia
languages,giving Itproper
words andto proper

| Elune
Ti Salat ire nek Semin
history of the itd States
Tho gourue

Dear Siri~This is to certify that I
have used your “ Blood Preparation”
in my fam T for several years, and

at 113 @ 12¢; P, E. Island at 11} 12¢; and Western at le 11}5¢ per dozen.
At the close there 1s

firmer f¢

ox-fly

or those who have never I used to have cattle with grubs in their
backs every spring, until some one told
read. Careful iuvestigation me of the re
I have used
acquaintance with its possi. it I have found it » toandbe since
simple, safe, and
undoubtedly develop
-many | effectual. We have now thirty-five head

GHARLESTOWS, Mass,

|,

books for children.”— The Golden

The market is steady, with sales
at unchangedjprices. "We quote:
Choice Canada, per bu.
“ee
Common do
.....
Green Peas....vevs.

in the

EXCELLED.

Square 16mo.

@6
6 10

EGGS.

(oestrus bovis) and take this method of

eattle that I had bought

CANNOT BE

-

There has been a moderate demand from the
trade, witlvsales of Eastern at 12 @ 12%c¢; Northern

mand 12¢.

William

and have ‘not had cattle withigrubs

No. 49 Sears Building,
Boston, inne.

Vegeti
getline

ig 9

Do Western H P.......

the

NIL. TILDE.

Insurance and Real Estate Agent,

1
Vegetine

Seles have been made at 9 @ 10c for good to choice
but only the very finest quality will command the
outside figure at the close, and it is not safe to ex-

excellent paper of yesof

has received great

with

some fine lots at a higher range. A few well
known marks of ladle packed readily command
15 @ 16¢, but most of the Western milled and store
packed is not what is wanted here, and it sells
very slowly, with no established priee. Sales
have been made at 10 # 12¢, but only small parcels
can be placed at these® figures. Trade was very
slow yesterday and the market closes dull for all
kinds. We quote:
CrBAIMEIIBE s+ sc eunseerserrssnsessnsnsnsss 208 23
Choice dairy 10t8. «civ ivan. saniiivas « 13@20

B-o-b

subject

daughter

with 20c as an extreme for strictly fine grass make,

giving to our brother farmers a remedy
that I have used und know is a sure thing.
During the months of July and August,
about two or three times in each month,

the

Total

elocutionary effort, as ‘they
al y
fell
from the lips of some first-class reader. Ev-

blind people,
‘learned to
and a further
bilities will

Vegetine

the

GREEN APPLES.

‘that

Vegetine

NEW CHEESE.

and the land

My

aud but few of the strajght lots received are good
enough to command’
19¢. Second quality bas
accumulated, and although we quotefair to good
at 15 @ 17c, there is a disposition to accept any
reasonable bid. The receipts of Western are
large and some of the lots are as good as most of
those from New York or Verment. We notice

Do
common. .
Medium, cheice........,
Do
common to good
Yellow Eyes
:
.
Red Kidneys
PEAS,

on

by

Strength,

APPETITE.

benefit from the use of VEGETINE.
Her declining health was a source
of
great anxiety to all her friends.
A few bottles of VEGETINE restored
her health, strei
and appetite,

Wisconsin

been a fair demand for choice
grades
are fairly maintained,
but only the
Jury vest lots command outside
gures.
For all
kinds
of
Butter there is a slow market and
unsettl
rices. Certainly, there is nothing in
our market
to warrant any higher rates being paid
in tire country. New York and Vermont choice
dairy lots have been selling at 18 @ 19¢, per pound

with land-hunters.
The agricultural season is earlier by several weeks than the
average. Seeding is all finished and the
prospect encouraging for a large crop.
Cucumber vines are perfectly protected
from the yellow bug by spreading a thin
layer of cotton batting over the hills, The
vines will grow up with the covering enveloping them. = After heavy rains it will
need to be puton fresh, One pound of
batting, costing ten cents, will do for a
hundred hills. We have tried this
for
years, and it works to a charm.
.

Wreford

bbls

The sales of Pa'ent

Receipts have been very small and the market
ruled quiet. Sales continue
to be made in lots to
the studs at 1.9 $4 50 per bbl, and $5 is an ex.
treme price.
e quote:
i
4
Choice,
Dhlessscseas sesisnsssesse $3450 @ 300
Ce
BI
Dt t0

of Dart-

Vegetine

Bo

GIVES

AND

Railroad for distribution in neigh-

with their salt. I generally salt my cattle
once in three or four days, and give them

tions,or in making toys talk,for reading to

S

St

“There
ere has
and prices

before.

ed with emigrants

Cambridge, Mags,

Vecetine | HE@Ith,

3

ceipts since the first of Jan
194.260
packages:
against 170,999 packages for the same lime ae
year. Exports for the week have boen 158 pack-

The

than

are 3,411

Cor; Magazine and Walnut Sts,

Vegetine |

and

i

The emigration to Western Minnesota
is
reaching
unparalleled
proportions.
Statistics of the railroad land offices show
that the sales for the last six months have
been. the largest on record for the same
length of time. The railroads are crowd-

In reading your

the sheets to his ' correspondents, who
will lay them on these phonographs and

listen to the message.

9,048,566

terday, I noticed an article from

A man who has many letters to write will

No

BUTTER;
The receipts of Butterfo
e week have been
14,445 packages, includiog 2,
boxes and 11,062
tubs, against 12,792 packages for the correspond-

THE OX-FLY AGAIN.

reporters.

Cellar

L. GORE,

Ms.

:

Vegetine

Jegeti

and Minnesota brands have been at £650 @ $8 per

yield of wheat last year was 360,000,000

Oo

had

take

year

I can assure them it is oneof the best
medicines that ever was.

everybody to take the VEGETINE, for

Vegetine

bbl, very good brands selling from $7 25 4 8750.

his grandmother

did it with a darning needle;

towns and cities, word for word and. tone
for tone as it was uttered by one who

a

boring markets.

an

United States has been tremendous of late

the tin-foil, certainly the inverse

a market,
555

Grand Junction

man

crooked-

wrote, it was with a goose quill;

had

a

years. ‘Thus the corn
crop
increased
from 768,320,000, bushels in-1867, to 1,840,000,000 in 1876, or nearly 100 per cent.
in a single decade. The hog product has
more than doubled during the same period,

mark

cheese

&c..

Vegetine

Vegetine|

the seasou was in fact received at St Louis on the
he 20th
from near Dallas, Texas.
It graded No. 4.
he | and was sold #t anction for $125 per bu. With a
limited export demand aud sach promising crop

being alike in
voice

butter,

Vegetine

that fu

Vegetine

EGGS.

wheat and Flour are receding, although wheat is
still comparatively higher than Flour and Western
millers still fail to realize cost for Flour now com.
jug forward, The new crop of wheat is also near
at hand and’the prospects, for a large yield were
never moi e promising, The first new wheat of

he

effects must be pro-

If the sound of the human

in

pron fv 1

rou
over
thirty
years wi
dreadful disease,
Ah
th {at
such bad cough -spells
would seem as
thoug oy pd
could
breathe any more, and VEGETING
has cured me; and I do feel to thank
God all the time that there is so
a medicine as VEGETINE, and 1 good
also
think it one of the best medicines
for coughs, and weak, sinking feel.
ings at the stomach, and advise

Vegetine | -

Pierre, Miquelon, 525 to Hayti, and 1,600 bbls to
British Provinces. The market is gnite as dull as
previously noticed, and there is no demand for
any kind except for small lots to meet the immediate wants of the trade and to keep up assortments. In prices no material change has taken
lace, although the tendency is to lowest rates.

went to a fire, he stood in line and passed
buckets; when he looked at a clam, he neverdreamed that it was any relation of his;
when he went to a concert, he heard a
sheet.
In a word, every sound of a pitch
cracked fiddle and an insane clarionet;
that causes vibration of the tintype diaphragm, and thereby the most minute im- when he had a tooth pulled, he sat down
pressions of the pointer attached to it on and never left off yelling; when he got out
the tin-foil wrapper of the cylinder,
is of teeth, he gummed victuals; when he
wanted an international show, he sent for
reproduced.
To. reproduce the sounds that origi- Lafayette and -ordered his friends up from
nally caused the vibration of the diaphragm: old Virginia with the specimen carefully
and the puncturing of the tin-foil wrap- labeled in bottles; when he once got hold
per of ‘the revolving cylinder, it is only of a nugget of gold from an Indian chief,
necessary to make the pointer pass over he felt rich; when he wanted to know
anything about the weather, he consulted
and into these punctures and reproduce
the ground hog or goose bone;—but why
the vibrations in the diaphragm.
These
latter, acting on the air, give to it the go on? What did such a man know ?
Who was he anyway ?— Selected.
same relative impulses and in thé same
0-0-6
+o
order and energy as were given it by the
ITEMS.
organs.of speech or other causes of the
original sound. Hence,
The _ agricultural
development of. the
the conditions

duced.

dealers

cab sid

Vegetine
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& CO., Commission

dried apples,

ARE

the
t num.
ber you have i
Ad i
Shi inf.
tors OF your
at and
NE,
for 1 do not think en

Vegetine

to go there; when he had his picture | | PrOSPOCiS Jobbers—wilk- be- disposal
“purchase
only as wanted and we look for a very
taken, it was done
in profile
with
a market
quite
for the present. There is still a good aspiece of black paper and a pair of shears;
sortment of all kinds offering and our weekly reare quite equal 10 the demand. Included
when he got the returns from back coun- ceipts
in the receipts of the week
with an ox cart; when he took

the same

AND

PROPERTIES

Reliable Evidence.

Végetine

The receipts of Flour for the week have been 2,
. 970 bbls of all kinds against 33,145 bbls for the corresponding week of 1877, and 25,903 bbls in 1876.
The exports for the same time have been 7,174
bbls, of which 3,63 bbls were to Liverpool, 81 to

Old Probs;” he—but why go

steel point may go over the indentations
made by speaking into the mouthpiece.
A paper funnel, like a speaking trumpet,
is now attached to the mouthpiece to
prevent the sound from scattering, the
cylinder is revolved as before, and the
phonograph repeats in a clear tone every
word and sound recorded on the tin-foil

both cases,

and

beans,

Flores and

System.

Vegetine | Mi.H. A THVINS: mont cheerfully
add my testimony to

oys-

FLOUR.

on? No; when he took an excursion,
it was on a flat boat; whén he went off

the cylinder is' turned back, so that the

of atmospheric vibrations

CHEESE,

MEDICAL

cloves, - Vegetine

/

Quincy Market, Boston.

Exposi-

tion; he never owned a bonanza

is’ faithfally recorded on the tin-foil by. | had
the

Merchants

eggs,

laughingteeth; he

mouthpiece.

to make

large

a few

ITS

Vegetine|

8

Reporid by HILTON BROS

of an electric pen; he never saw a pretty
girl running a sewing machine; he never
saw a self-propelling engine go down the

never

is

:

MARKETS.

BUTTER,

Krupp gun; he never received a telegraph
dispatch;he never listened to the
* fizz”

to such a degree that, if the cylinder is
revolved, the point will trace a shallow
groove on its surface corresponding with
the threads cut on the , cylinder surface. |
While
turning the crank the operator

the steel point, the cylinder making about
one revolution ‘to .a. word. “In order to

THE

would like to ask:
What did our forefathers know ?
What, for instance, did
George Washington
know?
He
never
saw a fast mail train; he never held his
ear to a telephone; he never. sat for a
picture in a phetograph gallery; he never
saw a steamboat; he never sighted a

Reno-

Alterative, Tonic, Solyent and Diuretic.

‘“ One touch of nature makes the whole
world akin,” writes the immortal bard of
Avon.
That's the reason why the ladies
sink all their dissensions in common admiration
of “ Andrews’ Bazar”
which
meets their wants so fully, Bright general reading,
stories,
essays, criticism,
racy chit-chat, sparkling paragraphs are
here; but, best of all, the most perfect
fashion department in any magazine.
All
the most novel things from abroad,
supplemented by the taste of the finest American modistes, are
profusely
given
and
illustarted.
Send to Cincinnati for it.

very

Blood,

the Whole

* ++

its

of sound

some

nutmeg,

S40
* +o

tires;

we believe they would soon become
popular.—Am. Agriculturist.

PaTES.—Stew

three oysters in each. .

softer

broad

fresh,
pure,

some yolk ef egg boiled hard and grated, a
little butter, and as much liquor from the
oysters as will cover them.
When stewed
a few minutes, take them out of the pan
to cool.
‘Have shells of puff paste, previously baked in patty-pans, aid lay two or

if

the

vates and Invigorates

five minutes.

OYSTER

the ground
the more apparent will be
the difference
in favor of the broad
wheels. It is to be hoped that the manufacturers of wagons will make .the experiment

of
of

the

put in it two even tea-spoon-

ters with a little

inap-.

and the

Purifies

table-salt,

Then add two
ounces
butter. Take ome pint

oven

can be drawn

tires,

of fine

with a biscuit-cutter, and bake in a quick

the difference off
draft
in favor of the broad:

of manure

VEGETING

sifted

fuls of soda, and then add it to the flour.

up-

doubt

of

Thedough oughtto be very soft ;but,should
it be too soft, add a little more flour. Work
it well, roll it out half an inch thick, cut

across plowed ground in a broad-tired
wagon, by a team that could not move it

cyl-

pesition, with

travel

mud-bound,

matter of

tea-spoonfuls

flour.
good

and a broad wheel
a

two

deep-

at a time.

thus

smoothest

hard or smooth,
will be decidedly

exactly in pitch with that cut on the axis
for the purpose of giving the cylinder
longitudinal motion.
In
front of the
cylinder is a movable bar or arm, which
supports a mouthpiece of gutta-percha, on
the under side of which is a disc of thin
metal such as is used for taking tintypes.
Against the center of the lower side of
this disc,
a fine steel point is held by a
spring attached to the rim of the mouthpiece; an india-rubber cushion, between
the point and the disc, controls the vibration of the spring.
In fact, the instrument has no other parts but the cylinder
and its axis and the vibrater with its arm,
yet with it the most wonderful results
are obtained.
To use the
phonograph a sheet of
smooth tin foil is adjusted around the cylinder, and secured in position with a little gun.
The vibrater, with its adjustaand

been

quart

tea-spoonfuls of cream of tartar

which must be well diffused through

it is in favor of the one or the othey.

steam power.
On the surface of the cylinder, which is about four inches in diameter, is cut a screw thread, corresponding

inder,

places,

and

Theoretically, there may be a difference,
to a small extent, in favor of the
fparrow
tire, but as our roads are far ron} being

uprights,

ble mouthpiece, is then moved to the

flour
; four

ery family
can have an opera or a concert at . the sulpher with the salt every third time
during the two months above mentioned,

’

wi

Buchelor of Agricultural Science.

have

in draft of a narrow

horizon-

wheel,

CrEAaM "Biscurr.—One

past

are now convinced that it might
have
been better for them had the tires of their
wagons been 3 or 4 inches wide; but they
are still in doubt about the ease of draft
of these broad wheels.
Now, it should
be evident that a broad wheel, that will
not sink into the ground, is of much
easier draft than a narrow one that cuts
in'two or three inches. The difference

sound-writer but a sound-reproducer.
In mechanism the phonograph is simplicity itself. It consists of a cylinder
of hollow

the

all housed cattle should have sulpher mixed

Celebration

eg,

who

preciable, and it

is

roads

has been impossible for weeks.
Those

on the hardest,

phonograph

the

and these have sunk so

itself.

The

of

ly in the mud that, in some

manner,

“causes the diaphragm
to vibrate and

thing before it, the debris from
ngs

as to the

wagon-tires,

marking each individual vibration developed in its sensitive diaphragm with an
accuracy and distinctness that is proved
by the perfect reproduction of the sound

reproduce

The Potter investigating committee begin
serious
business this, Tuesday,
morning.

Nothing has yet been decided upon,

It now

sounds

condition

winter has done more to commend broadtired wheels than all the arguments that
have ever been, uttered.
The soft roads
have been so cut up with the 1 3-4 inch

note and toyk
within reach of its mechanism, and a mouth that repeats those impressions in ‘the same time and with the
same accuracy as they were received, but
as yet not with equal volume.
It analyzes
the

DOMESTIO REOIPES.

BROAD TIRES TO WHEELS.
The

and

papers, The Little Stor and.

homed Diormate weeks, and Lesson.
rs of the International Series for both adults

children,

3

*|. Sample copies of any paper gent free.

* Address,
.

.

Rev. I. D. STEWART,
DOVER, N, H.
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